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Whatever the Sage spoke

Are words or terms;

Th ey are gathered within form or formative factors.

Th e particularist school believes that the essence of the scriptures is a col-

lection of words, terms, and letters that are connected according to gen-

eral rules of grammar. Th erefore, the teachings belong to [the aggregate 

of ] non-associated formative factors. Th e discourse school believes that 

the scriptures’ grammar has its own identifi able attributes; therefore, the 

teachings belong to the form aggregate. [Both schools believe that scrip-

tural transmission] falls within these two limits of substance.

Etymology of the Term “Wheel of Dharma” [B]

Concerning the etymology of the term “wheel of Dharma,” 
chakra, the latter part of the term Dharmachakra,

Denotes the movement of realization and the aggregate of 
scriptural transmission.

In the Sanskrit term dharmachakra, the meaning of dharma has been 

explained above [in the previous chapter]. Th e term chakra denotes move-

ment or a collection. Th e term chakra (wheel) is used because the wheel 

of the Dharma of realization seems to move to disciples’ mind streams, 

and because the cycle of scriptural transmission is the epitome of many 

aggregates of Dharma. Dharmamitra states:

Th e term “wheel” is used because [realization] appears to move 

into disciples’ mind streams or because it has the meaning of 

a collection, since the meaning of the word “wheel” is close to 

those [intended meanings].

Also, in other synonyms for it, reference is made to “Brahma’s wheel,” as 
Th e Treasury of Observed Phenomena states:

It [the wheel of Dharma] itself [is Brahma’s wheel], since 

in purity, 

Brahma’s [literally: the Pure’s] wheel is turned by Brahma.
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Categories of the Wheel of Dharma [C]

Th is section has two parts: (1) the common wheel of Dharma and (2) the 

extraordinary wheel of Dharma according to the secret mantra way.

Th e Common Wheel of Dharma [1]

Th is section has two parts: (1) the wheel of Dharma classifi ed as three 

cycles of teaching and (2) the wheel of Dharma described in terms of 

aggregates.

Th e Wheel of Dharma Classifi ed as Th ree Cycles of Teaching [a]

Th is section has two parts: (1) the general classifi cation of three cycles of 

teaching and (2) separate frameworks of the three cycles of teaching.

Th e General Classifi cation of Th ree Cycles of Teaching [i]

When scriptural transmission is classifi ed, the fi rst doctrine 
comprises the four truths;

Th e intermediate doctrine, absence of characteristics; the fi nal 
doctrine, accurate discernment.

[Th e Buddha] spoke of renunciation, freedom, and 
irreversibility

To have beings enter peace, reach spiritual maturity, and fulfi ll 
prophecies;

And to have them turn away from what is not meritorious, 
from the self, and from [the basis of] all views.

When scriptural transmissions are classifi ed, the wheel of Dharma has 

three cycles; this is widely known and accepted among followers of the 

great way.

Th e fi rst doctrine the Buddha taught is the scriptural transmission of 

the four truths; the middle one, the scriptural transmission concerning 

absence of characteristics; and the fi nal one, the scriptural transmission of 

accurate discernment. Th e Discourse Requested by Powerful King of Dha-
ranis states:
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Aware of the dispositions of thoroughly impure sentient be-

ings, the Transcendent Buddha’s speeches on impermanence, 

suff ering, absence of self, and undesirability [of the wheel of 

life] provoked disillusionment in sentient beings enthralled 

with the wheel of life—those beings entered exalted beings’ 

spiritual discipline.

Th e Transcendent Buddha’s diligence did not end with 

merely that; his later accounts of emptiness, absence of inher-

ent characteristics, and lack of aspiration allowed sentient be-

ings to comprehend the nature of transcendent buddhas.

Th e Transcendent Buddha’s diligence did end with merely 

that; his later accounts of the irreversible wheel of Dharma and 

of complete threefold purity [of act, agent, and object] placed 

beings within the transcendent buddhas’ domain.

Th us, among the three wheels of Dharma, three styles of speech deliver 

the teachings. Th e fi rst is speech [that inspired] renunciation toward 

the wheel of life; the second, speech that presented the three gateways 

to freedom; and the third, speech that described the irreversible wheel. 

Th e reason for this order is that these stages connect disciples to supreme 

awakening. Th e Highest Continuity states:

Th e form [bodies] constitute the cause which makes the worldly 

enter the path of peace,

Brings them to spiritual maturity, and gives prophecies.

As stated, the Buddha’s initial talks of disillusionment given to those 

attached to the wheel of life compelled them to enter the path of peace. 

Th en, talks on emptiness brought them to spiritual maturity in the great 

way. Th en, talks on the irreversible wheel had them enter the transcen-

dent buddhas’ domain and receive outstanding prophecies [of awaken-

ing]. Th erefore, the Buddha spoke [in this order]. Furthermore, Aryadeva 

states:

First, turn away from what is not meritorious;

Later, turn away from the self;

Lastly, turn away from the basis of all views.

Whoever understands this is wise.
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Various perspectives related to the three wheels of Dharma will appear 

in detail in later chapters within Th e Treasury of Knowledge.

Separate Frameworks of the Th ree Cycles of Teaching [ii]

Th is section has three parts: (1) the fi rst, (2) the middle, and (3) the fi nal 

cycle of teaching.

Th e First Cycle of Teaching [aa]

Th e four truths were repeated three times, making twelve 
[parts].

Th e fi rst wheel of Dharma, that of the four truths, can be characterized as 

sacred teachings the Buddha spoke with the intention to establish a foun-

dation for the great way’s path. He mainly taught this cycle to disciples 

with an affi  nity for the lesser way. Th e scriptures known to pious atten-

dants as [collections] on discipline, on observed phenomena, and of the 

discourses, such as the four classes of discourses, exemplify this cycle.

Why is it referred to as the doctrinal cycle of “the four truths”? Th is 

term is used because, to guide disciples inclined to the lesser way, [the 

Buddha] taught the correct view and conduct starting from the princi-

pal subject of this cycle, the four truths. Th e main teachings of the fi rst 

wheel took place in the region of Varanasi, at Deer Park, Descent of the 

Seers. To a circle of disciples, the excellent group of fi ve, [the Buddha] 

fi rst enunciated the four truths three times. Th us, he taught this turning 

of the wheel in a twelve-part format.

On the subject of that format, the particularist school considers that 

presentations of the four truths’ essence, function, and result constitute 

the three enunciations. Moreover, each repetition had four aspects—

words, knowledge, understanding, and realization. Th us, the teaching 

was carried out in twelve parts.

Th e discourse school maintains that the fi rst repetition focused upon 

the essence of the four truths themselves; the second focused upon the 

essence of their functions; and the third focused upon their ultimate 

[result]. What was repeated was the system of the four truths; in the 

course of three repetitions, the focus was upon three features (essence, 

function, and result) of each of the four truths. Th us, this school states 
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that the teaching had twelve parts. Th is belief seems reasonable to me.

Th is doctrinal cycle’s actual purpose included to bring the excellent 

group of fi ve to the attainment of the state of arhat. Its special purpose is 

that, from that time until the end of the doctrine of fruition, those who 

attain the four results [of the lesser way’s path] will be as numerous as the 

earth’s dust motes.

Other teachings besides the ones mentioned here belong to the four 

truths’ doctrinal cycle. For example, the Buddha spoke fragments of the 

scriptural transmission on discipline in six cities and in other locations. 

[In the same way, this doctrinal cycle was enunciated] in various unspeci-

fi ed times and places.

Th e Middle Cycle of Teaching [bb]

To teach the absence of characteristics, the explicit teaching 
presented the three gateways to freedom;

Th e hidden meaning explained the eight manifest realizations 
and related topics.

Th e middle wheel of Dharma can be characterized as sacred teachings the 

Buddha spoke with the intention to establish the great way’s actual path. 

He mainly taught them to disciples with an affi  nity for the great way. 

Th e discourses on the perfection of sublime insight, including the text 

referred to as the mother [of all buddhas] in its extensive, medium, and 

brief versions, chiefl y exemplify this cycle.

Why is this cycle referred to as the doctrinal cycle of “the absence of 

characteristics”? All phenomena, from form up to and including omni-

science, dwell far removed from substantial characteristics. Th ese teach-

ings were apparently given to show this indescribable, inconceivable, and 

inexpressible ultimate nature; thus this term is used.

At the site of Vulture Peak at Rajgir, [the Buddha] taught a circle of 

disciples belonging to the four assemblies [of laywomen, laymen, nuns, 

and monks] and an infi nite gathering of bodhisattvas. He began with 

an explicit teaching, the three gateways to freedom; then, by presenting 

the profound subject of emptiness, he explained the hidden meaning, 

the stages through which the eight manifest realizations arise in disciples’ 

mind streams, and he included seventy related topics. He employed three 
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styles and eleven systems [listed here below] that serve as eff ective means 

to achieve realization.

Th e three gateways to freedom are as follows: the basis is emptiness; 

the path, absence of characteristics; and the result, aspirationlessness. Th e 

hidden meaning, the eight manifest realizations, [are listed] in Th e Orna-
ment of Manifest Realization:

Eight points fully elucidate

Th e perfection of sublime insight:

Knowledge of all aspects of phenomena, knowledge of paths,

Knowledge of everything,

Manifest perfect realization of all aspects,

Reaching the peak, culmination,

Instantaneous manifest perfect awakening,

And the body of ultimate enlightenment. Th ese are the eight 

points.

Th e seventy related subjects are as follows: ten teachings illustrate omni-

science, eleven illustrate knowledge of the paths, nine illustrate knowl-

edge of the ground, eleven illustrate training which is complete in all 

aspects, eight illustrate reaching the peak, thirteen illustrate culmination, 

four illustrate reaching instantaneous [awakening], and four illustrate the 

result, the body of ultimate enlightenment.

Th ree styles teach [these eight points and seventy related subjects]: 

a condensed teaching addressed to those who understand based on a 

statement of the main points; a moderate length teaching for those who 

understand based upon mere elaboration; and an extensive explanation 

for those fond of words.

Th e eleven systems were presented in such forms as answers to the ques-

tions of Shariputra, Subhuti, Shakra, Subhuti again, Maitreya, Subhuti 

again, Shakra, Subhuti, Maitreya, Subhuti, and Ananda, each in turn.

Th is doctrinal cycle’s purposes are as follows: directly, the Buddha 

demonstrated the way of turning the wheel; and the minds of its recipi-

ents, his disciples, were defi nitely liberated. Based on these purposes, they 

entered the transcendent buddhas’ domain. Indirectly, this cycle removes 

all sentient beings’ obscuring veils of wrong views, leading to the manifest 

and irreversible realization of all phenomena’s abiding nature, and the 
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attainment of the supreme transcendence of sorrow which does not fall 

into the two extremes.

Th e Final Cycle of Teaching [cc]

Th e fi nal cycle principally teaches the three characteristics 
[of knowable things].

Th e fi nal wheel of Dharma can be characterized as sacred teachings the 

Buddha spoke with the intention of teaching the ultimate meaning. He 

mainly taught bodhisattvas at levels of no regression. Scriptures that prin-

cipally teach accounts of buddha-nature, such as Th e Flower Ornament 
Discourse and Th e Journey to Lanka Discourse, exemplify this cycle.

Why are they referred to as “the doctrinal cycle of accurate analysis”? 

Th is expression is used since the Buddha mainly began with an accurate 

analysis of all phenomena, from form up to and including omniscience, 

according to three characteristics [of knowable things]: imagined, depen-

dent, and consummate.

Th e fi nal doctrinal cycle’s main part is ultimately immeasurable, yet 

merely in the visual and aural domain of spiritually immature persons 

like ourselves, the Buddha spoke at indefi nite times at Mount Malaya, 

Heart of Awakening, Vaishali, and other places. Th erefore, a single delin-

eation—“Th is, and this alone, constitutes the [fi nal cycle of teaching]”—

is diffi  cult to make. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned texts and others, 

such as A Cluster of Jewels, that have extensive [elucidations] of both 

the words and meanings [of the subjects of this cycle] should be placed 

within this cycle. Many words spoken with an underlying intention in 

the majority of lesser and great way discourses are largely clarifi ed in these 

[discourses of the fi nal cycle of instruction]. For example, Th e Basic Dis-
course on Monastic Discipline states:

Monks are permitted to eat suitable meat. Th is meat that is 

pure in three ways—[the meat has] not been designated [for 

the monk], nor begged for, nor ordered—will not occur; thus 

do not eat meat.

In this and other examples, the Buddha gave many instructions with an 

underlying intention.
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CHAPTER XV

The Perfection of Wisdom  
in the Vajracchedika

The history of the extremely popular Mahayana discourse, the Vajrac- 
chedika-prajndparamita-sutra, is available in Hajime Nakamura’s Indian 
Buddhism  (1980). One important piece of information he has brought to 
our notice is that the earlier versions of this text, available through trans
lation into Chinese by Ch’ih-ch’ien, follow introductions, similar to those 
of the early discourses, where the location of the sermon is given as 
Jetavana and the audience described as consisting of 1,250 bhikkhus 
only. There is no mention of any bodhisattvas. Furthermore, the Purva- 
sailas, a sect of the so-called Hinayana, are said to have possessed the 
sutra in Prakrit.1

The inclusion of bodhisattvas as part of the audience would not be a 
major revision were it not for the fact that it obliterates the philosophical 
significance of the work by introducing an ideological conflict that only 
emerged subsequently, with the compilation of the Saddharmapun- 
darlka-sutra (see Chapter x v i i ). The Vajracchedika undoubtedly repre
sents a criticism of the same metaphysical ideas that the Buddha and 
some of his later disciples, such as Moggallputta-tissa, rejected. But it is 
not necessary to interpret its philosophical content in a way that lends 
credibility to the so-called Hlnayana-Mahayana conflict. In fact, the 
term “Mahayana” does not even occur in the discourse.

A consideration of the conception of “perfection” (pdramita) can 
throw some light on the philosophical nature and content of the Prajhd- 
paramita-sutras. In the Buddhist context, the term parama is generally 
taken to mean the “greatest,” “highest,” “ultimate,” or “perfect,” more in 
the sense of an ideal or goal than a reality. Thus we have expressions like 
“Gains have good health as the greatest. Wealth has contentment as the 
greatest. Kinsmen have trust as the greatest, and freedom is the greatest 
(or ultimate) happiness.”2 The term paramita (or paramata) represents 
the abstract noun, hence rendered as “perfection.” This use of the term in 
the sense of goal is further strengthened by the more fanciful etymologi
cal explanation of the term as “(that by which) one has crossed over to 
the other shore” (param = other [shore], ita = gone or moved). The 
absolutistic understanding of the concept of “goal” contrasted with
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“means”—an understanding that can generate polar theories such as real
ism and instrumentalism—has given rise to the view that prajnaparamitd 
represents the perfection of wisdom, where wisdom stands for absolute 
knowledge, if not for knowledge of the Absolute, as opposed to all other 
forms of empirical or conceptual knowledge. If that were the case, then 
the six pdramitas of the Mahayanists and the ten pdramitas of the 
Theravadins would leave us with six or ten absolutes relating to human 
activities such as generosity, virtuousness, renunciation, striving, effort, 
concentration, understanding, and so on. In contrast, a goal that is not 
absolute would enable a person who leads a moral life to be “virtuous” 
without being “made of virtues” (see Chapter x). Similarly, a person 
could be “wise” without being constituted or made of wisdom, the latter 
being taken in its nominal form to refer to an entity. It is such ontological 
commitment that the discourses devoted to expounding the perfection of 
wisdom (prajnaparamitd) are trying to avoid. The philosophy of the 
Vajracchedika is intended to achieve precisely this.

Analysis of the philosophical content of the Vajracchedika, whose 
main purpose is to expound the “perfection of wisdom” (prajnd- 
paramitd), can begin with its reference to the Buddha’s reminiscence of 
his previous birth as the sage Ksantivadr. Ksanti is patience or tolerance, 
which is itself one of the perfections. The Buddha refers to one of his 
previous lives, in which he was said to have refrained from entertaining 
any idea of self (atma), being (sattva), soul (jiva), or person (pudgala), 
even when his limbs were being chopped off one after another by order of 
the King of Kalinga. The reason he did not entertain any such idea was 
that he did not want to generate any thoughts of ill-will.

It is possible to argue that compassion, for example, cannot be gener
ated unless there are “true and real” persons. Buddhism, however, holds 
that a belief in a “true and real” person involves ontological commitment, 
a commitment that leads to grasping after the subject or oneself. This 
grasping can lead in turn not only to greed (lobha) but also to its oppo
site, namely, hatred (dvesa) or ill-will (vyapada).

Patience (ksanti) thus turns out to be an extremely effective way of 
overcoming hatred and ill-will. The story of Ksantivadl is an idealized 
version of such patience. Yet the cultivation of patience is not achieved 
through external compulsion through a sense of duty, as in the absolutis
tic traditions, but through understanding. This is how the perfection of 
patience or tolerance comes to be related to the perfection of wisdom 
(prajnaparamitd).

An interesting passage in the Vajracchedika provides a clue to the 
nature and goal of the perfection of wisdom:

The Fortunate One questioned: “What do you think, Subhuti, does it occur
to the Arhat, ‘By me has Arhatship been attained?’ ” Subhuti responded:
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“No indeed, O Fortunate One, it does not occur to the Arhat, ‘I have 
attained Arhatship.’ And why? Because there is no thing (dharma) named 
‘Arhat.’ Therefore, it is called ‘Arhat.’ If, O Fortunate One, it occurs to an 
Arhat, ‘I have attained Arhatship,’ that itself would be for him a grasping 
after a self, a grasping after a being, a grasping after a soul, a grasping after 
a person. And why? O Fortunate One, I have been referred to by the Tatha
gata, the Arhat, the Perfectly Enlightened One as the foremost among those 
who live in peace (arana-vihart). I am, O Fortunate One, an Arhat, one who 
has abandoned lust (vitaraga). O Fortunate One, it does not occur to me, ‘I 
am an Arhat, one who has abandoned lust. If, O Fortunate One, it occurred 
to me, ‘I have attained Arhatship,’ the Tathagata would not declare of me, 
‘The foremost among those who dwell in peace, Subhuti, the son of good 
family, dwells not anywhere. Therefore he is called ‘a dweller in peace, a 
dweller in peace.’

Three significant assertions are included in this passage. First, Subhuti 
calls himself an Arhat, one who has abandoned lust, an epithet applied to 
the Buddha himself in this context, but an ideal that was subsequently 
condemned in the Saddharmapundarika as being “low” (hina). Second, 
Subhuti is referred to as the foremost among those who dwell in peace 
(arana-vihari). And, finally, Subhuti would not be considered the fore
most among those who dwell in peace if he were to entertain the idea that 
he has attained or reached some thing referred to as Arhatship. In other 
words, he is not one who has made an ontological commitment as far as 
the conception of Arhatship is concerned.

Placing these three assertions in a historical setting, without relying on 
ideological conflicts that emerged long after, we can understand their 
philosophical significance, and through that the entire contents of the 
Vajracchedika. The term arhat is used in the early discourses to refer to 
one who is “worthy” of respect as a result of cultivating a noble way of 
life. That noble way of life is the result of abandoning lust (raga). The 
Buddha and his immediate disciples are described as those who have 
reached such moral perfection, the former being singled out as the “per
fectly enlightened one” (sammasambuddha) as a result of being the 
founder of the path or doctrine unheard of before (pubbe ananussuta).* 

However, the more important assertion is the second. It would be an 
extremely unhistorical approach to analyze Subhuti’s claim that he was 
declared to be the foremost among those who dwell in peace (arana- 
vtharin) without first taking a look at the Buddha’s discourse entitled 
Analysis o f  Peace (Arana-vibhahga-sutta).5 Here the Buddha speaks of a 
“warring path” (sarana-pafipada) and a “peaceful path” (arana-pati- 
pada). One would normally expect the Buddha to define the former as 
the presence of lust, hatred, and confusion, which is bondage, and the 
latter as the absence of these three tendencies, which is freedom (nib
bana). The elimination of lust and hatred may provide peace for oneself.
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However, this alone does not provide a way of non-conflict in the world, 
for when we think of the world, which includes oneself as well as others, 
peace or non-conflict (arana) must involve the means of communication 
as well. It is for this reason that simple renunciation of lust and hatred is 
not sufficient. It has to be accompanied by the elimination of confusion 
(moba), which, in the Vajracchedika, means cultivation of the perfection 
of wisdom. The Analysis o f  Peace defines the warring path as a dog
matic, extremist attitude toward concepts, and therefore toward lan
guage, and the peaceful path as a non-dogmatic, pragmatic attitude 
toward concepts and linguistic usage.

We have already quoted the most significant passage from this dis
course, where the Buddha recommends a middle path that avoids the two 
extremes—one that views conceptual knowledge as self-sufficing and a 
revelation all by itself, and the other that views true experience as beyond 
all conceptual thinking. The first is an absolutist notion of conception 
and language; the second is a transcendentalist perspective. The Buddha 
emphasizes the utilization of language without grasping, i.e ., without 
ontological commitment. He realized that many disputes in philosophy 
hinge on ill-defined words and ideas, each side claiming its own word or 
idea to be true. This leads to the third assertion referred to above, 
namely, that Subhuti would not be a dweller in peace if he were to enter
tain the idea that he has reached some thing designated by the term arhat
ship.

It may not be an exaggeration to say that the entire Vajracchedika is 
one colossal attempt to avoid the extremist use of language, that is, to 
eliminate any ontological commitment to concepts while at the same time 
retaining their pragmatic value, so as not to render them totally empty of 
meaning. In the previous chapter, we saw how the canonical Abhidham
ma texts adopted enumeration, classification, and synthesis to bring out 
the pragmatic meaning of concepts (pahhatti). In doing so, the Abhi
dhamma attempted to be as comprehensive as possible, leaving no con
ception unanalyzed; hence the vastness of the collection. However, the 
Vajracchedika tries to achieve the same in thirty-six printed pages. This is 
done by applying a formula, developed in the Prajnaparamita tradition, 
to a select number of concepts. Let us consider one such application.

What was taught by the Tathagata as heap of merit, as no heap of merit,
that has been taught by the Tathagata. Therefore, the Tathagata teaches,
“heap of merit, heap of merit.”6

This statement, generally understood as if it were the Buddhist thesis of 
ineffability,7 can be explained in terms of the threefold methodology of 
the Abhidharma, which, as pointed out in Chapter xiv, was intended as a 
way of establishing the doctrines of non-substantiality (andtman) and 
dependent arising (pratityasamutpada).
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The Buddha, utilizing a linguistic medium, spoke of a heap of merit. 
His statement is immediately understood by a substantialist, either Bud
dhist or non-Buddhist, as a reference to a self-existent substance or 
unique entity (svabhava), or to an essential characteristic (svalaksana). In 
either case, the concept stands for something (kihcit) that is true and real 
in an ultimate sense. For this reason, the concept of heap of merit is 
immediately negated as no heap of merit. This is intended as the method 
of non-substantiality or the deconstruction of substantialist implications. 
Yet it is not an absolute or universal negation, but the negation of a par
ticular definition of the concept of heap of merit. If the negation is not 
absolute or universal, then there can be other versions of the concept of 
heap of merit. As far as the Buddha is concerned, this is a concept that is 
dependently arisen (pratltyasamutpanna). Thus the assertion that fol
lows the negation is no more than the recognition that the concept of 
heap of merit depends on a variety of conditions, and hence is not 
unique. It is significant that this third statement is presented in quotes 
which are expressed in the classical Indian languages by the phrase iti 
placed at the end of a term or a sentence,8 and is different from the first. 
We may summarize the formula as follows:

1. Heap of merit, heap of merit = ontological commitment, a substan
tialist or realist explanation.

2. No heap of merit = deconstruction, negation of substance or unique 
character, with possible nominalist implications.

3. “Heap of merit, heap of merit” (in quotes), representing the recon
struction of the concept in terms of the principle of dependent aris
ing. This would mean that each concept, instead of either represent
ing a unique entity or being an empty term, is a substitute for a 
human experience which is conditioned by a variety of factors. As 
such, it has pragmatic meaning and communicative power without 
being absolute in any way.

The Vajracchedika repeatedly applies this formula to a wide variety of 
concepts, such as material objects, the world systems, stream of thought, 
human personality, the fruits of the moral life, the Tathagata, the Bud
dha, and the dharma. 9 One is reminded of the series of concepts analyzed 
by the Buddha in the Mulapariyaya-sutta.10 The conceptual categories to 
which the formula is applied may not be as exhaustive as the categories 
examined in the Abhidhamma, but they include most of the important 
concepts that received metaphysical interpretations at the hands of the 
substantialists.

The desubstantializing or desolidification of concepts by applying the 
above formula would mean that the Vajracchedika is propounding a the
ory of “emptiness” (sunyata). Yet the term, so popular elsewhere in the 
Mahayana literature, never occurs in this text. This may be due to the
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fact that “emptiness,” with its rather negative connotation, could sweep 
out the pragmatic meaning and use of concepts, and this latter is 
highlighted in the Vajracchedika with a quotation from the early dis
courses of the Buddha. The quotation involves the simile of the raft (Pali, 
kulla; Prakrit, ko la ),11 and concepts are to be utilized as one would use a 
raft—only for the sake of crossing over the sea of suffering—but not to 
be grasped as absolute truths. This is, indeed, the solution to the problem 
of ideological conflict and a way to lead a peaceful life (arana-vihara).

The skepticism that led the Buddhists toward rejecting an absolutist 
notion of truth, and therefore of incorruptible concepts, which are sup
posed to reveal such truths, is expressed in a quatrain (whose counter
parts are found in the early discourses)12 that serves as the conclusion to 
the text:

As stars, an eye-disease, a lamp,
A mock show, dew drops or a bubble,
A dream, a flash of lightning, or a cloud,
So should one perceive what is dispositionally conditioned.13

It may be noted that the scheme or formula developed in the Vajracche
dika  to deconstruct absolutist metaphysics became extremely popular in 
the East Asian Buddhist tradition, especially in Ch’an (Zen) Buddhism, 
where the Vajracchedika was regarded as a locus classicus (see Chapter 
xxm ).

After repeated use of the formula to negate metaphysical ideas, the 
Vajracchedika presents the more positive doctrine of the Buddha in two 
quatrains. Once again, these quatrains express a thought that is not unfa
miliar to the early discourses:14

Those who by my form did see me,
And those who followed me by voice,
Wrong the efforts they engage in,
Me those people will not see.

The Buddhas are to be seen through the dharma,
For the dharma-bodies are the Guides.
The nature of dharma should not be discerned,
Nor can it be discerned.

It is tempting to interpret this as implying a theory of absolutism tran
scending ordinary sense experiences (samjnd) as well as cognitions 
(vijnana). But this would mean abandoning every effort in the Vajracche
dika  to eliminate mysterious substances, ultimate realities, and absolute 
truths by using the formula or schema discussed earlier. Instead, it is pos
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sible to explain the above statement as implying that what is important is 
the moral principle (dharma) as embodied in the Buddha’s teachings 
(dharma), which can lead a person to freedom and peace. The search 
directed at discovering who the Buddha essentially is, what buddhahood 
essentially means, contributed to endless conflicts even during the time of 
the Buddha, so much so that he once advised his disciples, “He who per
ceives the dhamma, he perceives me” (Yo dhammam passati so mam pas
sati).15 The Vajracchedika is not a far cry from this.

However, in the interpretation of the life of the bodhisattva, the 
Vajracchedika highlights a theme which eventually contributed to a belief 
that may not be so consistent with the teachings of early Buddhism. In 
the early discourses, three terms are often used to describe the state of 
release (vim okkha), the highest among them being the “cessation of per
ception and what is experienced or felt” (sahnavedayitanirodha), or sim
ply the “attainment of cessation” (nirodha-samapatti). The three terms 
are suhha (empty), animitta (without a mysterious cause), and appani- 
hita (unestablished).16 We have already indicated that the state of cessa
tion is not identical with the kind of freedom implied by the term nibbana 
(see Chapter ix). The foregoing explanation of the “perfection of wis
dom” (prajnaparamitd) would, in a sense, rule out any identification of it 
with the state of cessation. Furthermore, a semantic equivalent of the 
term “unestablished” (appanihita) is used in the early discourses to refer 
to the consciousness (vinhdna) of a freed person at the moment of death. 
It is said that such a person passes away without his consciousness being 
established anywhere (appatifthitena vtnndnena) . 17

It is significant to note that the Vajracchedika does not confine this last 
term, apratisfhita, to a description of the state of cessation (nirodha), 
which is a non-cognitive state, or the death of the freed person (parinib- 
buta), but extends its use to include the behavior of the bodhisattva as 
well. This may seem harmless at first sight, for the aspirant to enlighten
ment is expected to abandon all lust, hatred, and confusion as he makes 
his way toward the final goal. Yet, in emphasizing this idea of not being 
established in anything, the bodhisattva was compelled to abandon any 
and every form of interest, not merely lust and hatred. It is this emphasis 
that may have eventually contributed to the theory of self-sacrifice or sui
cide as a means of salvation, espoused in the Saddharmapundarika as 
well as in some of the Jatakas  and Avadanas. It is, no doubt, an ideal that 
conflicts with what is found in the earlier tradition, where one’s own wel
fare (atta-d-attha) as well as the welfare of others (parattha) needs to be 
recognized. In a sense, the conception of the “unestablished” (apratis- 
fhita), when utilized in the explanation of the behavior of the bodhi
sattva, ushers in or makes room for the notion of “duty” so popular in the 
absolutistic traditions.
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1. AUTHOR UNKNOWN (1st c. B.C.), Satpäramitä
According to Akira Hirakawa, "it probably consisted of a

description of the six perfections" and was "probably compiled in the
first century B.C.E., Le. before the Christian era» Its title in Chinese
is Liu po-lo-mi ching. It is quoted in 17.Käsyapaparivarta/2

2. AUTHOR UNKNOWN (1st c. A.D.?), Bodhisattvapitaka
Chinese Pu-sa tsang-ching, also quoted in 17'.Käsyapaparivarta.

Its contents are not known, though several later works appear to
have been based on it.73

3. AUTHOR UNKNOWN (1st c.A.D.), TriskandhadharmaparyâycL
Chinese San-p'in ching. The work is related to

27.Ugradattaparipjvchä™ and dealt with such topics as stüpa-
worship, confession to the Buddha of one's wrongdoings,
transference of merit, etc.75

4. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Kätyäyanävadänasütra (1st c. A.D.?).
This sütra is mentioned by Nagärjuna in 33.Madhyamakakarika

13.7. Jacques May says that "the antinomy between substantialism
and nihilism...was formally expressed in the Katyàyana-avadâna-
sütra".76

.5. AUTHOR UNKNOWN (100 A.D.),
Astasähasrikä(prajnäpärarnitäsütra).77

"This work, which exists in several closely-related versions,,.seems
to have attained its earliest version some time between 100 B.C.E.
and 50 A.D.."78 A.K.Warder (who also provides a brief summary)
attempts to pick out themes that represent a departure from
Abhidharma texts of a similar date. He speculates that the
Sinhalese commentaries and this text "seem to be contemporary in
origin and probably developed in deliberate opposition to one
another", for "the writer of the (Asta-) wished to attack the
conceptions of the ahhidharma commentators".79

Indeed, the Asia regularly asserts that all factors are without
essential nature (asvabhäva\ and draws the conclusion we find in
Nägärjuna's works, such that no'one is bound, no one freed, that all
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such contrasts fail to apply since all factors are empty. To
understand this is to gain "perfection of understanding" (Conze's
translation of prajnäpäramitä). The Bodhisattva who gains that
perfection is called tathägata, "thus-gone", for his "thusness" is gone
just as each factor, properly understood, has been "gone" all along.

Summary by Robert F. Olson80

"The stated purpose of the Perfection of Insight as a teaching is
essentially the same as that of Nägärjuna-gett ing rid of attachment:
'This dharma is taught for the sake of not-taking-hold (anudgraha)
of any dha rma-ye t the world carries on taking-hold...This perfection
of insight is presented for a great purpose: for [bringing about] non-
acquisition (aparigraha), for [bringing about] non-addiction
{anahhinivesd)."*

"Such a program aims^at the elimination of a mode of experience,
that is, experience qualified by attachment. The goal is a detached
mode of knowing-perfect insight or enl ightenment-which is
described in negative terms: The Tathägatas' non-attachment-
knowing (asangajnänä) is indeed perfect insight...Non-apprehension
(anupalambhd) of any dharma is the perfection of insight. Thus it
is said that when there is no idea (samjna), name (ncimari),
designation (prajfiapti), or conventional language (vyavahärä)-then
[there is] perfect insight...This is that perfection of ins ight -no
supposition (manyamänatä) about any dharma at all.'"

"From this we gather that the unattached mode of knowing real
things (dharmas) is a mode of knowing without conceptualization.
Insofar, then, as any real thing is conceived or talked about, it is
known in the attached mode and is thereby falsified. Dharmas or
dharrnatä (real-thing-hood, the nature of reality) as conceived,
schematized (for example, in ahhidharma thought) , and talked
about are fabrications (kalpana)."

"For those dharmas are not there in the way that untaught ,
simple people are addicted to them...The way they are not there is
the way they are there. Thus they are not-being-here {avidyamând),
so they are called ignorance (avidya). Untaught, simple people are
addicted to them. All dharmas, not being there, are fabricated
(kalpita) by them. Having fabricated them they are attached to the
two extremes (existence and non-existence, etc.) and neither know
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nor see those dharmas (as they really are)...Having fabricated them
they become addicted to the two extremes. Having become
addicted, and relying on that source as [a basis of] apprehension,
they fabricate past dharmas, future dharmas, present dharmas.
Having fabricated these they become addicted to name and form
(the five bundles )...Fabricating all those dharmas which are not
there they neither know nor see the Path as it really is...They do not
go forth from the triple world. They do not wake up to the true end
(hhütakoti, i.e. ultimate reality)."

"'Attachment is by means of both name (nâman) and sign
(nimitta)...[Thinking] 'form and the other aggregates are empty'--
this is attachment. (If) one entertains the ideas 'past dharmas ' with
regard to past dharmas, 'future dharmas' with regard to future
dharmas, 'present dharmas' with regard to present dharmas- th i s is
attachment.'"

"The term 'dharmas' here is necessarily ambiguous. Its basic
function is to designate something real or valid. Thus dharmaiä
refers to the nature of all that is real, what constitutes actuality. But
'dharma' is itself a word, and when dharmas are named- fo rm,
consciousness, hodhisattva, nirvana, or whatever - they are totally
within the sphere of the attached mode. It is in this sense that 'all
dharmas are made up by fabrication.' At the same time the terms
'dharma' and 'dharmatä' are used to refer to what is ultimately real,
apart from fabrication: 'All dharmas are talked about only by means
of names, only by means of [linguistic] transaction (vyavahâra). But
the transaction is nowhere, is out of nowhere, is not a transaction
at all: all dharmas are free of transaction, free of talk, not
transacted, not talked about."5

"The skill-in-means (updyakauéalya) of the hodhisattva is both to
perceive s igns- the images, ideas, and names mentally abstractable
from experience-and to develop his awareness of the signlessness
of reality as it is ultimately. This is an expression of the doctrine of
the two truths, conventional and ultimate, applied in a way which
reveals the bodhisattva to be a being 'in this world but not of it.' It

1. Olson translates "skandha" as "bundle". In the present volume we
are translating the term as "aggregate". To avoid confusion we
replace Olson's translation by ours for the remainder of this section.
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is this skill-in-means which enables him to operate in the two modes
simultaneously. However, because he does remain in the unattached
mode, he is not karmically bound to those experiences which are
normally in the sphere of atachment: H e cultivates, devotes himself
to, and honors forms, sounds, odors, tastes, t ouches -bu t he does so
because, in fact, he has 'overcome1, (abhibkuyd) these, he has no
attachment or objective supports (àlamband) and his acts thus arise
out of skill-in-means.18

"Conventional or.transactional truth includes the entire realm of,
discourse, not only what is invalid in relation to Buddhist discourse
but Buddhist discourse as well: I n reality* no distinction or
difference between [any of] these dharaias can be apprehended (na
upcdabhyate)» As talk they are described by the Tathâgata* .„"empty,"
or "signless,", or "wishless,11 or "without formation," or "non-arising,"
or "without birth," or "non-existence," or "dispassion/1 or "cessation,"
or "nirvâna"--these are [just] talked about...All. dharmas whatever
are beyond talk (onabhüäpyä) ."

"'Perfection of insight'--this is only name-giving. And [the
possibility of validly asserting:] 'that name is this [actual thing] '
cannot be apprehended. We say that the name has only speech as
its object-of-reference, while that perfection of insight is neither
found nor apprehended: just as it is a name, just so is it perfection
of insight; just as perfection of insight is, just so is the name» A
duality of dharmas here is neither found nor apprehended."

"The actual references of the word 'perfection-of-insight* is not to
a real thing but to a speech-thing, verbalized -reality-or as the
commentary says, the term just reflects the discrimination
(vikalpapratibirnbokd) of the attached mode» The real thing which
is being talked about, that is, the state of perfect insight, is not
capable of comparison with the name or concept, since names can
only be compared with names-and it is only when there are no
names that the reality of perfect insight is found. Even the negative
language associated with ultimate truth has finally to be seen in this '
light: 'Non-arising (anutpädä) appears to you to be talked about, but
this same non-arising is [only] talk...Form is unthinkable and so are
the other aggregates, [When a bodhisattva does not even entertain
the idea "form is unthinkable," he proceeds in the perfection of
insight."

"The nonattached mode of knowing is present when one
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'proceeds but does not arrive at [the considerations] "I proceed" and
"I will proceed" because all dharmas are neither arrived at nor
depended upon [in reality]. This is the bodhisattvas' samädhi called
fnon-dependeney upon any dharma (sarvadharma-anupädäna)\ This
mode is spoken of as Standing in emptiness', which is where the
Tathägata stood and where all those who follow him should s t a n d -
precisely nowhere at al l-because his mind was not fixated
(apratisthamanasd) by any conceptualized dharrna or consideration."

'The inevitable conclusion is that what is so for the unattached
mode has nothing to do with understanding, hence the paradoxic
rejoinder by Subhüti to those who find the teaching on the
perfection of insight difficult to understand: 'It can't be understood,
it can't be understood (na vijndyaté)a.loi in it nothing at all is
pointed out, nothing at all is learned.' And as there is no dharma at
all pointed out, illuminated, or communicated no one will ever gain
the perfection of insight from Subhütf s teaching of it."

"Looked at from this paradoxic angle, that is, from the point of
view of ultimate truth, all doxa - the points of view of transactional
t ru th -a re equally mere fabrications, none of which can be said to be
even relatively adequate to express or describe perfect insight, since
the latter is not "available" for comparison with its linguistic
descriptions. We are apparently no closer to a possible link between
conceptuality and enlightenment, intelligibility and nirvana. But
from the very discontinuity between the two, there emerges an
interesting corollary: while on the one hand the real and the fictive,
or fabricative, cannot be distinguished because distinguishing is
itself conceptual, on the other hand what fabrication,
discriminations, concepts redly are is, in fact, the perfection of
insight."

This perfection of insight cannot be taught or learned or
distinguished or considered or demonstrated or reflected upon by
means of the aggregates or by means of the elements (dhätu) or by
means of the sense-fields (qyatana)« The reason for this is the
isolation (viviktatva) of all dharmas, the absolute isolation of all
dharmas...But the perfection of insight is not to be understood apart
from the aggregates, etc. The reason for this is that it is just the very
a ?g r e ga t e s , etc., which are empty, isolated, quieted. For thus are
the perfection of insight and the aggregates, etc.: a non-duality
which is without division and cannot be" apprehended because of its
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emptiness.«its isolation...and hence its being quieted.'1

"This nondual nature is referred to in quasi-positive terms as
'suchness' (tathatä): The Tathâgata knows form (and each of the
aggregates) as suchness,o.The suchoess of the aggregates is the
suchness of the world; the suchness of the world is the- suchness of
all dharmas..,This is all just one suchness which has left behind the
manifold [states] of existence and non-existence, because it is not
one, not many, not disappearing, without modification, without
duality, undivided...This one suchness of all real things is also
identical with perfect insight, the state of enlightenment...Because
of the boundlessness of objective supports (alamhana; intended
object), this perfection of insight is a boundless perfection» Because
of the boundlessness of sentient beings this perfection of insight is
a boundless perfection, Because all dharmas are without a
beginning, middle, or end this perfection of insight is a boundless
perfection." . ;

"This absence of own-being (svabhävd) in beings should be
known as the nature of the perfection of insight The absence of
own-being (that is, independent self-existence) in beings
demonstrates the absence of it in the perfection of insight. Similarly,
their isolation, unthinkability, indestructible nature, and the fact
that they are not in the process of becoming enl ightened-al l
demonstrate the same for the perfection of insight"

"If then the nature of reality is not different from enlightenment,
then the nature of reality must share the unattached, nondepending,
nonapprehending character of enlightenment, A hint of this can be
seen in two of the terms often associated (as above) with sünya
(empty), namely* vivikta (isolated), and iänta (quieted). Both of
these seem to have their origin in the language of meditation
proper: the isolation or separation of the meditator from his
conceptual and emotional 'connectedness1 with his normal social
world* followed by his development of inner quiet or tranquillity
(iamatha, upasama$ etc.). With the Perfecüon of Insight tradition
these subjective aspects of disconnectedness and tranquillity are said
to be the ultimate nature of all real things*11

fîThe ultimate nature of reality shares in the disconnectedness
which characterizes the perfection of insight. Since this insight is
unattached knowing, the Tathägatas 'demonstrate Dharma to beings
for the sake of non-dinging (q&esd)...The non-connection
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(mambondhä) of form (and the other aggregates) is the BOH»

clinging of form.«The non-connection of fern is forays lack of
origination and cessation...In this way non-dinging comes to be, as
a result of knowing and seeing that all dhamias are not clinging, not
connected.1"

"This common nature leads to further implications. Perfect insight
is not different from the real nature of those characteristics of the
attached mode which, conventionally, the perfection of insight is
supposed to eliminate« This is " the perfection of non-discipline
{avinaya), because there is no apprehension of past, future, and
present goals.0.Thi$ is the perfection of oonaffliction (asomklesä),
because there is no own-being to greed, anger, and delusion...This
is the perfection of dispassion, because there is no falseness in any
dharmae,.This is the perfection of non-arising, because there is no
discrimination in any dharma....This is die perfection of non-
discrimination, because of its identity with discrimination
(vikalposamata)...This is the perfection of suffering, because the
nature of dhannas is like space...Distracted thoughts are thoughts
distracted from the nature of dharmas (dharmatä). But such
thoughts when seen as they really are by insight are without
[intrinsic] characteristics and are in reality not distracted. Indeed,
those thoughts are by nature brightly clear (prakrtiprabhäsvard)™'

"After all, if it is all dhannas which share the same nature,
suchness, with the perfection of insight, then such unwholesome
(akusdd) dhannas as anger, delusion, discrimination, distraction,
suffering, etc. are not to be excluded."

"Finally, there is the clear implication that it is the given nature
of things which is identical with the perfection of insight, and
therefore this insight is not something which has yet to be attained
by the striving hodhisativa* Enlightenment, in short, is wha t the
bodhisattva already really is« The [meditative] actualization
(hhävanä) of the perfection of insight is an actualization of space.
Homage should be paid to those bodhisattvas who put this armor
on, for he who fastens on his armor for the sake of beings seeks to
be armed with space,..For the sake of beings who are [themselves]
like space, like the dharma-realm, he seeks to be armed, he seeks to
become fully enlightened. He seeks to liberate space, he seeks to get
rid of s p a c c . H e will make efforts about space, about wide-open
space, who thinks of being trained in or of making efforts about the
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perfection of insight*,Deep is the perfection of insight: it is not
actualized by anything, for no one actualizes i t 8 4nor is there
anything to be acmalized.,,anywhere, The actualization of the
perfection of insight is actualization of space, of all dharmas, of non-
attachment, of the limitless, of non-existence, of non-acquiring."

"The nature of things is not something which requires
actualization: space is empty without needing to develop that
emptiness. In exactly the same way the perfection of
insight is not in need of development. The implication is evident
that the essential original nature of thought (citta), brightly clear,
as well as the nature of things in general, is unattached knowing,
the perfection of insight which constitutes buddhahood: 'The nature
of all dharmas is complete purity...All dharmas have attained
nirvana, [and hence] are identical with suchness...All dharmas are
noble arhats, completely purified by nature ...All dharmas are
enlightenment because they cause one to be aware of the buddha-
knowing (buddhajfiänd)."

6. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Ren ben yu shengjing.81

This and the following nine works were translated by An Shih-
kao into Chinese between 150 and 170 A.D. The brief summaries
given of works numbered 6-15 are provided by E. Zürcher. None of
them have, so far as we know, been translated into Western
languages; it is not even clear what an appropriate retranslation
from the Chinese of the original Sanskrit titles might be. Zürcher
elsewhere^2 characterizes An Shih-kao's translations thus: "As
translations, they are generally of the poorest quality. It is somewhat
surprising that later Chinese Buddhist bibliographers...have praised
the products of An Shih-kao and his school as masterpieces and
classical examples of the art of translating. It is hard to see on what
criteria their appreciation was based...Most archaic versions are
actually no more than free paraphrases or extracts of the original
texts, teeming with obscure and not yet standardized technical
expressions, and coated in a language which is chaotic to the
extreme and not seldom quite unintelligible..."

Zürcher provides the following description of the gist of these
and the other nine works: 'To judge from the nature of the
scriptures translated, the two main subjects of his teachings seem to
have been (a) the system of mental exercises commonly called
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A. PREFACE.

(1. The Scene and Circumstances of the Sermon.)

T h u s have I heard at one time. The Lord dwelt at Rajagriha, on the
Vulture Peak, together with a large gathering of monks, with 1,250
monks, all of them Arhats—their outflows dried up, undefiled, fully
controlled, quite freed in their hearts, well freed and wise, thorough-
breds, great Serpents, their work done, their task accomplished, their
burden laid down, their own weal accomplished, with the fetters that
bound them to becoming extinguished, their hearts well freed by right
understanding, in perfect control of their whole minds*—
with 500 nuns, laymen, and laywomen, all of them liberated in this
present life—
and with hundreds of thousands of niyutas of kotis of Bodhisattvas—(1)
all of whom had acquired the Dharanis; (2) dwellers in emptiness, their
sphere in the signless, who had not fashioned any desire for the future;
(3) who had acquired sameness and patience1; (4) who had acquired
the Dharani of nonattachment; (5) who had imperishable superknow-
ledges; (6) were of acceptable speech; (7) not tricksters; (8) not chatterers,
(9) with thoughts that had left behind all desire for reputation and gain,
(10) disinterested demonstrators of the spiritual dharma; (11) ready to
accept deep dharmas without reserve; (12) who had obtained the grounds
of self-confidence; (13) had transcended Mara's deeds, (14) were free
from obstacles caused by their (past) deeds; (15) and skilful in expounding
the analysis of investigations into dharma; (16) who had formed their
vows incalculable aeons ago; (17) who address others with smiling
countenances; (18) without a frown on their faces; (19) skilful in songs,
chants and benedictions; (20) with thoughts free from sluggishness;

•So Nāgārjuna (pp. 325-7) seems to have understood this attribute. The Bodhisattva
has won insight into two kinds of "sameness", i.e. he knows that all beings are the same,
and that all dharmas are the same. He also possesses two kinds of "patience",—he is patient
towards all beings, and he patiently accepts the Prajñāpāramita teaching about the true
nature of all dharmas—The Tibetan seems, however, to interpret as "he acquires the
patient acceptance of the sameness of all dharmas".
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(21) with their flashes of ideas uninterrupted; (22) endowed with self-
confidence when engaged in overpowering endless assemblies; (23) skilled
in going forth during endless kotis of aeons; (24) resolutely intent on
dharmas which they held to be like an illusion, a mirage, a reflection of
the moon in water, a dream, an echo, an apparition, an image in the
mirror, a magical creation; (P5) (25) skilful in understanding the destiny
of beings, their subtle thoughts, their conduct and intentions;2 (26) with
unobstructed thoughts;* (27) endowed with extreme patience; (28) skilful
in teaching others how to penetrate to the true character of reality;
(29) acquiring through their vows and their setting-out the endless
harmonies of all the Buddha-fields; (30) always face to face with the
concentrated recollection of the Buddhas of countless world systems;
(31) skilful in soliciting4 innumerable Buddhas; (32) skilful in appeasing
the various views, biases, prepossessions, and defilements; (33) and in
producing a hundred thousand concentrations and in playing with
them. They are the Bodhisattva Bhadrapāla, the great being; the Bodhi-
sattvas Ratnākara, Sārthavāha, Naradatta, Varunadatta, Śubhagupta,
Indradatta, Uttaramati, Viśeshamati, Vardhamānamati, Amoghadarśin,
Susamprasthita, Suvikrāntavikrāmin, Nityodyukta, Anikshiptadhura,
Sūryagarbha, Anupamacintin, Avalokiteśvara, Mahāsthāmaprāpta,
Mañjuśrî, Vajramati, Ratnamudrahasta, Nityokshiptahasta and Maitreya
the Bodhisattva, the great being, at the head of many hundred thousands
of niyutas of kotis of Bodhisattvas.

(I) Thereupon the Lord, having himself arranged the Lion Seat, sat
down with his legs crossed; holding his body erect, intent on fixing his
mindfulness, he entered into the concentration—"King of Concentra-
tions" by name—in which all concentrations are included, comprehended,
and come to meet.

Thereupon the Lord, mindful and self-possessed, emerging from this
concentration, (P6) surveyed with the Heavenly Eye the entire world
system. His whole body became radiant. From the wheels with a thousand
spokes (imprinted) on the soles of his feet issued 60 hundred thousand
niyutas of kotis of rays, and so from his ten toes, and similarly from his
ankles, legs, knees, thighs, hips and navel, from his two sides, and from
the sign "Śrīvatsa"5 on his chest, a mark of the Superman. Similarly
from his ten fingers, his two arms, his two shoulders, from his neck,

2So I understand after the Tibetan of S. But Nāgārjuna (pp. 389-90): "Knowing the
course of the thought and conduct of beings, they are skilful in saving them through their
subtle wisdom".

3Or, alternatively, "their thought is free from hostility". See also Nag 391-4.
4"Soliciting", or "invitation", adhyeshanā: This means that one asks the Buddhas

(1) to preach the Dharma, (2) to postpone their entry into Nirvana, so that they may stay
in the world and save beings. For the details see Nag. 415-422.

5i.e. the Svastika. Page 55
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his forty teeth, his two nostrils, ears and eyes, from the hair-tuft in the
middle between his eye-brows, and from the cowl on the top of his head.
And through these rays this great trichiliocosm^ was illumined and
lit up. And in the East world systems as numerous as the sands of the
Ganges were, by this great illumination of rays, lit up and became illu-
mined. So in the South, the West, the North, the North-East, the South-
East, the South-West, the North-West, below and above. And the beings
who were lit up and illumined by this great illumination of rays, they
all became fixed on7 the utmost, right and perfect enlightenment. (P7)

(II) Thereupon all the Lord's hairpores became radiant, and from
each single pore issued 60 hundred thousand of niyutas of kotis of rays
through which this great trichiliocosm was illumined and lit up. And
in the East world systems as numerous as the sands of the Ganges were,
by this great illumination of rays, lit up and illumined. And so in the
other nine directions. And the beings, who were lit up and illumined
by this great illumination of rays, they all became fixed on the utmost,
right and perfect enlightenment.

(III) Thereupon the Lord again, with the natural splendour of the
Buddhas, the Lords, illumined the great trichiliocosm. And so on, up to:
In all the ten directions, in each single direction, world systems as numer-
ous as the sands of the Ganges were illumined by His splendour. And the
beings who were touched by this splendour, they were all fixed on the
utmost, right and perfect enlightenment.

(IV) Thereupon the Lord on that occasion put out his tongue. With
it he covered the great trichiliocosm8 and many hundreds of thousands
of niyutas of kotis of rays issued from it. From each one of these rays
there arose lotuses, made of the finest precious stones, of golden colour,
and with thousands of petals; and on those lotuses there were, seated
and standing, Buddha-frames9 demonstrating dharma, i.e. this very
demonstration of dharma associated with the six perfections. They
went in all the ten directions to countless world systems in each direction
(P 8), and demonstrated dharma to beings, i.e. this very demonstration
of dharma associated with the six perfections. And the beings who heard
this demonstration of dharma, they became fixed on the utmost, right
and perfect enlightenment.

6See my Buddhist Wisdom Books, 1958, p. 40.
7=definitely oriented towards. "Intent on", "focused on", "set on" might be more

elegant renderings.
8The Buddha's tongue symbolizes his veracity, or the truth of what he says. In the Rig

Veda already Agni's tongue, the priestly voice, "touches heaven". S. Thomas Acquinas
has a similar idea when he says: "The tongue of an angel is called metaphorically the awgel's
power, whereby he manifests his mental concepts. Since the intellectual operations of an
angel have no reference to here and now, in angelic speech distance is no impediment".

9A "Buddha-frame" is the figure of a Buddha, magically conjured up by the real Buddha.Page 56
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(V) Thereupon the Lord, seated on that very Lion Seat, entered into
the concentration called "The Lion's Play". With his supernatural
power he shook this great trichiliocosm in six ways—it moved, moved
back, trembled, trembled from one end to another, tossed, tossed along.
At the sides it rose up, in the middle it sank down; in the middle it rose
up, at the sides it sank down; it became soft and pliable, and all beings
came to be at ease.

Thereupon, at that moment, minute and second, in this great
trichiliocosm the hells, and the animal world, and the world of Yama,10

they all were abolished and becan: ^mpty, and all the places of untoward
rebirth disappeared. And the beings who had deceased in these destinies—
i.e. the hells, the animal births, and the world of Yama—they all, through
their very joy and rejoicing, were reborn among men, and also among the
six kinds of gods (of the realm of sense desire). (P 9)

Thereupon these men and gods, through the very might of the Lord
recalled their former lives. In their great joy and rejoicing they then
approached the Lord, saluted his feet with their heads, raised their
folded hands to the Lord and paid homage to him. And so in each one
of the ten directions, in world systems countless as the sands of the
Ganges, all the hells, animal births, and worlds of Yama were abolished
and became empty, and all untoward moments11 disappeared. And
the beings who deceased in these three destinies, they all, through their
very joy and rejoicing, were reborn among men, and also among the
six kinds of gods (of the realm of sense desire). And those who were thus
reborn among gods and men, through the might of the Lord, recalled
their former lives. They then, in their great joy and rejoicing, went each
to his own Buddha-field and approached the presence of the Buddha,
the Lord who had arisen therein, saluted his feet, and they all raised
their folded hands and paid homage to the Lord.

Thereupon in this great trichiliocosm the beings who were born blind
saw forms with their eyes; the deaf heard sounds with their ears; the
insane regained their mindfulness; those with distracted thoughts became
one-pointed in their thoughts. The hungry were fed, the thirsty found
their thirst stilled, the sick were healed and the cripples made whole.
Those with unwholesome deeds of body, word and mind, and with
unwholesome livelihood gave up their unwholesome habits. (P 10) All
beings considered each other as one considers one's mother, father,
brother, sister, friends, companions, kinsmen, and relations; and they
tended the ten wholesome paths of action. Guarding their chastity,12

10Yama is the Judge of the Dead, and the king of the underworld.
u Or: places of unpropitious rebirth. If a man is born at an "untoward moment", it is

the concentration of the misfortunes which result from the bad deeds of his past.
l2brahmacaryā. Page 57
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pure, they lived in the odour of sanctity. And all beings, possessed of all
happiness, acquired the ease which a monk feels when immersed in the
third Trance.13 And at that very time they were endowed with such
wisdom that the Buddhas and Lords in other Buddha-fields cried out:
"Good is self-discipline! Good is quietude! Good is self-mastery! Good
is it to have observed the practice of the religious life!12 Good is the
nonharming of living beings!"

(VI) Thereupon the Lord, seated on this very Lion Seat, overtowered
this great trichiliocosm. There the Tathagata stood in all his glory, shone
forth, gleamed and shed light, surpassing with his splendour, lustre,
brilliancy, and beauty world systems as numerous as the sands of the
Ganges in each of the ten directions. He did so in the same way in which
Sumeru, king of mountains, overtowering all mountains, stands, shines
forth, gleams, and sheds light, surpassing them with its splendour, lustre,
brilliancy, and beauty.

(VII) Thereupon the Lord exhibited His own natural body in this
great trichiliocosm. The gods of the world of sense desire and of the
world of form, in this great trichiliocosm (P 11), saw that glorified body
of the Tathagata. They took celestial flowers, incense, perfume, garlands,
ointments, powders, robes, parasols, flags, banners, and streamers;
they took celestial lotuses—blue lotuses, night lotuses, water lilies,
white lotuses—they took Keśara flowers and Tamāla leaves; and they
approached with them the glorified body of the Tathagata. Likewise
the human beings in this great trichiliocosm took land and water flowers
and approached the Tathagata's glorified body. Both gods and men
then strewed these flowers, etc., over the body of the Tathagata. By the
sustaining power of the Buddha all these flowers, etc., formed high
in the firmament one single pointed tower, which had the dimensions
of the great trichiliocosm. And from this tower the celestial flowers and
silken tassels hung down and were suspended, and they made this great
trichiliocosm look very beautiful. And because the brightly shining
golden colour of the Lord streamed forth in the ten directions, in each
direction countless world systems were (P 12) lit up and illumined. In
this great trichiliocosm, and in all the world systems, the same thought
occurred to each one of these gods and men: "It is for me that the Tatha-
gata, seated there, demonstrates Dharma".

(VIII) Thereupon the Lord, seated on this very Lion Throne, smiled
once again. Through the illumination from that smile this great trichilio-
cosm, and the innumerable world systems in the ten directions, were
lit up. And all the beings in this great trichiliocosm saw the Buddhas,
the Lords, and their assemblies of disciples in countless world systems in
the East. And conversely, all the beings in countless world systems in the
'3See my Buddhist Meditation, 1956, p. 117.
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East saw this Sahā world system,14 and Śākyamuni, the Tathagata,
together with his community of monks.

(IX) In the East, beyond countless world systems, at the very limit
of these world systems, there is a world system called Ratnavatī.15 In it
the Tathagata Ratnākara15 stands, holds and maintains himself.16

He demonstrates to the Bodhisattvas this very perfection of wisdom as
the Dharma. Now, in that world system a Bodhisattva, a great being,
called Samantaraśmi17 saw this great illumination, and this great shaking
of the earth, and this glorified body of the Lord, and he approached
the Lord Ratnākara, the Tathagata, saluted his feet with his head, and
said to him: "What is the cause, O Lord, (P 13) what is the reason for
this great illumination being manifested in the world, and for this great
shaking of the earth, and for the exhibition of the glorified body of that
Tathagata?"

The Tathagata Ratnākara replied: "There is, O son of good family,
from here in the Western direction, beyond countless world systems,
a world system called Sahā. There the Tathagata Śākyamuni stands,
holds, and maintains himself. He reveals the perfection of wisdom to
the Bodhisattvas, the great beings. This is his doing."

Samantaraśmi replied: "I will go to that Sahā world system, to see,
salute, and honour that Tathagata Śākyamuni, and those Bodhisattvas,
great beings, for the most part candidates to Buddhahood, who have
acquired the Dharanis, are skilful in the consummation of the concentra-
tions, and have reached the highest control over all the concentrations."

Ratnākara said: "Go then, you son of good family, for the right time
has come."

Thereupon the Tathagata Ratnākara gave to the Bodhisattva Saman-
taraśmi lotuses made of manifold jewels, shining like gold, each with
thousands of petals. "These lotuses, O son of good family, scatter over
the Tathagata Śākyamuni! And say to him: 'The Lord Ratnākara hopes
that the Lord Śākyamuni is well and free from sickness, alert and buoyant,
strong, happy and comfortable. And these lotuses have been sent to the
Lord by this Lord Ratnākara, the Tathagata'! Act with full self-possession
in that Buddha-field! For the Bodhisattvas who are reborn in that Sahā
world system are difficult to deal with." (P 14)

Thereupon the Bodhisattva Samantaraśmi took from the Tathagata
Ratnākara those lotuses made of manifold jewels, shining like gold,
each with a thousand petals. He was surrounded and accompanied by

14This is the name of the world in which we live.
15"Thick with Jewels", "Jewel mine".
16This is a cryptic phrase for describing a Buddha's presence in this, or any other, world

system.
17"Rays-all-round". Page 59
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many hundreds of thousands of niyutas of kotis of Bodhisattvas, both
householders and recluses, and by young men and women. And before
they left they honoured, worshipped, and revered the Buddhas and
Lords in the world-systems of the East.

(X) With the flowers, etc., he reached the Sahā world system, app-
roached the Tathagata Śākyamuni, saluted the Lord's feet with his head,
and stood on one side. The Bodhisattva Samantaraśmi then said to the
Lord Śākyamuni: "The Lord Ratnākara hopes that the Lord Śākyamuni
is well and free from sickness, alert and buoyant, strong, happy and
comfortable. It is the Tathagata Ratnākara who has despatched to the
Lord these lotuses made of manifold jewels, shining like gold, with
thousands of petals."

Thereupon the Lord Śākyamuni, the Tathagata took up these lotuses,
and threw them in the Eastern direction into countless world systems,
which were lit up by these lotuses. Buddha-frames were seated on those
lotuses. In those Buddha-fields they demonstrated dharma, i.e. this
very demonstration of dharma associated with the perfection of wisdom.
And the beings who heard that dharma became fixed on the utmost,
right and perfect enlightenment.

Thereupon those Bodhisattvas, both the householders and recluses,
and the young men and women who had come from that world system
Ratnāvatī with Samantaraśmi, the Bodhisattva, the great being, each
one by virtue of his own wholesome roots1 8 revered, respected, honoured
and worshipped the Lord Śākyamuni, and sat down on one side.

So far about the East (P 15). From all the ten directions Bodhisattvas
came to the Lord Śākyamuni. The same scene took place, but the names
of the world system, the Tathagata, and the Bodhisattva differ in each
case. They are: for the South Sarvaśokāpagato, Aśokaśrī, and Vigatāśoko
respectively; for the West Upaśānta, Ratnārcis, Cāritramati; for the
North Jayā, Jayendra, Jayadatta; (P 16) for the North-East Samādhya-
lañkritā, Samādhihastyuttaraśrī, Vijayavikrāmin; for the South-East
Bodhimandalākārasurucirā, Padmottaraśrī, Padmahasta; for the South-
West Vigatarajahsancayā, Sūryamandalaprabhāsottamaśrī, Sūryaprab-
hāsa; for the North-West Vaśībhūtā, Ekacchattra, Ratnottama; (P 17)
for the region below Padmā, Padmaśrī, Padmottara; and for the region
above Nandā, Nandaśrī, Nandadatta.

Thereupon at that moment, minute and second, this great trichiliocosm
became composed of19 the seven precious substances,20 and was over-

1 8I.e. the merits they had acquired in the past enabled them to perform this act of rever-
ence. Without them they would neither have seen the Buddha, nor felt the urge to worship
Him.

19 =was changed into.
20See my Buddhist Wisdom Books, 1958, p. 40.
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strewn with flowers. Bundles of silken tassels were affixed to it, and it
was adorned with Kalpa trees21—manifoldly ornamented with branches
bending down with fruits—with trees with flowers and fruits, with
perfumes and garlands. Just like the world system Padmāvatī, the Buddha-
field of the Tathagata Samantakusuma, where Mañjuśri the Crown
Prince resides, and the Bodhisattva Susthitamati, and other very power-
ful Bodhisattvas.

21This seems to refer to the fabulous trees of Indra's paradise, which are said to grant all
wishes.
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The Akutöbhayä is a rather brief* straightforward commentary.
Except for the citation from Äryadeva* it incorporates only a very
few quotat ions-al l from the sütras. Many explanations confine
themselves to a restatement of the grammar and syntax of a
particular kärikä. The Akutohhayä apparently differs from
Buddhapälita in its interpretation of a kärikä in only five
instances,362 and none of these differences could be taken as a
philosophical or doctrinal disagreement. Buddhapälitafs vrtti is in
virtually every respect simply an amplification of the methodology
and themes of the Akutohhayä, and is in fact to be preferred for its
more detailed explanations.

Due to the nature of its close relationship with Buddhapälita's
vrtti, the Akutohhayä is primarily significant from a text-critical
rather than a philosophical point of view. It is worth noting,
however, that the commentary depends exclusively upon very
simple, reductio ad absurdum argumentation (prasahgavakya)-a
strong indication of the historical priority of this particular
methodology within the Madhyamaka tradition.

138. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Lankävatärasütra363

The literature abounds in a great deal of speculation about the
date and nature of growth of this large work. Some estimate its date
as preceding Nägärjuna's, and for other reasons (see below) one
might be inclined to date it quite a bit later. It is probable that the
work grew in the same manner that many others covered here did,
and that it is now impossible to disentangle the various sections,
much less to date their composition. Lindtner364 speaks of an "Ur-
LSM which he believes was known to Nägärjuna and Äryadeva,
offering analyses of passages in support. Schmithausen365, following
a suggestion of Jikido Takasakfs, suggests that this text quotes
Vasubandhu's 2O2.Trimsikä and so must postdate that work; but
Lindtner argues that Vasubandhu knew the Lankävatärasütra as well
as die 136£amdhinirrnocanasütra*

A thorough review of earlier thoughts about the dating and other
information about the Chinese and Tibetan versions of this work are
provided by Daiset Teitaro Suzuki.366 The earliest of these, by
Dharmaraksa, Suzuki estimates as having been composed around
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420-430e It is now lost, bu t a slightly later translation by
Gunabhadra in 435 is extant. Two other Chinese translations appear
to date from 513 and 700-704. One of the Tibetan translations is in
fact a translation from Gunabhadra's Chinese version. Suzuki367

compares these several translations.
Jikido Takasaki has also studied the likely origins of this work.

He writes that ?fthe Sütra consists of two parts, one in mixed prose
and verse and forming the main body of the Sütra, and the other,
a section exclusively in verse which was named Sagäthakam by
Nanjio, the editor of the Sanskrit text..„Development (of the two
parts) took place in both independently until finally they were
combined into one volume...The original form of the Lankävatära
was in verses akin to the Sagäthakam"368 As a leading scholar on
the theory of tathägatagarbha in Buddhism, and noting the
references to it in this text, perhaps the earliest such references to
be found, Takasaki is naturally interested in the relative chronology
of this work and the Ratnagotravihhäga, the basic text for
tathägatagarbha theory. He writes: "Both the LV and the RGB share
the Tathägatagarbha theory, especially that of the Snmälädevi-
(sùtra), and both are proximate to the Yogäcära, but do not belong
to the orthodox Vijnänaväda. Nevertheless they do not show any
awareness of each other's existence, or at least we can say that the
latter did not use the former as an authority. This would not mean
that the RGB is of an earlier date than the LV, or vice versa, bu t
rather it would show the distance between them both being on the
peripheries of the Yogäcära but at opposite poles from each other.
Due to their peculiar situation with regards to the Yogäcära,
Vasubandhu never referred to either text even though he was
acquainted with both of them to some extent. It was only after
Vasubandhu, probably by the end of the fifth century, that both
texts come to be 'enrolled' among the works of the Yogäcära as
authorities of a sort, and this fact is shown by their having been
translated by the team of Bodhiruci and Ratnamati around 510
along with other works of the Vijnänaväda."369

In any case it is evident that a number of the typical technical
terms of Yogäcära surface in the Lankävatära, but that, dépite a
sizable literature on this text, its position among the schools of
Buddhist thought is still somewhat unclear:

"E" references are to the edition in Vaidya370. "T" references are
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to D.T. Suzuki's translation371. Numbering of sections within
chapters correspond to those in T. Various sections are translated
by Edward Hamlin372, indicated by "Hts. Some passages are also
translated in D.T. Suzuki373, referred to as "Sff.

CHAPTER ONE

(El-9; T3-21; S120-121)374 "The lankävatära-sütra opens with
a spectacle, a play of illusions which serves to introduce one of the
central themes of the text: the doctrine of mäyä» the dream-like
quality of the phenomenal world."375 This spectacle occurs in Lanka,
i.e. modern Sri Lanka; thus the name of the work.

There is a reference to the problem of time.376

CHAPTER TWO

l-2.(E10-16; T23-31) The Bodhisattva Mahämati asks the Buddha
one hundred and eight questions.

3 . (El 6-17; T31-33) One hundred and one negative assertions.
4.(E18; T33-35) Consciousness is classified in several ways.377

5,(E18; T35) Seven kinds of essential nature: origin, existence,
characteristic mark, great element, cause, condition and fulfillment

6.(E18; T18-19) Seven highest things (paramärthd): the realms
of awareness (cittagocam), of knowledge (jnânagocard), of wisdom,
of views, the world beyond views, the world beyond the earth, and
the world of the path of a tathägata.

The correct view is not to be confused with that of heretics
(txrthakara) who do not understand that views concern the
conceptual constructions that are (actually) one's own awareness
(svacittavisayavikdpadrstyanavabodhand).

7.(E19; T36-39; S96-98) Views of other systems about causation
are here refuted: eternalists, nihilists, all who believe in the reality
of cause and effect, of aggregates, elements and senses. But those
who understand that awareness has nothing to do with causation,
that differences are as in a dream, will soon appreciate the identity
of nirvana and samsara and enter a state beyond mental awareness.

9.(E2G-23; T39-44; Tl71-174, 188-189)378 Why does visual
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awareness occur? For four reasons: one's clinging to an external
world, clinging to matter and traces bred by wrong views, the very
nature of consciousness, and our wish for multiplicity. For these
reasons the waves of consciousness stir on the abode-consciousness
(älayavijnänd). And this applies to all five kinds of sensory
awareness together with mental awareness (manovijnänä),

Now yogis think they can stop this functioning of awareness by
entering trance states, but since the seeds of karma are still
operative they do not escape. But the Bodhisattvas who understand
that the world is mind-only succeed where they fail.

l l . ( E 2 3 ; T44-46) Three aspects of wisdom: freedom from
appearances, when one has mastered the vehicles of disciples, the
self-enlightened, and followers of other schools; the particular
abilities obtained by Buddhas through their vows; and the stage of
dharmakäya obtained by wisdom, by which is attained the status of
tathägata.

12.(E23-24; T46-49) The twin errors of asserting or denying that
a rabbit has horns. Some philosophers believe that form (rüpä) is
different from space (äkäsd). But they are the same thing.379

13.(E24; T49; S175) Five verses, the middle one of which relates
to extension«380

14.(E25; T49-51; S208-208) Is purification of outflows
instantaneous or gradual? It is both.

15.(E25; T51-52; S32Q-321) The Buddha that flows out of
dharmatä and the Buddha who produces magical appearances
distinguished.

16-17. (E25-26; T52-55) Two aspects of the way of the disciple:
self-realization and adherence to the notion of self-nature, The
eternal-unthinkable (nityäcintya) that is wrongly taken to be a
creator, since he would require a further creator, would not be
eternal, would be only a verbal designation. By contrast our eternal-
unthinkable is the highest reality, having nothing to do with being
or nonbeing.

18e(E27; T55) The storehouse-consciousness is liberation, and
samsara as well.

• 19.CE27; T55-56; S190-191) Nothing is born.
2O.(E27; T56-58; S148) Five kinds of people with insight: those

with disciples' insight, those with the insight of the self-enlightened,
those with the insight of a tathägata, those of indeterminate lineage
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and those of no lineage at all. The tathägatds insight is itself of
three sorts: seeing that the nature of things is not a self-nature,
at tainment through realization, and attainment of insight into all
the lands of Buddhas. Those who attain these heights lack fear.

22.(E28-29; T58-59) There are two kinds of those who do not
desire liberation (icchântikd)--those completely without dharma
through having abandoned the teaching, and those who have vowed
to remain after all are l iberated-a Bodhisattva.

23.(E29; T59-60) Three kinds of essential nature: constructed
(parikalpitd), dependent (paratantra), and perfected tparinispanna).
The first arises from attachment to names and to objects, the second
from distinguishing loci and supporting objects. The third comes
when one is free from signs, names, objects, marks and
constructions.

24.(E29; T60-62) Twofold egolessness (nairätmya)-of persons,
of the idea that there is T of a person-and of factors, the
realization that the aggregates, elements and senses are the result
of construction.

25.(E30; T62-64) Asserting (samärop and) and refuting {apavadd)
are to be avoided.

26.(E31; T64--65) Bodhisattvas assume different forms to assist
others.

27.(E31-33; T65-68; S287-291) Seven kinds of emptiness: of
marks; of essential nature; of the impossibility of action since all the
aggregates are empty; of the necessity of action since things go on
as long as cause and karma operate; of the unspeakableness of all
things, being empty; of the great emptiness of everything from the
standpoint of highest knowledge; and the emptiness of the notion
of mutual absence. The last is the least profound.

Explanations of non-birth and nonduality.
28.CE33; T68-70; S138-139) Objection: Is no t the

tathägatagarhha another name for a self?
Answer: No, for it is taught that tathägatagarhha is emptiness,

liberation; that theory is intended to show people that they should
not cling to an ego.

3O.(E34; T70-72) Four things that make a Bodhisattva a great
yogi: seeing that everything is only awareness; abandoning the idea
that dungs are born, remain and disappear; realizing that there is
no external world; and attainment of realization through wisdom.
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31.(E35-36; T72-75) Six causes: (1) becoming-cause
(bhavisyahetu), (2) relation-cause (sambandhahetu), (3) mark-cause
(laksanahetu), (4) causal cause (käranahetu), (5) manifesting cause
(yyanjanahetu), (6) dependent cause (apeksähetu). But though
these are here discriminated they neither occur together nor
separately.

32-34. (E36-37; T75-78) Four sorts of verbal constructions
(yägvikalpä): those indicating distinguishing marks, those indicating
dream-objects, those arising from depravity and construction, and
those arising from beginningless constructions, i.e., from karma.

Mahämati: Are words the same as or different from conceptual
constructions?

Answer: Neither. Language comes from constructions, so they
cannot be the same, but if they are different they cannot have the
meaning they do have.

Mahämati: Is language real or what expresses reality?
Answer: Neither. Reality is a pleasurable state not gained by mere

words, but rather by wisdom. And words are born and die and are
conditioned; they are only indications, not reality.

35.(E37-40; T78-84) The world is illusory, like a dream, or a
painting, or water-bubbles, etc. There is no external reality; it is
like reflections, like a mirage.

36. (E40; T84-85) What the Buddha does not teach.
37.(E40-41; T85-86; S367) Four kinds of meditative trance: that

of the ignorant, that which analyzes meanings, that which has
suchness (tathatä) as its content, and the trance of the tathägatas.

38.(E41; T86-87) Nirvana explained. When all three types of
consciousness-the storehouse-consciousness, the mind and the
mental consciousness-undergo a revolution (parävrtti), that is
liberation.

39.(E42; T87) Two kinds of a t tachment- to words and to objects
as having an essential nature.

4O.(E42-43; T87-90; S203-205) Two kinds of power (adhisthita)
possessed by noble and fully enlightened beings. One is that by
which they undergo extensive concentration and trance; the other
is that by which they are favored with a visitation by the Buddhas
themselves. Without these powers they would backslide.

41.(E43; T90-91) Clearing up of confusion about dependent
origination.
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42.(E43-44; T91-92) Since there are words without tilings, words
are unreal, and existence does not depend on words.

43.(E44-45; T92-95) The wise are still subject to the appearance
of error (bhränti), but they know it as error. The ignorant are taken
in by it. Indeed, there are three kinds of wise people: the disciples,
who preserve the notions of particular and general; the liberated for
themselves, who retire from society; and the Buddhas, who know
that there is nothing but awareness.

Mahämati : Does error occur or not?
Answer: It is like mäyä; it has no characteristic mark.
Mahämati : If so, rnäyä will be the cause of further errors, etc.
Answer: No, mäyä causes no error; it has no such capacity.
44.(E45-46; T95-96) It is not that mäyä doesn't exist. Everything

is may a, being unreal and disappearing immediately upon occurring,
but being classified as particular or general depending on how it is
classified.

4S.(E46; T96-97) Mahämati: The Buddha says both that
everything is unborn and that it all resembles mäyä. This is a
contradiction.

Answer: When one recognizes that the world is merely mind one
will recognize that all is unborn. Still, I teach differently to different
pupils depending on their needs.

46.(E46-47; T97-98) The name-body (nämakäya) is the object or
substance that constitutes the letter of the alphabet involved; the
term-body (padakäyä) completes the context of reference; the
syllable-body (yyanjanakäya) is the verbal entity which is short or
long.

47.(E47; T98-99) On the inexplicables (avyäkrta), such as:
48.(E47-48; T99-100; S304) Everything is without essential

nature, unborn, without death, not eternal, not noneternal.
49. (E48-50; T100-105) Stream-enterers , once-re turners ,

nonreturners and perfected beings distinguished.
5O.(E5O; T105-106) Two kinds , of discriminatory awareness

(buddhi)-the one that considers the inexplicables, etc. as
inapplicable, and the one which distinguishes objects and breeds
attachment.

51.(E50-51; T106-107; S368) Both the great elements and the
substances derived from them are unreal, are only mind.

52.(E51; T107-108) On the five aggregates.
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53.(E51-52; T108-110; S192-193) Four kinds of liberation: when
essential natures are seen as nonexistent, when things are realized
to be without characteristic marks, when things are seen to be
without specific characteristics, when attachment to distinguishing
particular and general characteristics is ended. On my view,
liberation occurs when mental consciousness (manovijndnd) ceases.

Mahämati: But there are eight consciousnesses, of which mental
consciousness is only one.

Answer: The other seven arise when mental consciousness
operates.

54.(E52-53; T110-112) When one can tell constructed things
from others one will be able to terminate conceptual constructions.
There are twelve sorts of constructions: constructions of (1)
repeated words, attachment to nice sounds, (2) denotations,
supposing there are distinct verbal entities corresponding to the
things they name, (3) characteristic marks, classification into
categories, (4) things, such as gold, etc. that are found desirable,
(5) essential nature, classification according to philosophical system,
(6) cause, (7) views, such as nihilistic, etc.; (8) reasoning (yukti),
(9) origination, (10) nonorigination, (11) relation, (12) bondage
and nonbondage, supposing there is something bound as if it were
tied up.

55.(E53-54; T112-114; S160-162) Awareness involves relation to
contents. In nonappearance (niröbhäsä) wisdom operates.
Constructed things occur, but as dependent they do not; due to
error constructed things appear, but construction does not (actually)
occur. The appearance of different things is a mistake, causing
bondage. What is constructed is just dependent, the appearance of
many constructed. Construction belongs to thé conventional
isamvrti) realm, and when it is cut the wise find highest truth
(paramärthd). What is constructed cannot be perfected (nispanna)

56.(E54-55; T114-117; S360-361) The one-vehicle (ekayänd) way
involves the non-operation of conceptual constructions such as
grasper and grasped, constructed and true, etc., and has only been
practised by the Buddha himself. The triple-vehicle (triyänä) way
is intended for disciples and self-enlightened who have not yet
destroyed karmic traces and whose knowledge is hidden, who
cannot understand the selflessness of things; when, destroying bad
kârmic traces, they realize the selflessness of factors, they will not
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be full of arrogance over their concentration; going to the higher
world of pure elements they will obtain the inconceivable
dharmakaya.

CHAPTER THREE

57.(E56; T118-119) Three kinds of mind-body (manomayakâyci):
(1) that gained in the third to fifth stages of meditation by the
attainment of the satisfaction when one realizes that there is no
external world; (2) that gained in the eighth stage through
experiencing the essential nature of dharma, when one gains in
meditation an unusual body capable like that in dream of
remarkable accomplishments; (3) that gained in keeping with one's
group by one who understands fully all the teachings of the Buddha.

58.(E56-57; T120-121; S363-364) The five producers of early
retribution: murdering one's mother, murdering one's father,
murdering a noble person, breaking up the Order, causing a
Buddha's body to bleed. One committing any of these goes to Avici
hell. This is the external meaning. There is also a hidden meaning
of each of the five: on that understanding (viz., the mother of all
beings is desire, the father ignorance, the noble person is the subtle
passions, the "Order" is the aggregates, the destruction of the eight
bodies of consciousness is the bleeding of the Buddha's body) to
experience these five is to gain full understanding.

6O.(E57-58; T122-123; S351-352) Explanation of the Buddha's
former births.

61.(E58-59; T123-125; S275) The Buddha said that silence is the
Buddha's speech. What does he mean by that? That one's own
dharmatä is beyond language, and it is established forever as truth,
suchness, reality.381

62.(E59-60; T125-127) The faults of nihilism and eternalism.
63.(E60-61; T127-129; S350) Two features of the realization that

provides liberation: that the realization itself is beyond language, it
is an inner experience; but that the teaching about it fends off
dualistic thoughts which otherwise block realization.

64.(E61-63; T129-133; S241-243) Construction of what was. not
(ahhütaparikalpd) explained. It involves the conceptual construction
of things, distinctions among them, appropriating them and
becoming attached to them.
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Mahämati: But isn't it attachment also when one conceives
highest reality as distinct from what it is not, thus breeding
conceptual constructions, etc.?

Answer: Conceptual constructions are not actually bred, nor are
they actually gotten rid of. They are not real, since everything is
consciousness-only (cittamätrd). I talk as if it were real only in order
to begin instruction.

65.(E63-64; T133-135) Question: The Buddha says that one
should not grasp things according to language. But what is
language? Why shouldn't one grasp its meaning?

Answer: Words and meanings are neither the same nor different
from each other. But the fault is to become attached to them and
develop views.

66.(E64-65; T135-137) On the differences between knowledge
(jnänd) and mere awareness (yijnânà). There are three kinds of
knowledge: worldly (laukikd), other-worldly {lokottard) and beyond
other-worldly (lokottaratamd). Mere awareness is born and ends.
Knowledge is without birth or death.382 Worldly knowledge belongs
to philosophers (tîrthikà) and ordinary folks, other-worldly
knowledge to disciples and those self-enlightened, and knowledge
beyond other-worldly to Bodhisattvas. Knowledge is free from
attachment; mere awareness concerns manifold contents. Awareness
is the product of three features; knowledge is not; it is unattainable,
the inner state-of realization.

67.(E65; T137-138) Nine kinds of transformation: of
configuration, of characteristic mark, of cause, of reasoning, of view,
of arising, of being, of the manifestation of conditions, of the
manifestation of action. (Only the first is explained here.)

68.(E65-66; T138-141) The variety of attachments.
69.(E66-67; T141-143) Mahämati: You say that what is

constructed cannot be real, yet both the wise and the ignorant
continue to construct; it is only that what is constructed by the
ignorant isn't real, while that constructed by the wise is. Thus in
order to avoid the extremes of nihilism and eternalism you advise
us to maintain realism, whereas since realism breeds clinging
shouldn't you be teaching the doctrine of separateness
(viviktadharmd)?

Answer: I do not deny separateness, nor do I teach realism as a
final truth, though each may be taught where appropriate.
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7O.(E67-69; T144-146) Furthermore I don't preach that
everything is unborn as a thesis, for to do so would be paradoxical,
since what I preach is born. Likewise with "everything is empty" or
"everything is without an independent nature". There is no
independent nature, no construction, no actual entities, no store-
consciousness. But these denials are not made in some higher arena
of truth; all this is like mirages in the air.

71.(E69-70; T146-148) Mahämati: So, you are saying that
whatever one says about things is mere manifestation
(yijnaptimätra), that knowledge is unobtainable. But why is
knowledge unobtainable? If a piece of awareness is unobtainable it
is called a case of ignorance, not knowledge.

Answer: We know that awareness can arise without any
supporting object. We see that thinking about things is mere
manifestation. To see that knowledge is unobtainable is to see that
what is seen is only mind, that no objects of the sort seen exist. But
logicians (tärkikd) cannot understand this; they speak of
consciousness-only but cannot really understand it.

72.(E70; T148-149) One gains understanding either by study of
texts or by turning away from constructing what is seen by one's
own consciousness.

73.(E70-74; T149-157) Mahämati: The materialist (lokäyatikä),
who is very skilled and knowledgeable in speaking, can provide, we
are told, advice only about worldly things, not dharma. Why is that?

Answer: He does not understand dharma, confusing himselfand
others by the multitude of views and arguments he is master of.

Mahämati; But doesn't the Buddha himself teach materialism?
Answer: No, I teach the unborn. Nothing exists externally, there

is nothing to be attached to.
Stories about materialists are told.
74,(E74-76; T157-161; S74-76) Various alternative theories about

liberation are reviewed. But all of them view liberation in a causal
way-something arises, something disappears. But actually nothing
arises, nothing disappears. Nirvana is just the realization that there
is nothing but consciousness.

75.(E76-77; T161-164; S134) The tathägata^ov noble, fully-
enlightened being-is neither made nor nonmade, neither effect nor
cause; he is outside worldly usage. When I say all things are without
a self, I mean that each and every factor is to be understood in its
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own nature and not that of another. A cow's nature is not a horse's
nature. That is what is meant by saying all things are empty.
Everything is completely different from every other thing.

76.(E77-80; T164-169; S137, 347-348) The unborn, the
tathägata, goes by many names. People do not realize this, and
think there are many different beings corresponding to those various
names. One should not be tied to the letters of the words; truths are
not dependent on letters or words, though without the words how
would the truth be taught? So one should conform to the meaning,
not the letter of the word.

77-78.(E80-83; T170-176; S353-354) Mahämati: Your theory is
really not different from other (Buddhist) philosophical theories.
You all assume causation; you affirm unborn things-e.g. , space,
uncalculated cessation, liberation.

Answer: No, my no-self and no-cessation theories are unlike
others who speak that way. They view no-self and no-cessation as
the very nature of things. I do not say that objects are not existent
essentially, nor do I say they are existent essentially. And it is this
no-birth and no-cessation that I call nirvana.

Verses set forth these ideas further.
79.(E83-85; T176-181) Eight383 theories about noneternality: (1)

things are born and die; (2) things change in shape; (3) matter
itself comes to an end; (4) things change their form^milk goes sour,
etc.; (5) there is something called Hnoneterriàl i ty";#) the presence
and absence of things is noneternality; (7) Moleteftiälity is
nonarising. Noneternality actually means that things are naturally
destructible and nonexperiencable. But noneternality is not to be
taken as an entity that brings about the destruction of things. Views
(1) - (7) are refuted.

CHAPTER FOUR

8O.(E86-89; T182-16; S292-299, 220-221) Mahämati: What is
cessation (nirodha) and how can it be gained?

Answer: In the sixth stage Bodhisattvas, as well as disciples and
those self-enlightened, achieve the cessation trance. In the seventh
stage the Bodhisattvas, but not the other two, attain permanent
cessation. At the eighth stage all three stop entertaining any
thoughts arising from awareness, mind and mental awareness. All
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three attain nirvana, but a Bodhisattva does not enter into it out of
choice. However, the disciples and self-enlightened are so caught up
in what they have achieved that they are unable to abandon all
views; they merely have the view of liberation and do not attain
parinirväna. The Bodhisattvas, though, while having achieved
liberation, are not extinguished.

CHAPTER FIVE

8i . (E88-89; T187-189) The liberated, the tathägata, is neither
eternal nor noneternal, for a number of reasons.

CHAPTER SIX

82.(E90-91; T190-193; S193-195) Mahämati: Please explain how
aggregates, elements and senses come to be and cease?

Answer: The tathägatagarbha or storehouse-consciousness
comprises the cause of both good and bad, and everything comes
from it. It is without a self and therefore it is not a cause; it is the
karmic influences which produce the other seven consciousnesses,
which in turn produce ignorance.

This was made clear to me in the 105Snmâlàdevïsutra, a text
meant for advanced thinkers rather than disciples, self-enlightened,
and other philosophers.

83-84.(E91-93; T193-198) Mahämati: Which are the five factors,
the three essential natures, the consciousnesses and the twofold
selflessness?

Answer: The five factors384 are name, sign, conceptual
construction, knowledge, and suchness. A tathägata alone
understands them and the other matters you asked about. He sees
that the ignorant are confined to names and signs or appearances,
whereas by conceptual construction, knowledge and suchness one
overcomes that confinement to distinctions and gains the
Bodhisattva stage of joy. From there he enters the higher-worldly
path and eventually reaches the cloud of dharma (dharmamegha),
from whence he reaches the stage of the thus-gone and achieves
final liberation.

The three essential natures, eight consciousnesses and two
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selflessnesses are all included within the five factors. Of those five,
the first t w o - n a m e and s ign-are included in the constructed realm,
relating to the idea of a self; construction is included in the
dependent realm, relating to the manyness of objects; knowledge
and suchness are included in the perfected realm, relating to the
indestructible, viz., perfection.

85.(E93-95; T198-202; S149-153) Mahâmati: The Buddha says
that tathägatas are like the sands on the river Ganges. Is this to be
taken literally?

Answer: No. This is an extended metaphor. Those sands are like
the tathägatas in being free from constructions, never destroyed, of
immeasurable number, nontransmigrating, without a body,
unconcerned.

86.(E95-96; T202-204; S198-199) Everything is momentary, even
the tathägatagarbha, except for the pure proclivities, gold, light, the
relics of the Buddha and enlightenment.

87.(E96; T204-205) The six perfections are of three kinds:
worldly, other-worldly, and above other-worldly.

CHAPTER SEVEN

89.(E98-99; T207-210) A number of questions posed by
Mahâmati and answered:

Why were disciples assured by the Buddha of their eventual
enlightenment? So that they would seek Bodhisattvahood. It is
nevertheless true that all three kinds of noble ones overcome the
obstructions of the defilements, but only when selflessness is
understood by a Bodhisattva do the obstructions of awareness cease.

How can one become a tathagata without achieving pariniiväna?
Since he does not deliberate or contemplate he has no more karma,
is thus free from death, is beyond defilements and awareness.

Other questions of a similar sort are answered.

CHAPTER EIGHT

(E200-205; T211-222) Why the Bodhisattva in particular, and the
rest of men in general, should not eat meat.
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CHAPTER NINE

(E206; T223-225) Recitations which will guard one against
misfortune.

SAGÄTHAKAM

(E108-165; T226-295) This section consists of 884 verses of
which 208 are repetitions of verses found in the verse Chapters
above. T indicates which these 208 verses are.385

139. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Nirayasütra386

140. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Ekottarägamasütra387\

141. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Bodhisattvapürvasütra388

142. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Buddhapitakaduhsilanirgrahasütra389

143. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Candragarhhasütra390

144. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Dhärani(svara)räjasütra

145. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Gayâsïrsasutra391

146. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Kusalamülasamparigrhasütra392

147. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Mahämayün(vidyäräjni)sütra393

148. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Maitreyavyäkaranasütra394

149. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Pûrnapariprcchâsutra or
Bodhisattvapitakasütra395

150. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Säriputrapariprcchäsütra396

151. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Saddharmapravrttinirdesasütra397

152. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Sumukha(dhäranl)sütra398
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S o m e of t h e Po lemics in t he Lankävatärasütra

ARNOLD KUNST

Every student of Buddhism must feel deeply indebted to D. T. Suzuki for
his great effort spent on the exegesis of the Lankävatärasütra. Equally, every
scholar, including Suzuki himself, has been aware of the shortcomings of
his translation1 based on an admittedly imperfect edition by BunyiuNanjio.2

The occasional lack of clarity in the SLank is frequently compensated by
Suzuki's detailed analysis of this important text in his Studies in the Lan~
kavatara Sutra, first published in London, 1930 (reprinted in 1957 and
1968).3

In SSLank4 Suzuki says that in the text 'the Lokäyata, Säiikhya, VaiSesika
and other schools are cursorily (italics mine) reviewed. . .' and 'that refer-
ences to the Sänkhya and Lokäyatika views refuted by the author of the
Lankävatära have been purposely neglected' by him.

As this aspect of the Lankävatära is intended to be the subject of the
following paragraphs, a few clarifications regarding the polemical side of
the text and the ensuing misunderstandings which arise from SLank may
not be irrelevant.

In the first place, contrary to what SLank says, the Lankävatära is a highly
polemical text. As is often the case with Mahäyäna texts, the focus of attack
and defence is directed towards the Theraväda and its diverse branches; the
Lankävatära, however, introduces polemics, both explicitly and implicitly,
against the Naiyäyikas, the Vaisesikas, the Sämkhya and the 'Lokäyatas'.
Suzuki's reference to 'cursory' refutations of various schools seems to stem
partly from the inconclusiveness of some of the controversies and partly
from a misunderstanding which is reflected in his translation and a few foot-
notes in SLank. He apparently overlooked the fact that some of the passages
in the text, mainly in the Sagäthaka, did not mean to represent the Lankävat-
ära viewpoint but were inserted as the, sometimes hypothetical, views of a
pürvapaksa of which a Mädhyamika or a Vijiiänaväda refutation was ex-
pected.

In his footnotes to such passages5 Suzuki remarks that the verses seem to
contradict the Buddhist doctrines, and that it is difficult to know precisely
what they intend to signify. It is, however, quite clear that, for instance, the
verses quoted in footnote 5 of this paper constitute a presumed objection to
the nairätmyavädin raised by the Vätsiputriya, for whom pudgala ( =
ätman) was a reality identical with and at the same time different from the
skandhas. Page 94
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The critical apparatus of SLank seems to ignore some of the existing
dialogues in the text and finds contradictions even when these do not occur.
Refutations of other philosophies are largely recognized as such in SLank
where they are indicated in the text expressis verbis.

There is little doubt that the Lankävatära, and especially the Sagäthaka
as we have it now, is often quite confusing and not infrequently incoherent;
this state of affairs has been critically noted by Sitansusekhar Bagchi in his
brief introduction to the Vaidya edition. Some of these apparent contra-
dictions, however, are less striking or disappear when due account is taken
of the difference between passages in which the author of the Lankävatära
speaks and those in which his opponents raise objections and ask questions,
to which a reply is offered. The objections are, as is normal in the Sütra
literature, often formulated by the author himself in a way which suits him
best and enables him to reduce the opponent's proposition to an absurdity.
The imperfections in the distribution of material in Lank make such dis-
cernment occasionally difficult, but a listing of the dramatis personae is not
unfeasible.

Very much like some of the other Mahäyänasütras, the Lankävatära, in
expounding a variety of concepts concerned with the Mädhyamika and
Yogäcära tenets, has in varying degrees of firmness, occasionally blended
with charity, tried to refute in the first place the views and the conduct of the
Srävakas and Pratyekabuddhas as opposed to the aims and purposes of the
Samyaksambuddhas. These family quarrels often become quite impassion-
ed; their tenor is both propedeutical and apologetic: by defending the
entrenched principles of the doctrine they also tend to convert the heretic.
The charitable interpretation of the ekayana in our text7 leaves the non-
Mahäyäna Buddhist with the hope for eventual attainment of nirvana,8

The problem ofekayäna is one among many points of internal concord or
discord in Buddhism as reflected in Lank; these points have been widely
discussed in SSLank and, though some parts of Suzuki's analysis may pro-
voke second thoughts, they are not intended to be discussed here. In this
paper our interest lies primarily in some of the polemics and arguments
directed towards the tenets of the non-Buddhist schools. These are the
'Lokäyata', the Sämkhya, the Vaisesika and persons most of whom fall in
one of these categories or are branded by the Buddha as 'philosophers'
(tirthyas) or tirthakaras whose views are incompatible with the Mädhya-
mika - Yogäcära tenets. Srävakas are also frequently referred to as tirthyas
or tirthakaras,8a It is of interest to note that there is in the Lank no mention
of the Cärväkas, nor is there, in spite of frequent references to the Säinkhya
and Yoga, any mention of Patanjali or Isvarakr^ija. As for the sämkhyaväda
with which only Kapila is identified,9 the doctrine is treated with disdain;
Yoga is treated throughout with respect but it is quite obvious that the
writer of the Lankävatära was not familiar with the Yogasütra and virtually
ignored the Yoga connection with Sämkhya ontology.Page 95
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Paradoxically enough, among many other names, Buddha himself is
known as Kapila. In this connection noteworthy is the passage in the
Anityatäparivarta chapter (v. Lank pp. 192-3) where the Buddha complains
to Mahämati of the names by which he is known to naive realists adhering
to the fallacy of plurality engendered by the concept of personality (na ca
bälä avabudhyante - dvayäntapatitayä sarfitatyä).

In the passage in question Buddha himself divides into two categories the
names by which he claims to be known. To the first category belong names,
almost all of which are of Hinduist origin and are known as names of per-
sons active outside the Buddhist lore and which the Buddha seems to apply
to himself; they normally denote deities, kings or saints representing supreme
beings comparable in authority to Gautama Buddha. The second category
comprises names derived from tenets upheld by Buddhist sectarian (i.e.
'non-Lankävatära') conceptions of Buddha's person.

The first set of names includes synonymsl ° of Tathägata, such as Svayaqi-
bhu, Näyaka, Vinäyaka, Pari^äyaka, Buddha, R§i, Vrsabha, Brahma,
Visnu, Iävara, Pradhäna, Kapila, Bhütänta, Aristanemi, *l Soma, Bhäskara,
Räma, Vyäsa, Sukra,x 2 Indra, Bali and Varuna. The second category of
names signifies Buddha's alleged specific properties and functions: Anirod-
hänutpäda (beyond destruction and birth), Sünyatä, Tathatä, Satyatä,
Bhütatä (true reality), Bhütakoti (perfection), Dharmadhätu, Nirvana,
Nitya, Samatä, Advaya, Nityadharma,13 Animitta14 (causeless), Pratyaya
(underlying cause), Buddhahetüpadesa (body of instructions for Buddhist
enlightenment),15 Vimoksa, Märgasatyäni16 (the truths concerning the
Path), Sarvajna, Jina, Manomaya ([with a body] made of mind).

These listings, as does much of the content of the Lankävatära, tend to
point out the futility of pluralism, where names are confused with isolated
concepts and obstruct the vision of totality embraced by älaya.17

The sorting out of Lankävatära's polemics with the 'Lokäyatas' is in it-
self quite a difficult task. The first question to be answered is: who are the
'Lokäyatas'? In the discourse in Lank 173-182 the Lokäyatika is frequently
described as vicitramantrapratibhänahwhich in this context would signify
a man of eloquence, erudition and sophistry; a Lokäyatika propagates the
doctrine of coming into existence and perishing (äyavyayadrsti);18 he
enquires about creation and non-creation (krtakam-akrtakam), perman-
ence and non-permanence (nityam-anityam), sameness and differentiation
(ekatvam-anyatvam), determinateness and indeterminateness (vyäkrta-
avyäkrta), existence or non-existence of ätman (asty ätmä nästy ätmä),
existence or non-existence of this world, salvation, momentariness, nirvana,
intermediate state, and their respective negations (asti-nästi: ay am lokah,
paw lokah, moksah, ksanikam, antaräbhava).

There are more passages in the Lank19 critical of the Lokäyatas but they
usually dispute problems such as those listed above.2 ° Yet, neither the argu-
ments and questions raised by the 'Lokäyatas' nor the answers given byPage 96
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Buddha, throw much light on the Lokäyata philosophy and Weltanschau-
ung. The answers given by Buddha are not of much assistance for a better
understanding of a Lokäyata system if such ever existed as not strictly
identical with the Cärväkas, Buddha's answers can be epitomised as the
denial of plurality, and the negation of empirical reality and of the discern-
ment between existents and non-existents. According to the Lankävatära
(Lank 178, 10 seq.) the superiority of Buddha's world over that of the
empiricist is that asti ca alokäyataip, yatra sarvatirthakarä$äi?i tava ca
buddhir na gähate, bähyabhäväsad21 bhütavikalpaprapancäbhinivisthä-
näiji. yad uta vikalpasyäpravrttih: sadasatah svacittadrsyamäträvabodhäd,
vikalpo na pravartate bähyavisayagrahanäbhäväd. vikalpah svasthäne
'vati§thate. There is that non-Lokäyata [sphere] where your wisdom and
that of all the philosophers [of your kind] has not penetrated, as you persist
in the error of mentally adopting [a^ real] the unreal external objects. As for
the cessation of mental operations: as soon as you recognize [the fact] that
[the concept of] existence and non-existence arises merely from what is
perceived in your mind, the mental operation ceases to operate because there
is nothing that can be grasped as an external object. [Consequently] mental
operation rests in its own abode'.22

From the gist of the 'Lokäyata' questions and the Lankävatära's answers
it does not follow that the Lokäyata is identifiable with the Cärväka school.
The passage quoted above as well as other relevant passages would rather
point to the conclusion that the term Lokäyata is used as a generic name for
philosophies and doctrines which adhere to secular and empirical ways of
life rather than pursue soteriological aspirations (ämisasatngraha against
dharmasarrtgraha).2 3

It might even be said that the epithet 'Lokäyata' is used in the Lankäva-
tära for adherents to doctrines which are neither strictly materialistic or
hedonistic but just do not follow the cittamätra or vijnänaväda line. In Lank
342-3, v. 627, the same reproach, concerning the sadasaddrsti as is directed
to the Lokäyata is also addressed to the Säipkhya, Vaisesika, Jaina (nagna),
the Vedic priest (vipra) and the Päsupata.24 Equally, the substance of
questions in Lank 176 and 177 addressed to the Buddha is not likely to be
forthcoming from a Lohäyata-Cärväka, as he would not be interested in the
distinction between the ätma and nairätmya or antaräbhava and anantaräb-
hava. These two latter topics are known to have been points of controversy
between the Theraväda and Mahäyäna followers.25

Further evidence of the type of generalisation, where various schools are
summarily referred to as Lokäyatika, is presented in the final verses of the
Sagäthaka. Here in the combination of predictions of doom and bliss along
with the enumeration of past and future Buddhas and the anticipation of
rsis, saints and rulers, some otherwise known as friendly, others as unfriend-
ly to Buddhism, it is difficult if not impossible to speculate whether those
previously condemned as heretics and now nominated as Buddha's succes-Page 97
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sors, are selected as the lesser evil or (oddly enough!) as substitutes for
Buddha in the time of interregnum.

Sagäthaka 784 reads in Lank: Vyäsati Kanada Rsabhah Kapilah
&äkyanäyakah/nirvrte mama pascät tu bhavi§yanty evam ädayah//, which
Suzuki translates 'After the passing of the Leader of theSäkyas, these will
follow me: Vyäsa, Ka$ada, Rishabha, Kapila, and others'.2 6 In the follow-
ing stanzas is announced the arrival of many others under whose influence
and due to whose activities the Dharma will flourish or, conversely, deteri-
orate. Some of the names of those to follow are repeated. The stanzas con-
taining the names are interspersed with general statements the contents of
which appear occasionally to be out of context and make little sense. These
statements are doubtless later additions and do not seem to constitute part
of the summary of the Lankävatära which the Sagäthaka as such originally
intended to represent.

Another of such characteristic verses mentions those whom we would
expect to be condemned as pluralists. Yet, they appear in the Sagäthaka
(v. 813 ff) as praiseworthy benefactors of humanity. They are theologians,
a king and pioneers of the 'Lokäyata' Dharma- and Nitisästras, and
founders of philosophical systems. Among them are Baiin,27 Pänini,28

Aksapäda, Brhaspati,29 Katyäyana, Yajnavalkya, Bhudhuka,30 Valmika
(sic!), Masuräksa,31 Kautilya and Äsvaläyana.32

In addition to Lankävatära's polemics with the 'Lokäyatas', of interest
are the passages directed against the Sämkhya and its founder, Kapila.
Tsvarakr§na or other leading Sämkhya philosophers are not mentioned. On
some occasions objections against certain Sämkhya tenets are combined with
objections directed against concepts of the Vaisesika and the 'Lokäyata'.33

Basically, as has been suggested, polemics of the Lankävatära other than
those directed against the srävaka are not of great philosophical fascination;
those affecting the Sämkhya are largely limited to the ascertainment of the
falsehood of duality or plurality of the empirical phenomena, to the spurious
laws of causality, and the acceptance of empirical data as real phenomena.
Against these falsehoods is defended the philosophy and relative reality of
the cittamätratä and the älayavijnäna.

Characteristic is the description of the Sämkhya philosophy in the Sagät-
haka verses 830-833 where the cardinal tenets of Säipkhya are compared
with those of the älaya. In translation the passage reads as follows:

830 The Säijikhya philosophy is twofold: from (1) the primordial cause
[comes forth] (2) what is subject to transformation. In the primordial cause
there abides the [pre-existent] effect; this effect comes to fruition in accord-
ance with its inherent nature.

831 'The primordial cause is known to be [coefficient] with entities as the
result of the distribution of the constituents; [consequently] in the trans-
formation there exists no discrepancy between [the nature of the ] cause and
effect. Page 98
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832 'As mercury, which is pure, is not contaminated by incidental im-
purities34 so is älaya, which is pure, the mainstay of all beings.

833 'Why does not [constantly] take place the perception of fetid smell of
onion,35 [the perception of] the embryo in the to-be-pregnant woman, the
saltiness emerging from salt, etc., if [these causes - onion, semen, salt, etc.]
are [looked upon by the Sämkhya] like seeds [giving rise to the respective
effects - smell, embryo, saltiness, etc.]36?

The translation and the text are given here for easy reference, since SLank
has hopelessly misunderstood and mistranslated these stanzas and has, as
occasionally happens in Suzuki's translation, mistaken the exposition of
another philosophy for a statement pertaining to Buddhism.

The stanzas just quoted concentrate on the function of the monistic con-
cept of thepradhäna (== prakrti)3 7 as compared with the monistic concept
of älaya, Pradhäna, not unlike the upanisadic Brahma, is the instrumental
and material cause of creation. In accordance with the satkäryaväda, the
theory of pre-existence of effect in the cause, pradhäna, in its transition from
the avyakta to the vyakta stage, evolves from itself all the diversified beings
through the proportionate distribution of the three guiias. This evolution
is a process of the transformation (parinäma) of pradhäna as the primordial
cause into beings (bhävas). Here the author of the Lankävatära is puzzled
as to how the diversification of beings is possible if, with the pre-existence
in pradhäna of all the created entities, those entities are not all at once per-
ceptible. In such circumstances, with the pre-existence of the unpleasant
smell in the onion, the salty taste in salt, the embro in the seed, the world
should be constantly full of perceptible embryos, onion stench, saltiness,
etc. This can happen even, claims the Buddhist, if the Sämkhya adopts the
theory of sakti and svabhäva (in our text $vätma°) and trignnatva by which
discrepancy (vaicitrya) between the cause and effect is warded off, i.e. the
onion could not produce saltiness, and salt could not produce pregnancy.
However, affinity between cause and effect (the Buddhist would further
claim) may be selective, but the simultaneity of cause and effect cannot pre-
vent the chaos of the ever-presence of all effects.

This part of the refutation of the Sämkhya ontology is of the präsangika
type based on the assumption of the falsehood of the proposition, and
demonstrating its absurdity within the opponent's (here Sämkhya) own
siddhänta. But for the Lankävatära type of polemics such choice of refut-
ation is only marginal and probably a matter of acquired habits. In fact, the
argument is not brought to a conclusion in the Lank, and the Sämkhya
position is presented superficially and fragmentarily. It is adduced primarily
in order to show that there is a cardinal error in their adoption of a creative
principle called pradhäna, which an untrained mind might be tempted to
compare with the Buddhist principle of älaya. The essential difference be-
tween the two monistic concepts, the pradhäna and älaya, is expressed in
Sagäthaka v. 832 and before and after (vv. 830-833) the lines describing thePage 99
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pradhäna.38 While by a chain of parinämika processes the pradhäna, the
prima causa of creation,3 9 reveals itself in the diversified series of existents,
the älaya creates nothing. It is like pure metal unaffected by the phenomena;
it functions as the 'storehouse' of the vijnänas, the characteristics of which
lead to the differentiation of objects whose relative reality is conditional
upon the functions of each of the vijnänas. The khyätivijhänas (älaya itself,
manas, and manovijnäna) 'passively perceive' objects like mirror grasping
forms (darpanasya rüpagrahanam); the active vijnänas discerning between
objects, and object and subject (vastuprativikalpavijnänä),40 operate by
means of manas and the five senses, all conditioned by the väsanä, the
person's impregnation by acts and thoughts experienced in the past. The
two types of vijnänas (khyäti0 and vastupratikalpa0) depend upon each other
(anyonyahetuka) 41 both operating in a world void of empirical reality and
constructed by ideation, the elements of which rest in the älaya. Thus in
contradistinction to the concept of pradhäna, 'the origin of existence', there
is no room in the älaya for the satkäryaväda, as the principle of causality
applies to existents (bhäva), while the concept of älaya does not admit
existence or its negation, nor does it, consequently, admit true differenti-
ation of objects, all these operations being in and of the mind.42

By the same token Lankävatära refutes the Vaise§ika principles of
asatkäryaväda,43 the theory of the effect being different from and destructive
of its cause. The Buddhist objection to the Vaisesika is thus similar to that
raised against the Sämkhya, as the former by his concept of causality also
adopts the reality of empirical existents.44

Sagäthaka, v. 626 and 627 expressly admits that on that score alone they
reject the Sämkhya, the Vaisesika, the Jaina, the Vedist and the Saiva views
on existence and non-existence.45

The few samples illustrating the type of Lankävatära polemics are not
conducive to a clear understanding, in philosophical terms, of the cittamä-
traväda or the älayavijnänaväda asset against the background of some other
firmly established Indian philosophical systems current in that period.

Despite the apparent incoherences, interpolations and, occasionally,
haphazard arrangement of the text as a whole, the Lankävatära is more a
work of passion than of philosophical discourse in that it brings to light the
nearly fanatical adherence of the Mädhyamika-Yogäcära followers to their
principles and beliefs. Not unlike in some other Buddhist (and non-Budd-
hist) works of a similar type, the opponent is not always systematically or
quite fairly represented; he is often the bearer of absurd propositions and
tenets; he serves, in fact, as an excuse for the strengthening and the defence
of the author's theses.

In the Lankävatära the shadings of the opponent's views are largely
ignored, the Lokäyatikas, whoever they may be, are put in one melting pot;
the Sämkhya and the VaiSesikas, themselves traditionally at loggerheads
with each other, are treated as joint adversaries of the Buddhist doctrine.Page 100
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The essential ideas, not directly connected with polemical aspects, ex-
pounded in the Lankävatära, have been in great detail and with much affect-
ion analysed in SSLank and there is no space or need to add here anything
beyond what has been said within the limits set forth in the title of this paper.

Dr Walpola Rähula will be a better judge than Suzuki4 6 and much better
than the present author as to whether the Lanka of our work is identical
with Ceylon or covers more or less than the present Sri Lanka.

NOTES

1 The Lankavatara Sutra, a Mahayana Text, translated for the first time from the original
Sanskrit, London, 1932 (henceforth: SLank; unless indicated otherwise, numbers
refer to pages).

2 The Lankävatära Sütra, Bibliotheca Otaniensis, vol. I, Kyoto, 1923; unless otherwise
indicated, numbers refer to pages and lines. (Henceforth Lank). Incidentally, the 1963
edition by P. L. Vaidya Saddharmalankävatärasütram, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, No. 3,
is no improvement on Lank as it repeats most of the latter's mistakes, adds its own and
as a rule leaves out the variants and references to Chinese and Tibetan versions cited
by Lank.

3 Henceforth referred to as SSLank. See also Suzuki's very useful An Index to the
Lankavatara Sutra (Nanjio edition), Sanskrit-Chinese- Tibetan, Chinese Sanskrit and
Tibetan-Sanskrit; second, revised, and enlarged edition, Kyoto, 1934.

4 pp. 44 and 357.
5 Cf. for instance, as an example of a radical non-Mahäyäna view (Sagäthaka verses

765 and 766, Lank 360, 1-4) according to which nairätmyaväda should be rejected as
harming the Dharma, and the ätmaväda shines like a fire: nairätmyavädino 'bhäsyä,
bhiksukarmärii varjaya/bädhakä buddhadharmänäm sadasatpaksadrstayah //
tirthadosair yinirmuktam nairätmyavanadähakarp/jäjvalaty ätmavädo 'yarn yugän-
tägnir ivotthitah//.

6 See SLank, 283 n and 284 n.
7 Any connection with Päli ekäyana? (Majjhima, 1. 63, a.o.). See D. Seyfort Ruegg, La

Theorie du Tathägatagarbha et du Gotra, Paris, 1969, p. 178 n. and passim; and idem:
Le Traitedu Tathägatagarbha de Bu Ston Rin Chen Grub, Paris, 1973, pp. 69 and 144.

8 Lank 204, 9: na klesendriyabhedena säsanam bhidyate mama/ekam eya bhaved
yänarn märgam astängikarn sivam. 'While passions and faculties are divided, my
teaching is not divided. There can be only one way [of teaching]; and this [shows] the
eightfold benevolent path'. The ekayäna and its significance is discussed in the Lank-
ävatära frequently. For a discussion of the ekayäna cf. also Vijnaptimätratäsiddhi, ed.
and annotated by De La Vallee Poussin, Paris 1929, 673 and 724-5; SSLank, passim;
Samdhinirmocanasütra, ed. and tr. E. Lamotte, Louvain and Paris, 1935, pp. 147 and
255-56. The sentiment expressed in this text is similar to that in Lank. Cf. also Sad-
dharmapundarika II, 101, E. Burnouf, Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, Nouvelle edition,
Paris, 1925"; Mahävyutpatti 59 (ed. Minayeff), and K. Kasawara, Dharmasamgraha
(ed. F. M. Müller and H. Wenzel), Anecdota Oxoniensia, Oxford, 1885, pp. 1 and 35.

8a It is therefore only partly true what Burnouf says about the tirthakaras in connection
with his translation of a small excerpt from the Lankavatara in the Introduction ä
l'Histoire du Buddhisme Indien, second edition, Paris, 1876, p. 459 n. 2 : . . . je crois que
dans nos textes buddhiques le mot de Tirthakara est simplement synonyme de Tirthika
et de Tirthya, termes par lesquels on designe tous les ascetes qui ne sont pas Buddhistes,
et les mendiants brähmaniques en particulier.

9 Lank 334, 13: The mention of Kapila along with Vyäsa, Kanada, Rsabha, etc., in
Lank 362, 9 f. is part of the Buddha's threat of doom to be caused by false prophets
preceding the birth of a new Buddha.

10 Cf. Lank 192, 4 ff, where we find an interesting lesson on synonyms such as Indra =
Sakra = Purendara; hasta = kara = päni, etc.

11 Rather than Arista and Nemi, as in Lank.
12 Rather than Öuka as in Lank.
13 Rather than Anirodha as in Lank; Nityadharma is borne out by the Tibetan, and is

not repetitious as is Anirodha (see above).Page 101
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14 Should it be Änimitta? Cf. also Edgerton's Dictionary, s.v.
15 Cf. Burnouf, Introduction, p. 65 and 625 and Edgerton's Dictionary, s.v. hetu.
16 Cf. maggasacca in the commentary to Vibhahga, 114,124. The plural °satyäni is due to

various listings of these satyas. Cf. Abhidharmako&a VII, 32 ff. (tr. De La Vallee
Poussin).

17 In the following lines of Lank the Buddha gives another exposition of the value of
synonyms along the lines of the Jaina sabdanaya-rjusütra; Cf. Nyäyävatäravivrti 29.

18 For further explanation of this expression see Lank 182, v. 67.
19 Lank, pp. 182, 244, 346, 347, 366, 367.
20 In Lank 244,12 the Lokäyata is said to refrain from eating meat. This is stated in the

chapter (VIII) on the Mämsäbhaksanaparivarta, which is generally considered as a
later addition to Lankävatära and where Buddha forbids once and for all eating meat,
though he admits that the practice of abstaining from meat had not been observed by
all Buddhists and that there was a slanderous rumour that he himself was partaking
of meat eating.

21 Lank reads: °bhävädasad°.
22 ca drfyate in Lank is redundant. According to B. Nanjio it appears in one Ms only.

Svasthäne 'vatisthate = napravartata ity artho anutpattivikalpasyäpravfttir (cf. Lank
178,16).

23 Lank 180,11-13. Interesting observations on the relationship between the Lokäyata
and the Cärväkas can be found in Das Gupta's A History of Indian Philosophy, 1516.

24 viviktärthaviyarjitäb in Sagäthaka v. 627 d means 'deprived of the aims sought for by
those living in seclusion' rather than, as SLank translates, 'destitute of truth of soli-
tude'. See note 45.

25 Cf. Alex Wayman, 'The Intermediate-state dispute in Buddhism' in Buddhist Studies
in Honour of I. B. Horner, Dordrecht and Boston, 1974, pp. 227-239.

26 Both the text and the translation of Sagäthaka v. 784 merit little credence. The way
Suzuki translates it, the text would have to have Säkyanäyake not °kah, and mama
would be governed by pascät; note, however, the next stanza beginning with mayi
nirvrte. As the text stands, Öäkyanäyakah has the same function as Vyäsah, Kanada,
etc., which is not very likely. If we compare Öäkyanäyakah with v. 795 (Siddhärthah,
Öäkyatanayah) and, v. 796 (Säkyasimhah), normally used as Buddha's epithets, the
two latter are mentioned by Buddha as his successors; there is therefore no reason to
insist that referring to Öäkyanäyaka, Buddha refers to himself in his present stage. It
is, indeed, possible that Öäkyanäyakah which is an hapax anyway, is an apposition to
Kapila as the text has it. One should, however, correct Kapila to read Kapphina or
Kaphila (cf. Edgerton's Dictionary, s.v.) who usually figures in Pali as Kappina (or
(Mahäkappina), the author of Theragäthä verses 547-556, and is also one of the saints
predicted by Buddha in the Saddharmapundarika (8, 20). For the story of Kappina as
a great Säkya (Päli: Sakya) leader, cf. Mrs Rhys Davids, Sakya or Buddhist Origins,
London, 1931, pp. 140 ff.

If such conjecture has any merit, Sagäthaka 784 would read:... Kaphilafr säkyanä-
yakari/nirvrte mayi..., 'Vyäsa, Kanada, Rsabha and Kaphila - the Säkya leader, and
others will follow me when I am gone'.

27 In the Mahäbhärata Balin is mentioned as the king of Kalinga. Cf. van Buitenen, The
Mahäbhärata, Chicago, 1973, pp. 232-233. See also the Cambridge History of India,
vol. I, p. 601. Balin is also mentioned in Lank 192, 18.

28 The text has .. .Päninim sabdanetäram which SLank translates 'Pänini author of the
Sabdanetri'. It should be, of course, 'Pänini, the pioneer of the study of language'.

29 Brhaspati, the Lokäyatika, is close to Indra, though Lank mentions them separately
as individual Lokäyatikas (Lank 174 and passim). Indra, according to Mahäbh. XII
was the author of a Nitis"ästra called Bähudäntaka (Bahudäntin = Indra). Bähudäntaka
was abbreviated by Brhaspati. About the association of Indra and Brhaspati see Rv.
2,24,1 and 12. Indra's fight with Rävana, the king of Lanka to whom the Lankävatära
is supposed to be dedicated, is purely coincidental; Rävana is not mentioned in the
text outside chapter I.

The text (813 b, c, d) reads:... Aksapädo, Vrhaspatih/lokäyatapranetäro brahmä
bhavisyati. SLank translates:. .. 'Aksapäda, Vrhaspati; Pranetri the Lokäyata will
be found in Brahma-garbha.' However, bhavisyati should read bhavisyanti and brahmä
garbho should read brahmagarbho. The translation then is: 'Aksapäda, Brhaspati and
Brahmagarbha [name of the author of Brahmagarbhasmfti], the pioneers of the
Lokäyata will follow'.

30 The text should read Bhüduka; he was the author of Bhüdukajyotisa; cf. Edgerton,
Dictionary, s.v. bhuclhukajyotis.

31 Nothing positive was known about him till recently. Monier-Williams calls him a
poet, and Edgerton (s.v.) pleads complete ignorance about him. In P. Cordier'sPage 102
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Catalogue du Fonds Tibetain de la Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, 1909 seq. in Mdo-
hgrel CXXIII, 33, is listed Masuraksahd lugs-kyi = Masüräksaniti. Cf. also M. Lalou,
Repertoire du Tanjur, Paris 1933, p. 158, and Csoma de Körös, Analysis ofKanjur,
Asiatick Researches, 1936. According to Subhadra Jhä's remark in his translation of
M. Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, vol. Ill part II, p. 606, Delhi, 1967, 'This
[seil. Niti-] literature has penetrated into Burma, into East Indies, into Tibet, where its
translations were placed under the sponsorship of Masuräksa or Nägärjuna [sie!.]'
Jhä does not mention, however, that in 1961 S. Pathak published in Visva Bharati
Annals, vol. X, the Nitisästra of Masuräksa. Cf. L. Sternbach's review of the book in
JO AS,82, 3, pp.407 ff and his Subhäsita, Gnomic and Didactic Literature, Wiesbaden
1974, as well as The Spreading ofCänakya's Aphorisms over "Greater India", Calcutta,
1969. With the Lankävätära's generally presumed date of origin (terminus ad quern
A.D. 420, i.e. the year of the first Chinese translation), Masuräksa must have lived
before the fifth century A.D.

32 In addition to his many other activities (founder of a Rv. Säkhä, author of a Srauta-
s Otra, of a book of the Ait. Äranyaka) he is also a seeker of Brahma knowledge accord-
ing to Kaivalyopanisad I and Prasnopanisad I, 1.

33 Lank 208, 280 (= 116), 342.
34 For upaklesa see Lank 358, 11: upaklesaih — manädibhih.
35 Incidentally, the derogatory remark about this vegetable confirms the revulsion to

onion which, according to Lank 256, 7 and 15, figures among the forbidden foods to-
gether with meat.

36 dvividhah sämkhyavädas ca: pradhänät parinämikam/pradhäne vidyate käryam,
käryam svätmaprasädhitam // pradhänam saria bhävena gunabhedah prakirtitari /
käryakäranavaicitryam parinäme na vidyate // yathä hi päratah Buddha upaklesair
na lipyate/älayam hi tathä suddham äsrayati sarvadehinäm// hingugandhah
paländus' ca garbriinyä garbhadarsanam/ lavanädibhis ca lävanyarn bijavat kirn na
vartate//.

37 For the preferential use of pradhäna by the Yoga rather than Sämkhya see E. H.
Johnston, Early Sämkhya, London, 1937, p. 26 f. In the Sämkhyakärikä, pradhäna
occurs three times only.

38 This is why it says 'älayam hi. . .'
39 Cf. also Lank 39, 7.
40 ib. 37, 15 ff.
41 ib. 37,18.
42 ib. 112, v. 171 and the preceding sentence. Sagäthaka, v. 625 says: sarvabhävä hy

anutpannä asatsadasambhaväri (should probably read metri causa: asatsadbhävä-
sambhaväh)/ cittamätram idam sarvam kalpanäbhis' ca varjitam//.

43 Sagäthaka, 548: bhavisyanty anägate käle kanabhugbälajätikäh/ asatkäryavä-
dadurdrstyä janatäm näsyanti ca. 'In the future there will be people misled by Kanab-
huj [= Kanada] and they will damage people by the wrong theory of asatkäryavada.'
Strangely enough, SLank renders asatkäryavada by 'non-existence of work' which is
meaningless. A similar mistranslation occurs in Sagäthaka 546, where Buddha pre-
dicts the coming of 'false prophets' who will teach sadasaikäryaväda. This is rendered
in SLank by 'being and non-being and its works'. The text here intends to condemn the
propagators of both satkäryaväda (see supra) and asatkäryavada.

44 Cf. Sagäthaka v. 559.
45 säipkhyä vaisesikä nagnä vipräh päsupatäs tathä/ asatsaddrstipatitä viviktärthavi-

varjitäh//
On p. 116 v. 174, the Sämkhya and the Vaisesika are both accused of maintaining

the doctrine of creation as evolving from existence or non-existence; from the Buddhist
point of view such a doctrine is ill-defined (avyäkrta). - For the use of avyäkrta see
also Lank 114, and Abhidharmakosa, ed. De La Yallee Poussin, II, 315 ff.

46 See SSLank, p. 3.
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CHAPTER XVIII

The Larikavatara-sutra and the 
Great Emptiness (Maha-sunyata)

The Lahkdvatdra-sutra or Discourse on the Descent into Lanka (hereaf
ter abbreviated as the Lanka) has a twofold historical significance. First, 
the title suggests that it is a discourse on the descent or entry into Lanka, 
and there cannot be much doubt that Lanka refers to the island of Sri 
Lanka, where Buddhism was established during the reign of the Emperor 
Asoka in the third century B. C.  The text itself was compiled in India dur
ing the fourth century a . d . ,  almost eight centuries later. Yet it is never 
mentioned in any literature belonging to the Sri Lankan Buddhist tradi
tion, despite the fact that the tradition possesses a carefully compiled set 
of chronicles such as the Dtpavamsa and Mahavamsa, which include 
some of the legendary material utilized in the Lanka itself. Second, the 
Lanka is one of the most important texts of the so-called Mahayana, 
being included in the category called the Vaipulya-sutras. In the East 
Asian Buddhist tradition, it became the most sacred text of the Tsao-tung 
Ch’an (Soto Zen) school, being introduced into China by Bodhidharma, 
the first patriarch of the Ch’an tradition. The competent authority on 
this text, D. T. Suzuki, has downplayed the importance of the first his
torical fact and emphasized the second. However, both are of tremen
dous value when assessing the contents of this discourse, especially in the 
context of the history of Buddhist philosophical thought. Therefore, we 
have provided an appendix in which an attempt is made to trace the his
torical background of the compilation of the Lanka.

Ideologically, the Lahka  follows the doctrines of the Lotus, even 
though the philosophical method itself is derived from the Vajracche
dika. We have already seen that the method of the Vajracchedika con
sisted of the deconstruction of substantialist concepts, Buddhist as well 
as non-Buddhist, and the reconstruction of empirically meaningful con
cepts without allowing for ontological commitment (see Chapter xv). In 
fact, the Lanka refers to the Vajracchedika rather indirectly and quotes 
the famous passage, “even the dharmas are to be abandoned, and how 
much more adharmas.”1 However, the method is not applied in the same 
way as in the latter. The following analysis will clarify the difference.

The second chapter of the Lanka begins by raising a series of ques
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tions. Although the number of questions is mentioned as being 108, there 
are many more, pertaining to more than 122 topics, some of which are 
repeated.2 The topics are mostly those that are discussed in the 
Abhidharma and previously treated in a more systematic form by an 
exponent of the Yogacara idealism, namely, Asariga (see Appendix). The 
Buddha’s responses, which come after all the questions have been listed, 
are equally unsystematic, in that some of the topics on which questions 
are raised are not even examined. Instead of explaining this as the char
acteristic Zen method, as perceived by some interpreters, of providing 
unrelated or meaningless answers to questions, it should be taken as rep
resentative of the unsystematic nature of the composition itself. Despite 
this lack of systematic treatment, it is possible to examine the significance 
of the Buddha’s responses, all of which are presented in identical form. 
The first relates to “arising” (utpada) being formulated as

utpadapadam anutpadapadam,3 

which may be translated in two ways:

1. A term for arising is no term for arising.
2. A term for arising is a term for non-arising.

Using T for the term and S for that which is signified, these may be sym
bolized as follows:

1. T is S  
~ T  is S

2. T is S  
T is ~S

If we are to adopt the former rendering for the Lanka, as Suzuki does, 
then what is rejected is the term or its ability to signify, leaving intact 
what is signified. This would be to assume that the signified is beyond 
description. The second possibility would leave the term or the concept 
intact, but without the signified content. This allows for pouring some 
new content into the term or concept, which is exactly what the Vajrac- 
chedika tried to achieve. According to it,

T is 5
T is
.’. “T is S”

This last statement can accommodate the modification or qualification 
of both the term and the content (see Chapter xx).
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The Lanka does not adopt the three steps involved in the process of 
deconstruction and reconstruction. It retains only two steps, intended to 
achieve deconstruction of all concepts. This would mean adopting a phil
osophical standpoint in relation to words or concepts that is totally dif
ferent from what appeared in the earlier Buddhist traditions. We have 
already seen that the Buddha, the Abhidhammikas, the Vajracchedika, 
and Nagarjuna adopted the same standpoint in their evaluation of con
cepts. The Lotus, on the contrary, recognized the incorruptibility of con
cepts. Now the Lanka  comes up with a theory that negates the value of 
concepts altogether.

In the Lanka, Mahamati comes up with the following argument:

Fortunate One, is it not because of the reality of words that all things are? If 
not for words, Fortunate One, there would be no arising of things. Hence, 
Fortunate One, the existence of all things is by reason of the reality of 
words.4

The Buddha’s response, as presented in the prose section, is twofold. 
First, there are words without objects, that is, empty words such as 
hare’s horns, tortoise’s hair, and barren woman’s child. Second, words 
are not available in the real worlds, the buddha-lands (buddha-ksetra), 
where ideas are expressed by looking steadily, by gestures, by a frown, 
movement of the eyes, laughing, yawning, by clearing the throat, by rec
ollection, or by trembling.1 It is interesting to note that this form of com
munication without words is highlighted by some of the Ch’an (Zen) 
schools.

This latter enables the Lanka  to accommodate the unspeakable, 
including the “most excellent Samadhis.” However, in the verses that fol
low, concepts, to which the mainline Buddhist tradition would be pre
pared to give validity, are taken up and rejected as the imaginations of 
the ignorant.

As space, the hare’s horns, and barren woman’s child are non-entities except 
as expressed in words, so is this existence imagined.
When causes and conditions are in combination, the ignorant imagine the 
birth [of this world]; as they fail to understand this reason, they wander 
about in the triple world which is their dwelling.6

The Lanka, like the Lotus, is thus committed to a hierarchy of three 
degrees of knowledge: (1) worldly (laukika), (2) supernormal (lokot- 
tara), and (3) transcendental (lokottaratam a).7 While the characteriza
tion of the last form of knowledge as lokottaratama (“transcendental” or 
“super-transcendental”) occurs here for the first time, the description of 
the manner in which it is attained is slightly different from that of the
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Lotus. It is described as knowledge generated by “a thorough examina
tion of the imagelessness or appearance-less-ness of dharmas” (nira- 
bhasa-dharmapravicaya), “perceiving non-ceasing and non-arising” (ani- 
rodhanutpadadarsana), and “the realization of the non-substantiality at 
the stage of Tathagata” (tathagatabhuminairatmyadhigama).s

The introduction of the two concepts of “imagelessness” or “absence 
of appearance” (nirabhasa) and the “stage of Tathagata” (tathagata- 
bhumi) seems to distinguish the Lanka  from many of the Buddhist texts 
examined so far. The former leads the Lanka to an extreme or absolute 
form of idealism, thereby eliminating any and every form of discrimina
tion as subject and object. The Buddha in the Lanka was concerned that 
this concept of the imagelessness would contribute to a negativist view:

Mahamati, there are philosophers who are addicted to negativism according 
to whose philosophical view the non-existence of the hare’s horns is ascer
tained by means of the discriminating intellect which affirms that the self
nature of things ceases with the destruction of their causes, and they say that 
all things are non-existent like the hare’s horns.9

This would mean that the theory of “imagelessness” (nirabhasa) can 
cause the first two natures (svabhava) recognized in the Lanka, namely, 
the imagined (parikalpita) and the relative (paratantra), to cancel each 
other out, leaving a completely negative feeling. In fact, the seven forms 
of emptiness include emptiness of relativity or mutuality as well (itare- 
tara-sunyatd).10

For the Lanka, the conception of the “stage of Tathagata” (tathaga- 
tabhiimi) is the only way out of this negativism. It has to be a state in 
which there exists a positive content, but which is, at the same time, 
completely free from any conceptualization, discrimination, or thought 
process. The only candidate for this is the state of cessation (nirodha- 
samapatti), or the highest stage of the contemplation (jhana, Skt. dhya- 
na), defined in the early Buddhist tradition as the “cessation of percep
tion and what is felt” (sahhavedayitanirodha). Even though, according to 
early Buddhism, any blissful feeling can be experienced only after emerg
ing from the state of cessation because, in the state of cessation, what is 
felt is eliminated, the Lanka describes it as “abiding in the triple bliss 
which characterizes self-realization attained by noble wisdom.”11 It is 
called the tathagata dhyana, and is further explained as follows:

A yogin, while in his exercise, sees the form of the sun or the moon, or 
something looking like a lotus, or the underworld, or various forms like sky, 
fire, etc. All these appearances lead him to the way of the philosophers, they 
throw him down into the state of Sravakahood, into the realm of the Pra- 
tyekabuddhas. When all these are tossed aside and there is a state of image-
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lessness, then a condition in conformity with the Tathata presents itself; and 
the Buddhas will come from all their countries and with their shining hands 
will stroke the head of the benefactor.12

What early Buddhism looked upon as a non-cognitive state of rapture 
(samadhi, jhana) now becomes the stage of Tathagata (tatkagatabkumi) 
or the womb of Tathagata (tathagatagarbha). It is a state of ultimate 
experience totally free from discrimination (nirvikalpa) and imageless
ness (nirabhasa),13 and hence is referred to as nirvikalpaka-samadhi, the 
highest experience a practitioner of yoga (yogacarin) can hope to 
achieve.

Psychology in the Lankavatara

The denial of the validity of all concepts left the Lanka with the responsi
bility of accounting for how all such concepts are formed. This repre
sents its psychological enterprise. It is appropriate to begin our examina
tion of that undertaking with the Lanka's reference to the four things to 
be achieved by a practitioner of yoga in order to become a great yogin 
(mahayogin).XA

1. Cultivation of the idea that the visible (drsya) is one’s own mind 
(svacitta).

2. Renunciation of the views relating to arising, enduring, and ceasing.
3. Perception of the non-existence of external entities.
4. Thoroughly understanding that the realization of the noble wisdom 

is within one’s own self.

The first three are steps leading to the realization mentioned in the 
fourth. The first is the inevitable conclusion of the skepticism that usu
ally plagues sensory experience. Doubts concerning what is experienced 
through the senses lead the yogin to compare it with dream experience, 
with eye-disease, with a hare’s horns or barren woman’s child. What is 
left over after such doubting is the experiencing mind.15

One of the reasons for the uncertainty regarding the perception of the 
object is its instability. Very often, even the most enlightened philoso
phers have been compelled to assume that if something is real or true, it 
must be real or true always. The yogin who has already come to the con
clusion that the object of perception is simply the experiencing mind is 
therefore led to the conclusion that arising, duration, and ceasing are acts 
of mind and not produced by any external event. This constitutes his per
ception of the unreality of the objective world, which is the third level of 
achievement.

Here the yogin is at the threshold of the highest experience, often
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referred to in the Lanka as the realization of the noble wisdom within 
one’s own self (svapratyatmaryajhanadhigama). This realization is 
achieved instantaneously.16 Thus the Lanka  can accommodate both the 
gradual (krama) and sudden (yugapad) ways to enlightenment.

The epistemological foundation is thus laid for outlining an idealistic 
psychology. The mainline Buddhist tradition had recognized mind 
(mano) as a faculty (indriya), along with six types of consciousness (vih- 
hana)—five based on the five physical sense organs and objects, plus 
mental consciousness (manovihhana), representing the contact between 
mind and concepts (dhamma). For the idealist of the Lanka, these seven, 
including the mind (mano), which earlier was viewed as a faculty 
(indriya), are forms of consciousness (vijhana).17 Since these were 
defined by the metaphysicians as being momentary, the idealist of the 
Lanka needed a form of consciousness that accounts for continuity. The 
Sautrantika metaphysicans had already posited a receptacle (asraya) in 
which the momentary impressions are contained. This was not adequate 
for the idealist, who needed to explain not only continuity but also value 
judgments such as good and bad, which cannot be part of momentary 
forms of consciousness.18 The idealist thus takes refuge in an important 
conception that was originally used by the Buddha to refer to attach
ment,19 but that also conveyed the sense of receptacle. This is the concept 
of alaya.

The alaya-vijhana thus becomes the eighth form of consciousness.20 It 
is often compared with the ocean whose surface water is disturbed by the 
winds of activity, appearing in the form of constantly changing waves.21 
However, the wind of activity is not something external. The disposi
tional tendencies accumulated from time immemorial, which lie dormant 
in the d/aya-consciousness in the form of seeds, continue to create agita
tion within the alaya.

In the earlier psychological speculations, the faculty of mind (mano) 
plays an active role in the creation not only of the notion of a permanent 
ego but also of eternal objects, and mental consciousness (manovihhana) 
is simply a product of mind and concepts;22 hence what is to be 
restrained is the mind. However, in the psychology of the Lanka, the 
mind or manas is responsible only for the belief in the ego, and it is the 
mental consciousness (mano-vijhana) which discerns the world of objects 
and becomes attached to it.23 The reason may be that the idealist of the 
Lanka  wants to subordinate the five forms of consciousness—visual, 
auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile—to mental consciousness 
without allowing them any objectivity. Getting rid of the external world 
being the primary task of the idealist, the Lanka  insists on the elimination 
of the discriminating mano-vijhana, and this is equated with nirvana.24

Mental consciousness, functioning together with the five forms of con
sciousness, is also responsible for the discriminations of good and bad.
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Furthermore, these six forms of consciousness, which are continuously 
and closely bound together, move on without remaining still even for a 
moment. It is this rapid movement that is called momentariness (ksa- 
nika).15 Since the six forms of consciousness, along with the mind 
(manas), are founded upon the a/aya-consciousness, the latter, too, in 
spite of being the “womb of the Tathagata,” is momentary. Momentary 
thoughts, as mentioned earlier, could not be associated with discrimina
tions of good and bad. Thus the Lanka is compelled to recognize two 
aspects of the alaya itself—the momentary (ksanika), which is defiled 
(sasrava), and the non-momentary (aksanika), which is free from 
defilements (anasrava).16

In another context, the “womb of Tathagata,” which is a synonym for 
the non-defiled and non-momentary a/aya-consciousness, is described as 
being bright and pure by nature (prakrti-prabhasvara-visuddha).17 This 
brings the conception of a/aya-consciousness dangerously close to the 
theory of self (atmavada) advocated by the heretics. The Lanka responds 
with the following statement:

No, Mahamati, my teaching relating to the garbha is not the same as the 
theory of self of the heretics. For the Tathagatas, Mahamati, having formu
lated the instruction on the tathagatagarbha in terms of emptiness (sun
yata), limit of existence (bhiitakoti), freedom (nirvana), non-arising (anut- 
pada), absence of a mysterious cause (animitta) and the unestablished 
(apranihita), etc., teach the doctrine pointing to the tathagatagarbha, the 
sphere of non-discrimination and imagelessness, in order to eliminate the 
anxiety on the part of the ignorant toward a theory of non-substantiality 
(nairatmya) ,28

This would mean that the discourse on the tathagata is itself empty, 
and the discourse on emptiness (sunyata) is also empty, a negative posi
tion not acceptable to Lanka, as discussed earlier. For this reason, all that 
can be asserted is that for the idealist of the Lanka, everything, including 
the discourse on the tathagata, is empty, the only reality being tathagata 
itself. Compared with the philosophy of the mainline Buddhist tradition, 
including Nagarjuna, this certainly represents an absolute form of empti
ness, or what the Lanka’s opponents, i.e ., the Theravadins of Sri Lanka, 
called “the theory of great emptiness” (mahasunnatavada). This great 
emptiness is well expressed in the dilemma of Ravana:

[After this] the teacher and the sons of the Buddha vanished away in the air, 
leaving Ravana the Yaksa himself standing [above] in his mansion. Thought 
he, “How is this? What means this? And by whom was it heard? What was 
it that was seen? And by whom was it seen? Where is the city? And where is 
the Buddha?
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“Where are those countries, those jewel-shining Buddhas, those Sugatas? Is 
it a dream then? Or a vision? Or is it a castle conjured up by the Gandhar- 
vas? Or is it dust in the eye, or a fata morgana, or a dream-child of a barren 
woman or the smoke of a fire-wheel, that which I saw here?”

Then [Ravana reflected], “This is the nature as it is (dharmata) of all things, 
which belongs to the realm of Mind, and it is not comprehended by the 
ignorant as they are confused by every form of imagination.”29
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APPENDIX  
HISTORY OF THE LANKAVATARA

The title of the Lahkavatara discourse (Descent into Lahka; abbreviated 
Lahka) and the period of its compilation suggested by historians (i.e ., the 
fourth century a . d . )  provide interesting clues to understanding a text that 
is highly venerated by one of the major schools of Zen Buddhism, albeit 
considered to be an extremely unsystematic work by its followers. Unfor
tunately, the significance of the title and the period of compilation were 
ignored by the most competent authority on the text, D. T. Suzuki. The 
fact that the Lahka  was adopted as a basic text of the Soto Zen tradition 
does not necessarily mean that the intention of its compilers was to prop
agate the doctrines of this particular school. Regarding the title, Suzuki 
has the following to say:

Lahkavatara literally is “entering into Lanka,” while Lanka is one of the 
islands in the south of India. It is popularly identified with Ceylon, but 
scholars are not certain about it. “Entering” probably refers to the Buddha’s 
coming over to the island. The sutra is supposed to have been delivered by 
the Buddha while staying there. The dialogue takes place between him and 
Mahamati who is the chief one of Bodhisattvas assembled there. It is 
unusual fo r  a Buddhist sutra to be delivered in such an out-of-the-way place 
as Lanka, a solitary island in the middle o f  the Indian ocean [emphasis 
added].1

In the first place, to ignore the very title of the work, which has never 
been controverted, is not serious scholarship. Second, Suzuki is almost 
silent regarding the philosophical and religious atmosphere in which the 
text was compiled. Considering the enormous impact of this work on 
East Asian Buddhism and the controversies surrounding its history and 
compilation, it would seem appropriate to piece together whatever 
scanty information can be collected in order to determine the significance 
of the title and the historical context in which the text came to be com
piled. In fact, the text was compiled during a rather complicated era in 
the history of Buddhism, so critical evaluation of the history of the text is
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all the more important. However, the following information is presented 
not without sensitivity to the feelings of those who view this work as the 
primary source of their philosophical views and spiritual exercises. This 
is simply evidence that stares at you when you are involved in historical 
scholarship.

Suzuki and many others who commented on the Lanka believe that 
two chapters—the first and the eighth—are later additions. There is no 
doubt that, without these two chapters, the rest of the work appears to 
be a self-contained unit. Yet, examining this self-contained unit in the 
context of one of the major treatises of the idealistic Yogacara Buddhism, 
namely, Asanga’s Abkidbarmasamuccaya, one can raise questions re
garding its relevance. Asariga’s Abhidharmasamuccaya is an extremely 
well-organized and comprehensive text that attempts to provide an ideal
istic interpretation of the categories or phenomena (dharma) that were 
the subject matter of the Abhidharma. The idealistic interpretation 
emerges when the dharmas are analyzed in terms of the three truths—the 
false (parikalpita), the relative (paratantra), and the ultimate (parinis- 
panna)—considered in a hierarchical order. Presented in the form of 
questions and answers, Asariga’s treatise deals with almost every cate
gory and subcategory of phenomena examined in the Abhidharma tradi
tion. If the historians are correct, the Abhidharmasamuccaya is older 
than the Lanka. (Asariga’s major works were composed between 3 3 3 -  
353 A . D . ,  while the Lank^ is believed to have been compiled between 
3 5 0 -4 0 0 . )2 Even if they were contemporary, one cannot help asking why 
it was necessary to compile an obviously unsystematic sutra like the 
Lanka  when there was a more systematic, coherent, and detailed treat
ment of the same subject in the Abhidharmasamuccaya.

The second chapter of the Lanka  (i.e., the beginning of the so-called 
self-contained original text) starts with a series of questions, 108 in num
ber.3 The questions deal with a variety of topics and are presented, unlike 
in Asanga’s treatise, in an extremely unsystematic way, indicating that 
the work was put together in haste.

However, there are two important differences between Asanga’s work 
and the Lahka. First, Asanga’s treatise contains questions and answers 
presented in an impersonal way, as in the Abhidharma. The Lanka, on 
the contrary, introduces a little-known bodhisattva, Mahamati, as the 
questioner and the Buddha as the respondant. This is probably to give 
the appearance of a “discourse” (sutra), which would carry more author
ity than a philosophical treatise compiled by an individual. Second, the 
topics on which Mahamati questions the Buddha are immediately negat
ed. This is reminiscent of one aspect of the methodology adopted in the 
Vajracchedika, a theme discussed in Chapter xvm.

In spite of this difference, the question raised earlier calls for an 
answer. Why was it necessary for the idealistic Yogacara tradition to put
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together a sutra in such haste, especially when there was already a more 
comprehensive and systematic treatment of idealism in the work of 
Asariga? The answer is contained in the title of the work and in the first 
and eighth chapters, all of which baffled Suzuki. The title Descent into 
Lahka  implies the introduction of Mahayana transcendentalism into a 
country that had remained faithful to the earlier, pragmatic form of 
Buddhism introduced during the third century B. C.

Chapter 1 is interesting because the interlocutor here is not the Bodhi
sattva Mahamati but the mythical King of Lanka, Ravana, the Lord of 
the Yaksas, who is said to have ruled Lanka before the advent of the 
Sinhala race. At Ravana’s invitation, the Buddha is supposed to have 
appeared on the island and preached the Lahka, embodying “the inner
most state of consciousness realized by them [the Tathagatas,] which is 
not found in any system of doctrine.”4 Ravana is here depicted as an 
extremely intelligent, pious person who had no difficulty understanding 
the doctrine taught by the Buddha. In fact, Ravana was able to realize the 
empty nature of all phenomena (dharmata) without a great deal of 
effort.5 Criticism of him is rare; he is more often praised as a great 
person.

In contrast, Chapter 8 is, by allusion, a most severe condemnation of 
the Sinhala race, which is believed to have colonized the island during the 
sixth century B . C . ,  and which by this time had come to preserve the Bud
dhist tradition introduced to the island during the time of Emperor 
Asoka. One wonders why a chapter entitled “Meat Eating” (Mam- 
sabhaksana) should be a conclusion to such an important philosophical 
treatise. An allusion to the Sinhala race is found in the following para
graph:

Mahamati, there was another king who was carried away by his horse into 
the forest. After wandering about in it, he committed evil deeds with a lion
ess out of fear for his life, and children were born to her. Because of their 
descending from the union with a lioness, the royal children were called the 
Spotted-Feet, etc. On account of their evil habit-energy (vasana) in the past 
when their food had been flesh, they ate meat even [after becoming] king 
[sic], . . . Falling into such, it will be with difficulty that they can ever 
obtain a human womb; how much more [difficult] attaining Nirvana!6

The allusion is clear. The Sinhala race traced its origin to Simhabahu 
and Simhaslvall, who were believed to have been the children born to an 
Indian princess, Suppadevi, who ran away into the jungle and lived with 
a “lion” (sitnha).7 Prince Vijaya, who colonized the island around the 
sixth century B . C .  (long after Ravana), is said to have been the progeny of 
Simhabahu and Simhaslvalr, and is supposed to have been banished from 
India because he was the product of incest. Thus the custodians of the
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Buddhist tradition at the Mahavihara belonged to the so-called Lion-race 
(simhala). The chapter on “Meat Eating” thus appears to be no more 
than a condemnation of the Mahavihara tradition, for a philosophical 
treatise like the Lahka  could have dealt with more important moral issues 
than meat-eating. In fact, the compilers of the Lahka  were quite aware 
that the Mahavihara followed the rather liberal views of the Buddha, and 
even go to the extent of denying a statement in the early discourses attrib
uted to the Buddha regarding meat-eating.8

This is the internal evidence that the Lahka  was meant as a textbook 
for the conversion of Lahka to Mahayana Buddhism. The external evi
dence for this view is even more compelling. Lanka does not appear to be 
a simple, out-of-the-way, solitary island, as Suzuki thought, if we keep in 
mind the extended ideological battles between the Theravadins and the 
Mahayanists staged in this part of the world during the third and fourth 
centuries a . d . While the Mahavihara in Sri Lanka remained the center of 
Theravada Buddhism, more cosmopolitan Buddhist centers were coming 
into prominence in South India, especially in places like Nagarjuni- 
konda. These centers attracted scholars from various parts of the world, 
including Sri Lanka. It may be remembered that South India produced a 
number of leading Buddhist scholars like Nagarjuna, Dignaga, Bud
dhaghosa, and Dhammapala.

We have already seen how transcendentalism (lokuttaravada), which 
came into prominence during the time of Moggallputta-tissa, reached its 
culmination in the Lotus. The condemnation of the arhats in the Lotus 
could not have gone unnoticed by the Theravadins of Sri Lanka, who 
even had a Sinhalese monastery in Nagarjunikonda.9 It is during the 
third century a . d .  that we hear of the first major invasion of Sri Lanka by 
the Mahayanists. It may have been during this time that the Theravadins, 
who were angered by the Mahayana characterization of their teachings 
as htnayana (the lowly vehicle), began referring to their opponents as 
Vaitulyavadins. According to historical records, the vaitulyavada (Pali, 
vetullavada) made its first appearance in Sri Lanka during the reign of 
Voharika-tissa (269-291  a . d .).10 Urged on by the monks at the Mahavi
hara, the king suppressed the teachings and expelled their adherents from 
the island. Its second appearance was during the reign of Gothabhaya 
(3 0 9 -3 2 2 ), and was associated with the monastery called Abhayagiri, 
whose monks had broken away from the Mahavihara. It was probably 
received with favor by the monks at Abhayagiri, since they had been 
influenced by the doctrines of the Sautrantikas,11 who (as mentioned in 
Chapter xvn), were referred to as those who had “arrived at the portals 
of Vaipulyasastra.”

Gothabhaya is said to have held an inquiry, suppressed the Vaitulyava
dins, burnt their books, and exiled sixty of their leaders from the island. 
Some of the exiled monks took up residence in Kavlrapatfana, in the
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Chola country in South India. Walpola Rahula observes that this period 
coincided with the activities of the Yogacara school in India.12 Further
more, the Sri Lankan monks who lived in exile in Kaveri became friendly 
with a dynamic young monk named Sarighamitra. It was Sarighamitra 
who came to Sri Lanka, befriended King Mahasena (3 3 4 -3 6 2 ), and 
wreaked havoc in the Theravada tradition, compelling the monks of the 
Mahavihara to flee to the south of the island. For almost a decade, the 
Mahavihara was deserted. It is reported that Sarighamitra got the king to 
demolish the buildings at the Mahavihara, including the seven-story 
Lohapasada (“the brazen palace”), and used some of that material to 
erect new buildings at Abhayagiri.13 Sarighamitra’s activities sent a shock 
wave through the length and breadth of the country.

King Mahasena himself was unaware of the enormous influence of the 
Mahavihara until one of his close friends, Meghavanna-Abhaya, who 
had fled to the South, raised an army and challenged him. Mahasena is 
said to have awoken from his slumber, met with his friend, regretted the 
damage done to the Mahavihara, and promised to restore it.

It is not insignificant that Sarighamitra’s activities in Sri Lanka coin
cided with the compilation of the Lahka. Even a cursory glance at the 
Lahka  can convince the reader that its basic teachings are not far 
removed from what the Theravada perceived to be the theory of the 
“Great Emptiness” (mahasuhhatavada) or the tradition of the Vaitu- 
lyakas (see Chapter x v i i i ).

If the internal evidence that the Lahka  was a Mahayana handbook to 
be used in converting Sri Lanka is valid, then Sarighamitra and his fol
lowers could have propagated no better discourse during their fateful 
sojourn on that island. Indeed, it would be surprising had Sarighamitra, 
who was committed to converting the island, arrived there empty- 
handed. He needed to replace the scriptures of the Mahavihara with his 
own. Given the seriousness with which he undertook his mission, one 
cannot easily reject the view that a work entitled Descent into Lahka or 
The Invasion o f  Lahka (Lahkavatara), which was subsequently included 
among the Vaipulya-sutras, was a handbook for Sarighamitra. The rea
son none of this literature survived in the Sri Lankan Buddhist tradition is 
that Sarighamitra and his followers were dealt with so severely after the 
revolt by Meghavanna-Abhaya. Sinhalese historical records say that after 
the reconciliation between Mahasena and Meghavanna-Abhaya, the 
angry crowd went on a rampage. One of the king’s favorite wives, who 
was bitter about the suffering of the Mahavihara monks, got a carpenter 
to kill Sarighamitra. Nothing associated with Sarighamitra survived. 
Even one of his closest friends, a Sinhalese minister named Sona, was 
slain. It would have been a miracle had any Mahayana literature from 
this period remained on the island. These events left an extremely bitter 
feeling among the Theravada monks, so much so that, when Bud-
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dhaghosa arrived from the same part of India two centuries later, he was 
treated with great suspicion (see Chapter xxi).

If these historical events have any validity, and if our surmise about the 
original intention of the compilers of this work is not too farfetched, 
there is no reason to be baffled by the Lanka’s extremely unsystematic 
treatment of subject matter or crude presentation of important philo
sophical questions. Suzuki himself puts this rather mildly: “For thoughts 
of deep signification are presented in a most unsystematic manner. As I 
said in my Studies, the Lahka  is a memorandum kept by a Mahayana 
master, in which he puts down perhaps all the teachings of importance 
accepted by the Mahayana followers of his day.”14 Unfortunately, despite 
the Lanka’s popularity in East Asia, it failed to attract the attention of 
Buddhists in Sri Lanka, who were too deeply rooted in the tradition 
representing the less mystical, more empirical and pragmatic teachings of 
the historical Buddha.
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II 
THE LANKAVATARA SUTRA AND THE 

TEACHING OF ZEN BUDDHISM 

PRELIMINARY NOTE 

The study of the Lankavatara may best be approached 
in its especial relation to the teaching and history of Zen 
Buddhism. It was principally due to Bodhidharma, father 
of the Zen in China, that the sutra came to be prominently 
taken notice of by students of Buddhism, and it was mainly 
by his followers that its study was systematically carried on 
and its commentaries written. This has already been men
tioned. It is true that the Yogacara school, or the Dhar-
malakshana sect (jSM@^) of Chinese and Japanese Bud
dhism makes frequent references to it as supporting the psy
chological theories of their school, but this side of the sutra 
is incidental, its chief theme being the doctrine of self-
realisation. Whatever psychology, or logic, or metaphysics 
it may contain, is to prove the main doctrine. The sutra is 
by no means systematically developed as has been repeatedly 
noticed, but the current running underneath the whole text 
is unmistakable. There is no doubt that this underneath 
current in spite of the memorandum-like nature of the sutra 
is in closest touch with the teaching of Bodhidharma and 
his school. 

The study of the sutra, however, has not been so 
vigorously prosecuted as that of other Mahayana sutras, 
such as the Saddharmapundarlka, Vimalakirti, Avatamsaka, 
pr Sukhdvativyuha. This neglect has especially been the 
case with the followers of Zen, who ought to have studied it 
most seriously, but whose indifference to philosophy and 
cognate subjects is notorious. Added to this, the fact that 
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the sutra not only in the Chinese translations but in the 
original Sanskrit presents many difficulties in grammar and 
in meaning has increased the continued neglect of it. But 
the time is ripe for us to take it up and subject it to a serious 
study now that we have the Sanskrit edition completed by 
the unceasing efforts of the late Dr. Bunyu. Nanjo. It is 
my intention here to treat it as the sutra par excellence in 
relation to the Zen teaching of Buddhism. While Zen as a 
rule abhors any connection with one special sutra or sastra, 
the undeniable fact remains that the Lankavatara was 
the book handed by Bodhidharma to his first disciple Hui-k'e 
(ST&T) a s the sutra containing the essential teachings of his 
school. This being the case, it is natural for his followers 
of the present time to renew the investigation and study of 
it. Besides, no religious experience can stand outside a more 
or less intellectual interpretation of it. Zen may like to 
ignore its literary or philosophical side, and it is justified in 
doing so, no doubt, but to think thai; this implies the absolute 
ignoring of all attempts at any form of interpretation would 
be a grievous error. 

PART I 

A GENERAL SURVEY OP THE PRINCIPAL IDEAS EXPOUNDED 
IN THE SUTRA 

The Breadth of Mahayana Buddhism 
Buddhism, especially Mahayana Buddhism so called, is 

like a vast ocean where all kinds of living beings are allowed 
to thrive in a most generous manner, almost verging on a 
chaos. Students who lightly step into it generally find it too 
complicated and overwhelming for their logical comprehen
sion. But the fact is that Mahayana Buddhism is the out
come of long years of development of a religious system 
among a people furnished with a most fertile imagination. 
The student has to be patient. The best method of study 
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may probably be found by taking up one principal Maha
yana sutra at a time, and examining its contents historically, 
philosophically, and psychologically. The Chinese scholars 
encountered the same difficulties centuries .ago, and as in 
those days there was no lower or higher criticism of the 
sacred texts, every tradition was respected on its face value. 
The scholars exhausted their ingenuity to make a logical, 
humanly plausible arrangement among the vast treasure of 
literature brought over from India and all claiming to have 
been delivered by the Buddha himself. This untenable posi
tion is now abandoned, and each sutra has come to be studied, 
historically, critically, and analytically. Each principal 
sutra may now be regarded as marking a certain stage or 
phase of development in the history of Mahayana Buddhism, 
which is indeed too huge and unwieldy to be handled as one 
solid piece of work completed within a few decades. 

What, then, does the Lankavatara signify in the com
posite system of Mahayana Buddhism? What phase does it 
represent in the long history of Buddhism? What in short 
is the message of the Lankavatara as we have it now ? What 
function does it or did it perform in the conservation of 
Buddhist thought and experience? 

Each principal sutra has had its special work to ac
complish in the unfoldment of the religious consciousness of 
the Buddhists. For instance, the Saddharmapundarika 
marks the epoch in the history of Buddhism when Sakyamuni 
ceased to be conceived of as a historical personage subject 
to the fate of all transient beings; for he is no more a 
human Buddha but one who lives through eternity for the 
benefit of all creatures. All that he is recorded to have 
done in history is no more than one of his "skilful means" 
(upaya) to save mankind. So we read: 

" I show the place of extinction, I reveal to all beings a 
device (upaya) to educate them, albeit I do not become ex
tinct at the time, and in this very place [that is, Mount 
Gridhrakuta] I continue preaching the Dharma. Here I rule 
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myself as well as all beings. But men of perverted minds 
in their delusion do not see me standing here. In the opinion 
that my body is completely extinct, they pay worship in 
many ways to the relics, but me they see not. They feel, 
however, a certain aspiration by which their minds become 
right. When such upright, mild, and gentle creatures leave 
off their bodies, then I assemble the crowd of disciples and 
show myself here on the Gridhrakuta. And I speak thus to 
them in this very place: I was not completely extinct at 
the time; it was but a device of mine, monks; repeatedly 
am I born in the world of the living I see how the crea
tures are afflicted, but I do not show them my proper being. 
Let them first have an aspiration to see me; then I will reveal 
to them the true Dharma. ' n 

The Suvarnaprabhdsa, at least in part, belongs to the 
same period, when it says: ' ' Every drop in the oceans may 
be counted up, but the age of &akyamuni is altogether beyond 
calculation. Mount Sumeru may be pulverised and every 
particle is countable, but the age of Sakyamuni is altogether 
beyond calculation. However innumerable, every particle 
of dust composing the great earth may be counted up, 
but not the age of the Victorious One. However bound
less space is, its ends may be reached, but the age of !§akya-
muni is altogether beyond calculation. However long one 
may live through hundreds of kotis of eons, he cannot count 
up the age of the Buddha. There are two deeds whereby 
a man's life is prolonged: not to kill others and to give away 
much food. For this reason the age of the Great Man 
cannot be measured, it is like the measure of kalpas which 
are incalculable. Therefore, harbour not any shadow of 
doubt as to the age of the Victorious One which is indeed 
beyond the reach of measurement."2 

The Sukhavativyuha represents a stage in the history of 

1 S.B.E., Vol. XXI, pp. 307-308. 
* Nanjo and Idzumi edition, pp. 9-10. This edition has so far 

only partly appeared in The Eastern Buddhist, Vol. V. No. 1. 
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Buddhist experience which ceased to be wholly satisfied with 
the intellectual presentation of the doctrine of enlighten
ment, when Buddhists began to be oppressed with the idea 
of sin and doubt hanging over them too heavily and acutely. 
Read the following in which the destiny of those Bodhi
sattvas is described who have not yet come to have an absolute 
faith in the wisdom of the Buddha but who try to save them
selves by amassing their own stock of merit: 

"And, 0 Ajita, there might be a dungeon belonging to 
an anointed Kshatriya king, inlaid entirely with gold and 
beryl, in which cushions, garlands, wreaths, and strings are 
fixed, having canopies of different colours and kinds, covered 
with silk cushions, scattered over with various flowers and 
blossoms, scented with excellent scents, adorned with arches, 
courts, windows, pinnacles, fire-places, and terraces, covered 
with nets of bells of the seven kinds of gems, having four 
angels, four pillars, four doors, four stairs; and the son of 
that king having been thrown into the dungeon for some 
misdeed is there, bound with a chain made of the Jambunada 
gold. And suppose there is a couch prepared for him, 
covered with many woollen cloths, spread over with cotton 
and feather cushions, having Kalinga coverings, and carpets, 
together with coverlids, red on both sides, beautiful and 
charming. There might be brought to him much food 
and drink, of various kinds, pure and well prepared. What 
do you think, O Ajita, would the enjoyment be great for that 
prince ? 

"Ajita said: Yes, it would be great, 0 Bhagavat. 
"The Bhagavat said: What do you think, O Ajita,. 

would he even taste it there and notice it, or would he feel 
any satisfaction from it ? 

" H e said: No, indeed, 0 Bhagavat; but, on the con
trary, when he had been led away by the king and thrown 
into the dungeon, he would only wish for deliverance from 
there. He would seek for the nobles, princes, ministers, 
women, elders, householders, and lords of castles, who might 
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deliver him from that dungeon. Moreover, 0 Bhagavat, 
there is no pleasure for that prince in that dungeon, nor 
is he liberated, until the king shows him favour. 

"The Bhagavat said: Thus, 0 Ajita, it is with those 
Bodhisattvas who, having fallen into doubt, amass a stock 
of merit, but doubt the knowledge of the Buddha ' u 

I t is very interesting to contrast these passages from the 
8ukhdvativyuha with the thought pervading the Prajnd-
pdramitd-sutra. For the Prajndpdramitd dwelling on the 
conception of unreality or emptiness (sunyata) seeks deliver
ance from the dungeon of existence, or rather interprets the 
Buddhist realisation purely from a metaphysical point of 
view. The doctrine of Sunyata2 constituting the keynote of 
the Prajndpdramitd is really the foundation of all the Maha
yana schools of Buddhism including even the Yogacara. 
What is known as primitive Buddhism denied the existence 
of an ego-substance (atman), but its conception of the ex
ternal world was that of the naive realist. The Prajndpdra
mitd philosopher insists on the non-existence of a particular 
body as such, that is, as an objective reality whose identity is 
absolute. Every being or every object, as he sees it, is 
relative, impermanent, and not worth attachment. This 
Prajndpdramitd idea of unreality, or emptiness as the literal 
sense of the term sunyata is, is the foundation of the Bud
dhist theory of nature. 

Thus, in the Prajndpdramitd, supreme enlightenment is 

1 S.B.E. XLIX, The Larger Sukhavatlvyuha, pp. 63-64. 
2 The theory of Sunyata (emptiness or void) is one of the best-

known theories propounded by the Mahayana, but it is one of the least-
understood especially by those whose thought has never run along the 
line of Mahayana ontology. But, even among Buddhist scholars, there 
are some who do not so fully comprehend the doctrine as one may 
expect of them, seeing that they must have been imbued with the idea 
since the beginning of their study. The reason is that the doctrine 
itself is quite liable to be wrongly or inadequately interpreted, owing 
to its subtlety or depth, or to its extreme simplicity, as it is variously 
approached and taken hold of. See also below where the doctrine of 
" A n u t p a d a " (no-birth) is treated. 
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identified with the attainment of Sunyata. In other words, 
the object of the Buddhist life is to find an unattached abode 
in this realisation. This abode is called apratiskthita, not-
abiding. Hence the noted phrase in the Diamond 8utra} 

X I V : na kvacit pratishthitam cittam utpadayitavyam.1 The 
Tathagata has no dwelling place in the sense that all his 
thoughts and doings have no exterior or ulterior objects in 
view to which he desires to adapt himself, and therefore that 
he is like the sun that shines on everybody just and unjust, 
or like the lily in the field that blooms in its best even when 
there is nobody around to admire its supra-Solomonic array. 
So we have again in the Ashtasdhasrika, Chapter II , p. 34: 
' ' A Bodhisattva-Mahasattva should abide himself in the per
fection of Prajna by abiding in emptiness The Tatha
gata is so called because he is not abiding anywhere, his mind 
has no abode neither in things created nor in things un
created, and yet it is not away from them." This is the 
message of all the sutras belonging to the Prajnaparamita 
class. 

As to the Avatamsaka-sutra, it is really the consumma
tion of Buddhist thought, Buddhist sentiment, and Buddhist 
experience. To my mind, no religious literature in the 
world can ever approach the grandeur of conception, the 
depths of feeling, and the gigantic scale lof composition, as 
attained by this sutra. It is the eternal fountain of life 
from which no religious mind will turn back athirst or only 
partially satisfied. It is a great pity that this magnificent 
literature still remains concealed in a language not so univer
sally accessible. Here not only deeply speculative minds find 
satisfaction, but humble spirits and heavily-oppressed hearts, 
too, will have their burdens lightened. Abstract truths are 
so concretely, so symbolically represented here that one will 
finally come to a realisation of the truth that even in a 
particle of dust the whole universe is seen reflected—not this 

1 " A Bodhisattva should have his thoughts awakened without 
abiding in anything whatever." In Chinese, tete&i'&M!k:3£ib 
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visible universe only, but a vast system of universes, con
ceivable by the highest minds only. Towards the end of 
this section I have translated the ten vows of the Bodhisattva 
Samantabhadra as given in the final chapter of the Gandav
yilha, which forms a part of the Chinese Avatamsaka. 

The Teaching of the Lankavatara 
Where does the Lankavatara stand then? It may be 

classed in a way with the Avatamsaka inasmuch as it teaches 
the absolute idealism of the latter and is the disclosure of 
the inner mind of the Buddha, but it has a special message 
to give to the Buddhist world in a manner characteristic 
of the sutra. It is devoid of all symbolism, quite different 
in this respect from Avatamsaka. It is, instead, straight
forward in expression and notes down in a somewhat sketchy 
style almost all the ideas belonging to the different schools 
of Mahayana Buddhism. It is partly for this reason that 
the sutra requires a great deal of learning as well as an 
insight to understand all the details thoroughly. The prin
cipal thesis of the Lankavatara, however, may be regarded as 
summarised in the following passage r1 

' ' Again, 0 Mahamati, there may be other Sramanas and 
Brahmans who hold the following views: that all things have 
no self-substance (nihsvabhava) ,2 they are like a cloud, like 
a circle traced out by a revolving fire-brand, or like the air-
castle of the Gandharvas; that they are unborn (anut-
pdda) ,2 that they are like maya, or mirage, or the moon in 
water, or a dream; that external objects are manifestations 
of the mind erroneously perceived due to false discrimina
tion (vikalpa)2 since time immemorial, that by thus viewing 
the world one ceases to be conditioned by the false dis-

1 This is done mainly from the T'ang version, the Kokyoshoin 
edition of the Buddhist Tripitaka, M (huang), VI, 876 f. Cf. the 
Sanskrit text (pp. 42 ff.). Throughout this book, wherever page-
references are given, unless specified, they all refer to the Sanksrit text 
edited by B. Nanjo. 

8 As to the meaning of these terms, see below. 
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crimination worked out in one's own mind, one does away 
with the terminology belonging to such false discrimination 
and with the signification of words such as predicating and 
predicated; that when one understands that the body, pro
perty, and abiding-place1 are the particularisations of the 
Alaya-vijnana (or citta, mind), one is freed from [ideas such 
as] perceived and perceiving, attains to a state of no-image, 
or shadowlessness (nirabhdsa) ? 0 Mahamati, such a Bodhi-
sattva-Mahasattva will before long realise the sameness of 
Samsara and Nirvana. 

" 0 Mahamati, by deeds of great love (mahdkarund), 
skilful means (updya), and effortlessness (andbhogacaryd),8 

a Bodhisattva reviews all beings and knows that they are 
like maya, they resemble shadows, they are not produced by 
causes; and, further, knowing that the world exists not out
side the mind, he leads a life of formlessness (animitta). 
As he gradually goes up the higher stages (bhumi), he will 
realise a state of Samadhi where he comes to the understand
ing that the triple world is Mind itself (cittamdtra). The 
Samadhi he attains is called Maya-like (mdyopama). He 
will further free himself from all images, perfect his knowr 
ledge, and realise that things are unborn, and entering upon 
the Samadhi called Vajravimbopama, will obtain the Buddha-
body. He will, always abiding in the suchness of things, 
manifest himself in transformed bodies, he will be endowed 
with the ten Powers, the six Psychic Faculties, and the ten-

1 Deha-bhoga-pratishtha is found generally in combination. I t 
means this bodily existence with its material possessions and its physical 
surroundings; in short it stands for the world generally. 

2 This is a spiritual state of absolute purity in which one finds 
no traces of dualism. I t is a complete identification of the self with 
the suchness or thusness (tathatd) of things, and there is no thought of 
birth, abiding, and disappearance, seeing that all things start from the 
evolution of one's own mind (svacitta). 

3 Or purposelessness, a state of perfect adjustment, when one is 
not at all conscious of doing anything special for any particular indivi
dual. The sun is said to be effortless or purposeless in its work when, 
i t shines on the just and on the unjust. 
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fold Self-mastery. 0 Mahamati, adorned with Upaya (skil
ful means), he will visit all the Buddha-lands; and disen
gaged from the philosophical doctrines as well as from the 
Citta, Manas, and Vijnana, he will experience a revulsion 
(paravritti) within himself and by degrees will attain the 
Tathagata-body. 

"Therefore, 0 Mahamati, if a Bodhisattva wishes to 
attain the Tathagata-body, he should keep himself away from 
the Skandhas, Dhatus, Ayatanas, Cittam, causation, works, 
discipline, birth, staying and passing, and cease from dis
criminating, philosophising, and abide in the thought of the 
* * Mind-only'' (cittamdtra). 

"When the triple world is surveyed [by the Bodhi
sattva], he perceives that this existence is due to memory 
(vdsand) that has been accumulated since the beginningless 
past but wrongly interpreted. He recognises that Buddha
hood is a state imageless, unborn, and to be inwardly ex
perienced by oneself, when the mind becomes fully controlled 
and purposeless deeds are accomplished. Like the Cinta-
mani (wish-gem), he will now manifest himself in a variety 
of forms according to the needs of sentient beings and lead 
them to the view that only Mind is, and then gradually 
•compel them to ascend the stages. Therefore, 0 Mahamati, 
let the Bodhisattva discipline himself well in the work of self-
realisation (svasiddhanta).'' 

Being full of technical terms, the reader may find the 
import of the passage here quoted difficult to understand, 
but as we go on, it will, I hope, grow fully intelligible. In 
the meantime, the following paraphrase will help the reader 
to get a general idea of it. 

The highest stage of Buddhist experience is reached 
when a man comes to realise that things are devoid of a 
self-substance, or that they are not after all final, irreducible 
realities, for they never have been created, they are what 
they are from beginningless past; if we say that they have 
•come into existence, or that they exist as we perceive them 
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through the senses, this will imply that individualisation 
is ultimate fact, which, however, is contrary to the truth 
inwardly perceived by an enlightened mind. 

Individualisation is due to discrimination (vikalpa), 
which is falsely interpreted and adhered to by a heart 
blinded by desires and passions, and from this fact there 
issue all kinds of human tragedies and comedies. What 
really exists is mind, which is above all discrimination, that 
is, above logic and analysis. When this Mind which is de
signated in the sutra as the Alaya or Alayavijnana is dis
criminated by an erroneously self-created and self-reflecting 
agent called Manas, this world of particulars develops in its 
misleading fulness and richness. 

Discrimination is the result of memory (vdsand) ac
cumulated from the unknown past. Vdsand literally means 
"perfuming," or "fumigation," that is, it is a kind of 
energy that is left behind when an act is accomplished and 
has the power to rekindle the old and seek out new impres
sions. Through this "perfuming," reflection takes place 
which is the same thing as discrimination, and we have a 
world of opposites and contraries with all its practical con
sequences. The triple world, so called, is therefore the 
shadow of a self-reflecting and self-creating mind. Hence 
the doctrine of "Mind-only" (cittamdtra). 

Reality as it is, or Mind in itself, is also called the 
suchness (tathatd) or sameness (samatd) of things, as herein 
are unified all forms of antithesis which constitute our actual 
world of sense and logic. The Bodhisattva abides in this 
suchness which transcends all our reasonings and discrimina
tions. And because he abides in this transcendental realm, 
his all-loving heart works without the taint of selfishness 
and one-sided attachment, using all contrivances (updya) 
whereby to save his fellow-beings from pain and suffering. 
These works of his are called purposeless for the reason that 
they are not actuated by any egotistic interests or desires 
or motives. They are tailed out from the abundance of his 
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inner goodness which now shines forth free from all defile
ments of intellection as well as of conation. 

The world is like maya, or mirage, as his intellect is 
no longer snared in the meshes of dualistie logic, he intui
tively perceives that the world of particularisation is no 
more than the reflection of his own mind. His life is thus 
designated as formless or imageless and his deeds effortless 
and purposeless. Yet he never relaxes his efforts to benefit 
all sentient beings. He knows from his transcendental posi
tion that Samsara and Nirvana are the same (samatd), and 
yet he knows not when to stop working for the realisation 
of the highest ideals and also for universal salvation. His 
inner mind is then said to be abiding in the Samadhi known 
as Mayopama (mirage-like). 

This seems to be the highest state of spiritual attain
ment realisable by a mind encased in a human body; but 
there is still a higher state to be attained by the Buddhist. 
There is a higher body called Buddhakaya which is obtained 
when a man enters upon Vajravimbopama Samadhi. When 
this is obtained one is endowed with the ten Powers, the 
six Psychic Faculties, and the tenfold Self-mastery. He is 
then' able to transform himself into various forms I n order 
to benefit sentient beings fri accordance with their desires 
and circumstances. He is also able to visit all the Buddha
lands and to perform all Buddha-deeds. 

The main object of the Buddhist life is thus seen to con
sist in having a certain spiritual revulsion, whereby we are 
able to leap from the dualistie shore of this individualistic 
world to the other shore of Nirvana, where there are no 
egoistic impulses and desires in evidence any longer, though 
this means not at all the death of a loving heart itself. To 
effect this revulsion, spiritual discipline is needed which finally 
leads up to a certain exalted inner condition. Enlighten
ment, self-realisation, or the opening of an inner eye is the 
name given to it. The Lankavatara calls it Pratyatmaryajna-
nagocara, or Svasiddhanta, and the main object of its teach-
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ing is to acquaint us with the fact of an inner perception 
which causes a spiritual revolution in our whole life. 

The reason why the Lankavatara is considered to be 
historically and doctrinally so closely related to Zen Bud
dhism is based on this fact that herein most emphatically 
asserted is the importance of an inner realisation as the 
source of all the religious virtues and blessings. Zen, of 
all the schools of Buddhism, is preeminently the religion of 
enlightenment. If the Buddhist life is to be regarded as 
consisting of Prajna (higher knowledge) or Bodhi (wisdom), 
and Karuna (love), Zen indeed makes most of the Prajna 
element at least during its first stages of training, and this 
Prajna which it teaches is to be attained by transcending the 
relativity of worldly knowledge, which will free our desires 
and passions from the entanglements of the individualistic 
world-conception. It does not teach to destroy all the im
pulses, instincts, and affective factors that make up the 
human heart; it only teaches to clear up our intellectual 
insight from erroneous discriminations and unjustifiable 
assertions,- for when this is done the heart knows by itself 
how to work out its native virtues. This is the position of 
Zen Buddhism, and in the following pages I wish to develop 
what the Lankavatara states on this subject, rather generally 
in the first part concerning the nature of the inner realisa
tion, and in the second and the third piart concerning its 
relations to logic, psychology, and the practical life. 

The All-importance of an Inner Realisation 

The ideas that things are devoid of self-substance 
(svabhdva), that is, they are by nature empty (sunya), that 
the world is nothing but Mind, that in order to reach the 
ultimate end of Buddhahood one must transcend all the 
limitations of dualism and particularisation, and finally that 
the state of enlightenment must be realised within one's self, 
—these are the common property of Mahayana Buddhism; 
but in the Lankavatara these ideas are developed in a way 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Lotus Sutra is one of the most important and influential of all the 
sutras or sacred scriptures of Mahayana Buddhism, revered by almost 
all branches of the Mahayana teachings, and over many centuries the 
object of intense veneration among Buddhist believers throughout 
China, Korea, Japan, and other regions of eastern Asia. 

We do not know where or when the Lotus Sutra was composed, or 
in what language. Probably it was initially formulated in some local 
dialect of India or Central Asia and then later put into Sanskrit to lend 
it greater respectability. All we can say for certain about the date of its 
composition is that it was already in existence by 255 CE, when the 
first Chinese translation of it was made. It was translated into Chinese 
several times subsequently, but it is through the version done in 406 
by the Central Asian scholar-monk Kumarajiva that it has become 
widely known and read in China and the other countries within the 
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Chinese cultural sphere of influence. This version has been universally 
acknowledged as the most authoritative and felicitous in language, and 
it is from this version that the present English translation has been 
made. 

In recent years several Sanskrit texts of the Lotus Sutra, titled in 
Sanskrit Saddharma-pundarika Sutra or "The Sutra of the Lotus of 
the Wonderful Law," have been discovered in Nepal, Central Asia, 
and Kashmir. Some appear to have been copied in the eleventh century 
or later, though some may have been copied as early as the fifth or 
sixth century. These Sanskrit versions of the work differ considerably 
in places from the Kumarajiva translation, being often more verbose 
in expression, which suggests that the text Kumarajiva followed was 
earlier in date, and may in fact have been quite close to the original 
version. 

The Lotus Sutra, as just mentioned, was at an early date translated 
into Chinese, as well as into Tibetan, and in later centuries into Hsi
hsia, Mongol, Manchu, Korean, and Japanese. In recent years several 
translations into English and other European languages have appeared; 
now it is established as an important text of world literature. 

EARLY BUDDHISM 

Gautama, or Shakyamuni Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, appears 
to have lived in India sometime around the sixth or fifth century BeE. 

Though it is difficult to describe his doctrines in detail, Buddhologists 
customarily accept several formulas as representative of his teachings. 
Most famous of these are the so-called four noble truths, which are 
referred to several times in the Lotus Sutra. These teach that (1) all 
existence in the saha world, the world in which we live at present, is 
marked by suffering; (2) that suffering is caused by craving; (3) that 
by doing away with craving one can gain release from suffering and 
reach a state of peace and enlightenment, often called nirvana; (4) that 
there is a method for achieving this goal, namely, the discipline known 
as the eightfold path. This is a set of moral principles enjoining one to 
cultivate right views, right thinking, right speech, right action, right 
way of life, right endeavor, right mindfulness, and right meditation. 

Another doctrine, also touched on in the Lotus Sutra, is that of the 
twelve-linked chain of causation or dependent origination, which illus-
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trates step by step the causal relationship between ignorance and 
suffering. The purpose of the doctrine, like that of the four noble 
truths, is to wake one to the true nature of reality and help one to 
achieve emancipation from ignorance and suffering. 

In order to pursue the kind of strenuous discipline needed to gain 
such release, it was thought all but imperative that one leave secular 
life and become a member of the Buddhist Order, which consisted of 
both monks and nuns. There, free from family entanglements and 
worldly concerns, one could devote oneself to a life of poverty, celi
bacy, and religious study and discipline, supported by the alms of the 
lay community. Lay believers could acquire religious merit by assist
ing the Order, observing the appropriate rules of moral conduct, and 
carrying out devotional practices such as paying obeisance at the stu
pas or memorial towers that housed the relics of the Buddha. But it 
was thought that they would have to wait until future existences 
before they could hope to gain full release from suffering. 

Buddhism, it should be noted, took over from earlier Indian thought 
the belief in karma. According to this belief, all a person's moral 
actions, whether good or bad, produce definite effects in the person's 
life, though such effects may take some time before manifesting them
selves. According to the Indian view, living beings pass through an 
endless cycle of death and rebirth, and the ill effects of an evil action 
in one life may not become evident until some future existence; but 
that they will appear eventually is inescapable. Hence only by striving 
to do good in one's present existence can one hope to escape even 
greater suffering in a future life. 

Buddhism vehemently denied that there is any individual soul or 
personal identity that passes over from one existence to the next-to 
suppose there is is simply to open the way for further craving-but it 
did accept the idea of rebirth or transmigration, and taught that the 
circumstances or realm into which a being is reborn are determined by 
the good or bad acts done by that being in previous existences. This 
meant, among other things, that one did not necessarily have to 
struggle for release from suffering within a single lifetime, but could 
work at the goal of salvation step by step, performing good moral and 
devotional acts that would insure one of rebirth in more favorable 
circumstances in the future, and in this way gradually raising one's 
level of spiritual attainment. 
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The tenets and practices of the religion I have described above are 
often referred to as Hinayana Buddhism. But Hinayana, which means 
"Lesser Vehicle," is a derogatory term, applied to early Buddhism by 
a group within the religion that called itself Mahayana or the "Great 
Vehicle" and represented its doctrines as superior to and superseding 
those of earlier Buddhism. In keeping with the spirit of religious 
tolerance and mutual understanding that prevails in most quarters 
today, writers usually try to avoid use of the term "Hinayana," 
instead referring to the earlier form of Buddhism as "Theravada" or 
"The Teachings of the Elders," which is the name used by the branch 
of it that continues in existence today. This is the form of Buddhism 
that prevails at present in Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, and 
Laos. 

The Mahayana movement appears to have begun in India around 
the first or second century of the Common Era. In part it was probably 
a reaction against the great emphasis upon monastic life that marked 
earlier Buddhism and against the arid psychological and metaphysical 
speculations that characterize much of early Buddhist philosophy. It 
aimed to open up the religious life to a wider proportion of the 
population, to accord a more important role to lay believers, to give 
more appealing expression to the teachings and make them more 
readily accessible. 

In earlier Buddhism the goal of religious striving had been to 
achieve the state of arhat or "worthy," one who has "nothing more to 
learn" and has escaped rebirth in the lower realms of existence. Even 
to reach this state, however, it was believed, required many lifetimes 
of strenuous exertion. But Mahayana urged men and women to aim 
for nothing less than the achievement of the highest level of enlight
enment, that of Buddhahood. Enormous help in reaching this exalted 
goal, it was stressed, would come to them through figures known as 
bodhisattvas, beings who are dedicated not only to attaining enlight
enment for themselves but, out of their immense compassion, to 
helping others to do likewise. Earlier Buddhism often described Sha
kyamuni Buddha as a bodhisattva in his previous existences, when he 
was still advancing toward enlightenment. But in Mahayana texts such 
as the Lotus Sutra the bodhisattvas are pictured as unlimited in num
ber, all- seeing and all-caring, capable of extending boundless aid and 
succor to those who call upon them in sincere faith. Indeed, this great 
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emphasis upon the role of the bodhisattva is one of the main character
istics that distinguish Mahayana thought from that of earlier Bud
dhism. 

At first the proponents of these new Mahayana beliefs seem in 
many cases to have lived side by side in the same monasteries as the 
adherents of the earlier teachings, their religious practice centering 
around the worship of the Buddha's relics housed in the stu pas or 
memorial towers. But doctrinal clashes arose from time to time and 
the two groups eventually drew apart. The Mahayana doctrines appear 
to have dominated in northwestern India, where they spread into the 
lands of Central Asia and thence into China. As a result, Chinese 
Buddhism was from the first overwhelmingly Mahayana in character, 
and it was this Mahayana version of the faith that in time was intro
duced to Korea, Japan, and Vietnam, where it continues in existence 
today. 

THE WORLD OF THE LOTUS SUTRA 

The Lotus Sutra depicts events that take place in a cosmic world of 
vast dimensions, a world in many ways reflecting traditional Indian 
views of the structure of the universe. For those who are not familiar 
with such views, it may be well to describe them here in brief. The 
world in which we live at present, it was believed, is made up of four 
continents ranged around a great central mountain, Mount Sumeru. 
We live in the continent located to the south, known as Jambudvipa or 
the "continent of the jambu trees." Outside of our present world 
there exist countless others spread out in all directions, some similarly 
made up of four continents, others realms presided over by various 
Buddhas. All these worlds, like our own, are caught up in a never
ending cycle of formation, continuance, decline, and disintegration, a 
process that takes place over vast kalpas or eons of time. 

The ordinary beings living in our present world fall into six cate
gories or occupy six realms of existence, arranged in hierarchical order 
in terms of their desirability. Lowest are the hell dwellers, beings who 
because of their evil actions in the past are compelled, for a time at 
least, to suffer in the various hells that exist beneath the earth, the 
most terrible of which is the Avichi hell or the hell of incessant 
suffering. On a slightly higher level are the hungry ghosts or spirits, 
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beings who are tormented by endless hunger and craving. Above this 
is the level of beasts or beings of animal nature, and above that the 
realm of the asuras, demons who are pictured in Indian mythology as 
constantly engaged in angry warfare. These first three or four realms 
represent the "evil paths," the lowest, most painful and undesirable 
states of existence. 

Above these is the fifth level, the realm of human beings, and the 
sixth, that of the heavenly beings or gods. The gods, though they lead 
far happier lives than the beings in the other realms, are doomed in 
time to die. Whatever the realm, all the beings in these six realms 
repeat the never-ending cycle of death and rebirth, moving up or down 
from one level to another depending upon the good or evil deeds they 
have committed, but never gaining release from the cycle. 

To these six lower worlds or levels Mahayana Buddhism adds four 
more, the "holy states," representative of the life of enlightenment. 
On the seventh level are the shravakas or voice-hearers. This term, 
by which they are known in the Lotus Sutra, originally referred to the 
Buddha's disciples, those who had entered the Buddhist Order and 
learned the doctrines and practices directly from him, though later it 
came to refer to those monks and nuns who followed the teachings of 
early Buddhism such as the four noble truths and strove to attain the 
state of arhat. Once they attained that state they ceased their en
deavors, convinced that they had gained the highest goal possible for 
them. 

Above these, on the eighth level, are the pratyekabuddhas or "self
enlightened ones," beings who have won an understanding of the 
truth through their own efforts but who make no effort to teach others 
or assist them to enlightenment. On the ninth level are the bodhisatt
vas, already described above, who out of compassion postpone their 
entry into Buddhahood and remain in the saha world to alleviate the 
sufferings of others. On the tenth and highest level are the Buddhas 
or the state of Buddhahood. It is this level, according to Mahayana 
doctrine, that all living beings should seek to attain, and which, it 
insists, they can in time attain if they will not content themselves with 
lesser goals but have faith in the Buddha and his teachings as these are 
embodied in the sacred scriptures. 

Before passing on to a discussion of the particular doctrines set 
forth in the Lotus Sutra, there is one more aspect of the Mahayana 
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worldview that must be touched upon, difficult though it is to treat in 
the limited space that can be allotted here. This is the concept of 
Emptiness or Void (shunyata) which is so central to the whole Maha
yana system of belief. 

The concept, often described in English as "nondualism," is ex
tremely hard for the mind to grasp or visualize, since the mind en
gages constantly in the making of distinctions and nondualism repre
sents the rejection or transcendence of all distinctions. The world 
perceived through the senses, the phenomenal world as we know it, 
was described in early Buddhism as "empty" because it was taught 
that all such phenomena arise from causes and conditions, are in a 
constant state of flux, and are destined to change and pass away in 
time. They are also held to be "empty" in the sense that they have no 
inherent or permanent characteristics by which they can be described, 
changing as they do from instant to instant. But in Mahayana thought 
it became customary to emphasize not the negative but rather the 
positive aspects or import of the doctrine of Emptiness. If all phenom
ena are characterized by the quality of Emptiness, then Emptiness 
must constitute the unchanging and abiding nature of existence, and 
therefore the absolute or unchanging world must be synonymous with 
the phenomenal one. Hence all mental and physical distinctions that 
we perceive or conceive of with our minds must be part of a single 
underlying unity. It is this concept of Emptiness or non duality that 
leads the Mahayana texts to assert that samsara, the ordinary world 
of suffering and cyclical birth and death, is in the end identical with 
the world of nirvana, and that earthly desires are enlightenment. 

THE PRINCIPAL DOCTRINES OF 

THE LOTUS SUTRA 

The Kumarajiva translation of the Lotus Sutra as it exists at present is 
made up of twenty-eight chapters. Nearly all the chapters consist of a 
combination of prose and verse passages. Verse form was used to make 
it easier for the followers of the religion to memorize the teachings 
and retain them in mind, and the gathas or verse passages were 
probably composed first. Later, as the sutra moved toward its final 
form, prose passages were added that incorporated the verse sections 
into a continuous narrative. In the present arrangement of the text, 
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the verse sections usually repeat what has already been stated in a 
preceding prose passage. 

Like nearly all sutras, the Lotus begins with the Buddha's close 
disciple Ananda speaking the words, "This is what I heard." Ananda, 
who was present at all the Buddha's expositions of the Dharma or 
doctrine, then proceeds to describe the occasion when, at Mount Gri
dhrakuta or Eagle Peak near the city of Rajagriha, the Buddha preached 
the Lotus Sutra. 

:In these opening sentences we are still in the world of historical 
reality or possibility, in a setting in the outskirts of the city of Ra
jagriha in northern India in which Gautama or Shakyamuni very 
probably did in fact propound his doctrines in the sixth or fifth cen
tury BCE. 

But as Ananda proceeds to describe the staggering number and 
variety of human, nonhuman, and heavenly beings who have gathered 
to listen to the Buddha's discourse, we realize that we have left the 
world of factual reality far behind. This is the first point to keep in 
mind in reading the Lotus Sutra. Its setting, its vast assembly of 
listeners, its dramatic occurrences in the end belong to a realm that 
totally transcends our ordinary concepts of time, space, and possibility. 
Again and again we are told of events that took place countless, 
indescribable numbers of kalpas or eons in the past, or of beings or 
worlds that are as numerous as the sands of millions and billions of 
Ganges rivers. Such "numbers" are in fact no more than pseudo
numbers or non-numbers, intended to impress on us the impossibility 
of measuring the immeasurable. They are not meant to convey any 
statistical data but simply to boggle the mind and jar it loose from its 
conventional concepts of time and space. For in the realm of Empti
ness, time and space as we conceive them are meaningless; anywhere 
is the same as everywhere, and now, then, never, forever are all one. 

After several astounding events that impress upon us the truly 
cosmic scale of the drama that is unfolding, the Buddha begins to 
preach. The first important point he wishes to convey is that there is 
only one vehicle or one path to salvation, that which leads to the goal 
of Buddhahood. Earlier in his preaching career, he had described three 
paths for the believer, what he calls the three vehicles. One was that 
of the shravaka or voice-hearer, which leads to the realm of the arhat. 
Second was that of the pratyekabuddha, the being who gains enlight-
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enment by himself and for himself alone, and the third was that of the 
bodhisattva. But now, the Buddha tells us, these lesser paths or goals 
are to be set aside and all beings are to aim for the single goal of 
Buddhahood, the one and only vehicle to true enlightenment or per
fect understanding, a state designated in the Lotus Sutra by the rather 
daunting Sanskrit term anuttara-samyak-sambodhi. 

When asked why, if there is only the single vehicle or truth, the 
Buddha has earlier taught his followers the doctrine of the three 
vehicles, he replies that at that time they were not yet ready to 
comprehend or accept the highest truth. Therefore he had to employ 
what he terms an expedient means in order to lead them gradually 
along the road to greater understanding. He then illustrates his point 
through the famous parable of the burning house. 

The first lesson the sutra wishes to teach, then, is that its doctrines, 
delivered by the Buddha some forty or more years after the start of 
his preaching career, which is how the Lotus Sutra depicts them, 
represent the highest level of truth, the summation of the Buddha's 
message, superseding his earlier pronouncements, which had only 
provisional validity. 

In some Mahayana texts Shariputra and the other close disciples of 
the Buddha, who represent the Lesser Vehicle outlook and path of 
endeavor, are held up to ridicule or portrayed as figures of fun. But 
the prevailing mood of the Lotus Sutra is one of compassion, and in it 
the voice-hearers are shown responding to the Buddha's words with 
understanding and gratitude. In return, the Buddha bestows on each 
of them a prophecy of the attainment of Buddhahood in a future 
existence, and in many cases reveals the type of Buddha land each will 
preside over. 

The mood of revelation and rejoicing continues in the chapters that 
follow as the Buddha names more persons who are assured of attaining 
Buddhahood. The company of nuns who are attending the assembly, 
headed by the Buddha's aunt, Mahaprajapati, and his wife in his 
younger years, Yashodhara, at one point grow apprehensive because 
their names have not been mentioned, but the Buddha assures them 
that they too are included in his predictions of Buddhahood. 

All these monks and nuns have been personal followers of Shakya
muni Buddha, diligent in religious practice and faultless in their obser
vance of the rules of conduct, and it is hardly surprising to learn that 
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their efforts are to be crowned with success. Truly surprising, how
ever, is the prophecy set forth in chapter twelve concerning Devadatta, 
who gives his name to the chapter. 

Devadatta is described in accounts of the life of Shakyamuni Bud
dha as a disciple and cousin of the Buddha who, though full of zeal at 
first, later grew envious of Shakyamuni, made several attempts on his 
life, and schemed to foment division in the Order. For these crimes, 
among the most heinous in the eyes of Buddhism, he was said to have 
fallen into hell alive. Yet in chapter twelve of the Lotus Sutra the 
Buddha reveals that in a past existence this epitome of evil was in fact 
a good friend and teacher of the Buddha, preaching the way of enlight
enment for him, and that in an era to come, Devadatta will without 
fail become a Buddha himself. From this we learn that even the most 
depraved of persons can hope for salvation, and that in the realm of 
nondualism good and evil are not the eternal and mutually exclusive 
opposites we had supposed them to be. 

Chapter twelve relates another affair of equally astounding import. 
In it, the bodhisattva Manjushri describes how he has been preaching 
the Lotus Sutra at the palace of the dragon king at the bottom of the 
sea. The nagas or dragons, it should be noted, are one of eight kinds 
of nonhuman beings who are believed to protect Buddhism. They 
were revered in early Indian folk religion and were taken over by 
Buddhism, whose scriptures often portray them as paying homage to 
the Buddha and seeking knowledge of his teachings. 

Asked if there were any among his listeners who succeeded in 
gaining enlightenment, Manjushri mentions the daughter of the dragon 
king Sagara, a girl just turned eight, who was able to master all the 
teachings. The questioner expresses understandable skepticism, point
ing out that even Shakyamuni himself required many eons of religious 
practice before he could achieve enlightenment. 

The girl herself then appears and before the astonished assembly 
performs various acts that demonstrate she has in fact achieved the 
highest level of understanding and can "in an instant" attain Buddha
hood. Earlier Buddhism had asserted that women are gravely ham
pered in their religious endeavors by "five obstacles," one of which is 
the fact that they can never hope to attain Buddhahood. But all such 
assertions are here in the Lotus Sutra unequivocally thrust aside. The 
child is a dragon, a nonhuman being, she is of the female sex, and she 
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has barely turned eight, yet she reaches the highest goal in the space 
of a moment. Once again the Lotus Sutra reveals that its revolutionary 
doctrines operate in a realm transcending all petty distinctions of sex 
or species, instant or eon. 

These joyous revelations concerning the universal accessibility of 
Buddhahood, which occupy the middle chapters of the sutra, constitute 
the second important message of the work. The third is set forth in 
chapter sixteen. In chapter fifteen we are told how a vast multitude of 
bodhisattvas spring up from the earth in a miraculous manner in order 
that they may undertake the task of transmitting and protecting the 
teachings of the Buddha. When the Buddha is asked who these bodhi
sattvas are, he replies that they are persons whom he has taught and 
guided to enlightenment. His questioner quite naturally asks how 
Shakyamuni could possibly have taught and converted such immeas
urable multitudes in the course of only forty years of preaching. 

In chapter sixteen Shakyamuni reveals the answer to this riddle. 
The Buddha, he says, is an eternal being, ever present in the world, 
ever concerned for the salvation of all beings. He attained Buddhahood 
an incalculably distant time in the past, and has never ceased to abide 
in the world since then. He seems at times to pass away into nirvana, 
and at other times to make a new appearance in the world. But he does 
this only so that living beings will not take his presence for granted 
and be slack in their quest for enlightenment. His seeming disappear
ance is no more than an expedient means which he employs to encour
age them in their efforts, one of many such expedients that he adopts 
in order to fit his teachings to the different natures and capacities of 
individual beings and insure that they will have relevance for all. From 
this we see that in the Lotus Sutra the Buddha, who had earlier been 
viewed as a historical personality, is now conceived as a being who 
transcends all boundaries of time and space, an ever-abiding principle 
of truth and compassion that exists everywhere and within all beings. 

These then are the principal teachings of the Lotus Sutra, concepts 
that are basic to all Mahayana thought. In the sutra they are often 
very beautifully and persuasively expounded, especially in the various 
parables for which the Lotus is famous. But one should not approach 
the Lotus expecting to find in it a methodical exposition of a system of 
philosophy. Some of the most important principles of Buddhism are 
only touched upon in passing, as though the reader or hearer is 
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expected to be acquainted with them already, while many of the more 
revolutionary doctrines are not presented in any orderly fashion or 
supported by careful or detailed arguments but rather thrust upon him 
with the suddenness of divine revelation. 

The text, with its long lists of personages, its astronomical num
bers, its formulaic language and frequent repetitions, its vivid parables, 
is incantatory in effect, appealing not so much to the intellect as to the 
emotions. It may be noted that in the early centuries of Buddhism it 
was customary not to put the teachings into written form but to 
transmit them orally, the works being committed to memory as had 
been the practice in earlier Indian religion. This was thought to be the 
proper way, the respectful way to transmit them and insure that they 
were not revealed to persons who were unqualified or unworthy to 
receive them. The formulaic language, the recapitulations in verse, the 
repetitions were all designed to assist the memory of the reciter, and 
these stylistic features were retained even after the scriptures had been 
put into written form. 

Very early in the sutra the Buddha warns us that the wisdom of 
the Buddhas is extremely profound and difficult to comprehend, and 
this warning is repeated frequently in later chapters. The Lotus Sutra 
tells us at times that the Lotus Sutra is about to be preached, at other 
times it says that the Lotus Sutra has already been preached with 
such-and-such results, and at still other times it gives instructions on 
just how the Lotus Sutra is to be preached or enumerates in detail the 
merits that accrue to one who pays due honor to the text. But the 
reader may be forgiven if he comes away from the work wondering 
just which of the chapters that make it up was meant to be the Lotus 
Sutra itself. One writer has in fact been led to describe the sutra as a 
text "about a discourse that is never delivered, ... a lengthy preface 
without a book. "I This is no doubt because Mahayana Buddhism has 
always insisted that its highest truth can never in the end be expressed 
in words, since words immediately create the kind of distinctions that 
violate the unity of Emptiness. All the sutra can do, therefore, is to 
talk around it, leaving a hole in the middle where truth can reside. 

IGeorge J. Tanabe, Jr. and Wilma Jane Tanabe, eds., The Lotus Sutra in Japanese 
Culture (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989), p. 2 in the introductory chapter 
by Professor George Tanabe. 
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But of course in the view of religion there are other approaches to 
truth than merely through words and intellectual discourse. The sutra 
therefore exhorts the individual to approach the wisdom of the Bud
dhas through the avenue of faith and religious practice. The profound 
influence which the Lotus Sutra has exerted upon the cultural and 
religious life of the countries of eastern Asia is due as much to its 
function as a guide to devotional practice as to the actual ideas that it 
expounds. It calls upon us to act out the sutra with our bodies and 
minds rather than merely reading it, and in that way to enter into its 
meaning. 

Much of the Lotus Sutra is taken up with injunctions to the believer 
to "accept and uphold, read, recite, copy and teach" it to others, and 
with descriptions of the bountiful merits to be gained by such action, 
as well as warnings of the evil effects of speaking ill of the sutra and 
its practices. In addition, one is encouraged to make offerings to the 
Buddhas and bodhisattvas, to the stupas or memorial towers, and to 
the monastic Order. Flowers, incense, music, and chants of praise are 
the customary offerings cited in the sutra, along with food, clothing, 
bedding, and other daily necessities in the case of members of the 
Order. Gold, silver, gems and other valuables are also listed among 
the offerings, but lest this would seem to put the rich at an advantage, 
the sutra early on emphasizes that it is the spirit in which the offering 
is made rather than the article itself that is important. Even a tower of 
sand fashioned by children in play, if offered in the proper spirit, will 
be acceptable in the sight of the Buddha and bring reward, we are told. 
It may be noted that the animal sacrifices so central to the earlier Vedic 
religion were rejected by Buddhism as abhorrent. One chapter of the 
Lotus does in fact describe a bodhisattva who burned his own body as 
a form of sacrifice, but the passage is clearly meant to be taken 
metaphorically. Despite this fact, some believers of later times, in 
their eagerness to emulate the bodhisattva's example, have interpreted 
it with tragic literalness. 

Most famous and influential of the devotional chapters of the Lotus 
Sutra are those with which the work closes and which portray various 
bodhisattvas who can render particular aid and protection to the be
liever. Noteworthy among these is chapter twenty-five, which centers 
on a bodhisattva named Avalokiteshvara or Perceiver of the World's 
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Sounds, known in China as Kuan-yin and in Japan as Kannon. The 
chapter relates in very concrete terms the wonderful types of assis
tance that the bodhisattva can render to persons of all different social 
levels and walks of life, ranging from kings and high ministers to 
traveling merchants or criminals in chains. In order to make his 
teaching and aid most readily acceptable to all kinds of beings, the 
bodhisattva is prepared to take on thirty-three different forms, match
ing his form to that of the being who calls upon him, whether that 
being be man or woman, exalted or humble, human or nonhuman in 
nature. Through chapters such as these, which have been recited with 
fervor by countless devotees over the centuries, the sutra has brought 
comfort and hope to all levels of society. 

Because of its importance as an expression of basic Mahayana 
thought, its appeal as a devotional work, its dramatic scenes and 
memorable parables, the Lotus, as already emphasized, has exerted an 
incalculable influence upon the culture of East Asia. More commentar
ies have been written on it than on any other Buddhist scripture. The 
great works of Chinese and Japanese literature such as The Dream of 
the Red Chamber and The Tale of Genji are deeply imbued with its 
ideas and imagery, and its scenes are among the most frequently 
depicted in the religious art of the area. 

The Lotus is not so much an integral work as a collection of 
religious texts, an anthology of sermons, stories and devotional man
uals, some speaking with particular force to persons of one type or in 
one set of circumstances, some to those of another type or in other 
circumstances. This is no doubt one reason why it has had such broad 
and lasting appeal over the ages and has permeated so deeply into the 
cultures that have been exposed to it. 

The present translation is offered in the hope that through it read
ers of English may come to appreciate something of the power and 
appeal of the Lotus Sutra, and that among its wealth of profound 
religious ideas and striking imagery they may find passages that speak 
compellingly to them as well. 

BURTON WATSON 
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to attain enlightenment?11 Answer: "Because there are no sentient
beings".

94. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Manjusiiviknditasütra285

95. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Manjusnvikurvanaparivartasütra286

96. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Nandapravrajyäsütra287

97. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Parcmänhmamvjtisatyanirdesasütra288

98, AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Pravaranasütra289

99. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Ratnacandrapariprcchäsütra290

100. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Ratnacüdapariprcchäsütra291

101. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Ratnajaliparipjvchasütra292

102. SAMANTABHADRA, Ratnakarandasütra29*

103. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Saddharmapundankasütra294

Summary by Jan Hendrik Kern

This is the famous "Lotus Sütra", much studied, recited and
revered throughout Asia. Jan Hendrik Kern's translation (103.1.4)
is preceded by the following summary of the work's chapters:

" 1 . Prologue
2. Awakening of the Lord from his mystic trance; display of his

transcendent skilfulness, proved by the apparent trinity of vehicles,
whereas in reality there is but one vehicle.

3. Prophecy of the Lord regarding the future destiny of Säriputra,
his eldest son...Parable of the burning house.. .

4. Another parable.
5. Parable of the plants and the rain, to exemplify the impartiality

and equal care of the Lord for all creatures. Parable of the blind
man, to intimate that the phenomena have but an apparent reality,
and that the ultimate goal of all endeavors must be to reach all-
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knowingness, which in fact is identical with complete nescience.
6. Sundry predictions as proofs of the power of the Sugata to

look into the future,
7. He has an equal knowledge of the remotest past; his

remembrance of the turning of the wheel by the Tathâgata.
8. Prophecy regarding five hundred Arhats.
9. Prophecy concerning Änanda, Râhula, and the two thousand

monks.
10. The Lord teaches how pious preachers of the law, who will

come in after-times, ought to be duly honored, and promises that he
will always protect the ministers of religion.

11 . Display of the miraculous power of Säkyamuni.. .How
Säkyamuni in a former birth strove to acquire the Lotus of the True
Law.

12. Prediction to Gautamï, Yasodharä, and the nuns in their train.
Promise of the host of disciples and Bodhisattvas to take up the
difficult task of preaching the holy word in days to come, after the
Lord's nirvana.

13. Vocation of the ministers of religion, and practical rules for
their conduct in and out of society.

14. Splendid phantasmagory of innumerable Bodhisattvas.
15. The Buddha...reveal(s) the immense duration of his lifetime,

in the past and the future.
16. Meritoriousness of the belief in the immense duration of the

Tathägatas and all those who have once become Buddhas.
17. The Lord details the great merit attending a ready acceptance

of the preaching of the law.
18. Exposition of the advantages, worldly and spiritual, enjoyed

by the ministers of religion.
19. Story of Sadäparibhüta...
20. Grand show exhibited by the two Tathägatas Säkyamuni and

Prabhuratna con-jointly.
2 1 . Efficacy of talismanic spells (dhärams).
22. Self-sacrifice of the Bodhisattva Sarvasattvapriyadaréana,

otherwise called Bhaisajyaguru,
23 . Visit of the Bodhisattva Gadgadâévara to the Saha-world...
24. Grandeur and ubiquitousness of Avalokitesvara.
25. Wonderful and edifying story of the conversion of the king

Subhavyûha through the instrumentality of his two sons.
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26. The Bodhisattva Samantabhadra charges himself with the task
of being a protector to the preachers of religion in after-times after
the Lord's nirvana.'1

104. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Säharanägarapariprcchäsütra295

105. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Samantamukhaparivartasütra296

106. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Sarvapunyasamuccqyasamädhisütra297

107. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Sarvavaipulyavidyäsiddhasütra298

108. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Simhapariprvchäsütra299

109. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Snmälädevisimhanädasütra300

Summary by Alex and Hideko Wayman

"The scripture opens in Srâvasti. King Prasenajit and his Queen
Mallikä move to interest their daughter Queen Snmälä in the
Buddha's doctrine."

"Chapter One. Eliminating All Doubts. 1. Snmälä evokes the
Buddha, who approaches in his inconceivable body. She praises his
two bodies which are bodily form and the knowledge body. The
Lord prophesies that Queen Snmälä will attain the incomparable
right perfected enlightenment. 2. Queen Snmälä takes ten great
vows, the first five constituting Hïnayana ethics, the second five,
Mahäyäna ethics..."

"Chapter Two. Deciding the Cause. 3. Queen Snmälä forms three
great aspirations: to always comprehend the Illustrious Doctrine; to
teach unweariedly the Illustrious Doctrine; and to protect and
uphold the Illustrious Doctrine without regard to body, life force, or
possessions. These three comprise all Bodhisattva aspirations. 4.
She prays for the Tathägata's power to make her eloquent when
teaching in the scope of the great aspirations;..."

"Chapter Three. Clarifying the Final Meaning. 5. The queen
eloquently preaches the embrace of the Illustrious Doctrine that was
held by all the Buddhas. The "Illustrious Doctrine" is a term for the
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CHAPTER XVII

The Saddharmapunc/arJka-sutra 
and Conceptual Absolutism

The Saddharmapundarika-sutra or Discourse on the Lotus o f  the True 
Dharma, popularly known as the Lotus Sutra, is the most important text 
of popular Mahayana Buddhism. It antedates Nagarjuna but was proba
bly completed during his lifetime or sometime after.1 Leon Hurvitz, 
whose recent translation of the Chinese version of Kumarajlva has added 
significantly to our understanding of this work, summarizes the concerns 
of the text as follows: “First, it boasted that its practitioners were aiming 
at the salvation not merely of themselves but of all animate beings as 
well. Second, it concerned itself with the Universal and the Absolute, 
although these meant different things to different schools within that 
movement.”2 Hurvitz’s first point refers to the moral philosophy inculcat
ed in Mahayana, and the Lotus has much to say about it; his second 
refers to its metaphysics. Unfortunately, the Lotus gives us very little 
information as to what this Universal or Absolute is. If, as some modern 
scholars believe, Absolutism in Mahayana were to be established on the 
basis of “emptiness” (sunyata), the Lotus leaves us empty-handed. Com
menting on the doctrine of emptiness in the Lotus, Hurvitz observes, “All 
the same, the Lotus’s references to ‘emptiness,’ if laid end to end, would 
not amount to much. The Lotus's concern, after all, is much less with 
theory, than with practice.”3 For this reason, the only way the nature of 
this Absolutism can be clarified is by examining its scattered epistemo
logical reflections to see whether they have any relationship to the doc
trines of other schools of Buddhism, especially the conception of “empti
ness” discussed in the previous chapter.

The Absolutism of the Lotus pertains to both the path and the goal. 
According to it, there is only one true path, not a second or a third. The 
following simile is used to illustrate this claim:

It is just as the potter, O Kasyapa, makes pots with the same clay. Among
them some become pots for sugar lumps, some pots for clarified butter,
some pots for curds or milk, while some become pots for inferior and filthy
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things; and just as there is no difference in the clay, but rather a supposed 
difference in the pots based solely on the things put into them, in just this 
way, O Kasyapa, is there this one and only one vehicle, to wit, the Buddha 
Vehicle. There exists neither a second nor a third.4

It may be noted that the simile of the pot (bhajana) is the same as the one 
used by the Buddha, and quoted by Moggallputta-tissa to illustrate the 
relativity of the meanings of concepts in order to criticize the claims of 
the Personalists (see Chapter x i i i ). Yet, if the simile were used to illustrate 
the existence of metaphysical entities like the ultimately real elements 
[dharma, like clay) out of which all things (such as pots) are made, then it 
would be inappropriate for the Mahayanists to use this example to justify 
the ultimate reality of the one vehicle, for one of the most significant 
claims they made against most other schools concerned their own con
ception of the non-substantiality of elements (dharma-nairatmya). The 
important question, then, is, What does the pot, or the clay out of which 
the pot is made, refer to? Does the concept refer to something or to itself?

The problem is further complicated when the Lotus proceeds to define 
the one true conception of the goal. It says:

Nirvana, you see, Kasyapa, comes from an understanding of the sameness 
of all dharmas (sarva-dharma-samatavabodha). And it is one, not two, not 
three.5

The sameness (samatd) of all dharmas cannot be accounted for in terms 
of a substance (svabhava), like the one postulated by the Sarvastivadins, 
or the self (dtma) recognized by the Upanisadic thinkers. The chapter on 
“Medicinal Herbs” (Ausadha) provides some clues to an understanding 
of the epistemology as well as the metaphysics of the Lotus. Here, while 
presenting the path as well as the goal as one ultimate truth or reality, the 
Lotus for the first time recognizes a hierarchy of truths. The first of these 
is the ordinary world of human bondage created by lust, hatred, and 
confusion; the second is the world of impermanent, empty, and non-sub- 
stantial dharmas characterized by arising and ceasing; and the third rep
resents the world of dharmas, “non-arisen, non-ceased, unbound, unre
leased, not dark, not bright.”6 To account for this hierarchy, the Lotus 
also provides three levels or degrees of knowledge. The first may be 
taken as the ordinary sense experiences dominated by lust, hatred, and 
confusion. Human beings born with these three tendencies are referred to 
as those born blind (jdtyandha). The second consists of the knowledge of 
those who have eliminated lust, hatred, and confusion through develop
ment of the five kinds of higher knowledge (pahcdbhijita)—namely, clair
voyance, clairaudience, telepathy, retrocognition, and psychokinesis, all 
of which enable a person to attain freedom (vimoksa) from the cycle of
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births and deaths. This constitutes the knowledge and understanding of 
the arhat and the pratyekabuddha. (This is a dubious attribution on the 
part of the Lotus. According to the early discourses, no person attained 
freedom from the cycle of births and deaths through development of the 
five forms of higher knowledge without at the same time developing 
knowledge of the waning of influxes [asavakkhaya-hana], this latter 
being often defined as wisdom [pahha].) Third is the highest intuition 
(prajna), through which one is able to perceive all dharmas as “non
arisen, non-ceased, unbound, unreleased, not dark, not bright.”

The levels of understanding are illustrated by similes. The first form of 
knowledge and understanding is that of one seated in his inner house 
(antargrham nisanna). One who remains in the dark inner house per
ceives no colors or shapes; he is blind by birth. However, the Buddha is 
able to cure his blindness (= ignorance) by making him move outside and 
enabling him to perceive colors and shapes revealed by the light of the 
sun. This refers to the immediate disciples of the Buddha, who attained 
freedom from continued births and deaths by realizing the variety as well 
as impermanence of phenomena. Yet they are unable to enlighten or save 
others; to do that is the function of the Buddha, who is like the sun. A 
comparison with Plato’s famous “parable of the cave” is irresistible.

This description of the degrees of knowledge and of reality can easily 
justify not only the ultimate reality of the one goal (= buddhahood) but 
also the ultimate reality of the one path leading to it (= bodhisattva- 
hood). However, considering the various schools that the Lotus was criti
cizing, it is still not easy to determine what it is negating and what it is 
asserting as far as philosophical thinking is concerned.

Let us assume that the people who are blind by birth are the substan- 
tialists, both non-Buddhist and Buddhist. Since they believe in permanent 
and eternal entities (dtma, svabhava), they are compelled to deny plural
ity as well as change and evolution. The second group of people would 
be those who have adopted the philosophical standpoint of non-substan
tiality (anatma, nihsvabhava), supplemented by a theory of “dependent 
arising” (pratityasamutpada), and who therefore are able to free them
selves from suffering and the continued cycle of births and deaths. They 
can recognize plurality as well as change and evolution, as explained by 
the Buddha in the early discourses and faithfully adopted by the mainline 
Buddhist tradition, represented by the Abhidhamma, Moggallputta- 
tissa, the Prajnaparamita tradition and Nagarjuna. The most significant 
question then becomes, Who is left out? or, Who are the ones who adopt 
the third standpoint, which represents the highest degree of knowledge as 
well as the ultimate truth revealed by that knowledge?

If it is assumed that this ultimate standpoint involves recognizing an 
ultimate reality beyond all conceptual thinking and description, that real
ity certainly will not be any different from the permanent and eternal
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entities of the substantialists. The non-Buddhist substantialist, such as 
the Upanisadic philosopher, would not say that the self (dtma) is the 
object of conceptual knowledge, nor would the Sarvastivadin proceed to 
define a substance (svabhava), except by saying that it exists during the 
three periods of time. The only way the Lotus can avoid these forms of 
substantialism is by asserting the incorruptibility (i.e., the non-arisen, 
non-ceased, etc. character) of concepts. Indeed, the example it quotes to 
illustrate the reality of the one path or vehicle (see above) may point in 
this direction. Like the Platonic theory of incorruptible forms, where 
each form is sublated by one of higher generality until one reaches the 
ultimately incorruptible and eternal concept of the Good, the Lotus 
seems to arrive at the ultimately incorruptible, eternal, and all-pervading 
concept of Buddha. Such an interpretation of the reality recognized in the 
Lotus is further confirmed by the use of the term sarvakdrajhata (“knowl
edge of all modes")7 instead of the more popular sarvajhatva (“knowl
edge of everything”). In terms of functions, the Buddha is comparable to 
the sun and the moon, which spread their light without discrimination,8 
or to the rain cloud (megha) that provides nourishment for every living 
thing in the universe, once again without making any distinctions.9 Thus 
the Buddha becomes the embodiment of universal knowledge (prajhd) 
and compassion (karuna).

Even though the philosophy of the Lotus can therefore be distin
guished from the substantialist thought of the non-Buddhists as well as of 
the Sarvastivada Buddhists, it hardly compares with the philosophical 
standpoint of either the Buddha or of the mainline Buddhist tradition. 
The reason is that non-substantiality (anatta) applies to the highest real
ity one can experience, namely, freedom (nirvana), as well as to concep
tion. Even a text like the Parivara, the conclusion of the Vinaya Pitaka, 
looked upon both freedom (nibbana) and conception (panhatti) as unde
niably non-substantial (anatta; see Chapter ix).

However, there is one Buddhist school to which the philosophical 
teachings of the Lotus can be related. There is strong evidence that as far 
as its philosophical standpoint and its reputation are concerned, it has a 
kinship to the Sautrantikas, though the two schools are not identical. 
That relationship may be explained as follows.

We have pointed out that the Sautrantikas, who were opposed to the 
substantialist Sarvastivadins, adopted an essentialist perspective and 
eventually propounded a theory of nominalism (prajhaptivada). The dif
ference between the Sautrantika position and that of the mainline Bud
dhist tradition regarding the evaluation of a concept (variously termed 
sahkhd  and panhatti or prajhapti) is that the former does not provide it 
with experiential content, while the latter does. However, the Sautran
tika nominalism moved in a different direction to offer a foundation for 
the metaphysical conception of a person (pudgalavada), while the
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nominalism of the Lotus moved in the direction of asserting the concep
tion of the ultimate person (i.e., the Buddha).

In terms of reputation, too, the two schools are related. For example, 
the Lotus is the first major text that claimed to be part of the Vaipulya 
tradition. Vaipulya (derived from vipula, meaning “great” or “compre
hensive”) represents the culmination of the transcendentalism (lokut- 
taravada) known to the Kathavattbu. Thus, by the time the Lotus came 
to be finalized, even some of the texts like the Mahavastu and the Lali- 
tavistara, belonging to the Sarvastivadins but emphasizing the transcen
dence of the Buddha, were included under the category of the vaipulya- 
sutras.10 Not only did the Lotus exalt these sutras, it also condemned the 
discourses belonging to the earlier period11 and derided the early disci
ples as people “delighting in the lowly” (hinabhirata) and as not wise 
(aviddasu).12 It is understandable that those branded as such by the 
Lotus would respond by condemning the Lotus as well as the Vaipulya 
tradition. Thus we have the rather derogatory term vaitulyavada (“heret
ical teachings”) used by the later commentators of Abhidhamma texts 
like the Kathavattbu, who identified the transcendentalist views criti
cized therein as the views of the vaitulyavadins, even though this term 
may not have been in use at the time of the compilation of the Kathd- 
vatthu itself.13 Thus, in the eyes of the opponents of the Lotus and its 
philosophical standpoint, any school that leans toward the Lotus is a 
“heretical school” (vaitulyavada). It is not insignificant that the Abhi- 
dharmadipa, a work of the neo-Sarvastivada,14 refers to the Sautrantikas 
as “those who have reached the portals of vaitulyasastra.”1S If these early 
commentators understood the philosophical standpoints of the different 
Buddhist schools, then this statement of the neo-Sarvastivadins would be 
no more than an assertion that the essentialist Sautrantika nominalism is 
what finally led to the absolute nominalism of the Lotus, and therefore of 
popular Mahayana.

Within this absolute nominalism of the Lotus, the concrete historical 
Buddha, the concrete teachings relating to man and morals as embodied 
in the early discourses, as well as the equally concrete individuals who 
devoted their lives to the perfection of morality, have no place. Their 
elimination, coupled with the recognition of an Absolute, compelled the 
Lotus to propound a moral philosophy that is very different from that of 
the mainline Buddhist tradition. The contextual pragmatism that encour
aged adoption of a life conducive to the happiness of oneself as well as 
others had to be abandoned. The wayfarer has no opportunity to reflect 
on the consequences of his or her actions, as was encouraged in the Bud
dha’s discourse to the Kalamas. All he is left with is the “unproduced 
dharma” (anutpattika-dharma), the noumenon, of which he has no 
understanding until the attainment of buddhahood. Hence the Lotus 
encourages the acquiescence (ksanti) of the noumenon,16 and this is
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achieved primarily through faith.17 Faith in the ultimate dharma, that is, 
the Buddha, can be so firm18 that the wayfarer should be prepared to lay 
down his own life for it .19 Sacrifice of one’s own happiness, and even life, 
becomes the ideal way of life. The remaining portions of the Lotus, 
though of enormous religious appeal, are of little philosophical signifi
cance.

The religious appeal of the Lotus is different from that of the Bha- 
gavadglta, with which it is sometimes compared.20 Even though the 
description of the Buddha in the Lotus may compare with the Gita's rep
resentation of Narayana as clad in all the glory and majesty of a sover
eign, the illuminator and vivifier of the world, the two descriptions vary 
in intent. Whereas the Gita may be interested in compelling the recalci
trant Arjuna to accept its conception of duty by making him realize that 
the universe, including himself, is the creation of the Almighty, the Bud
dha of the Lotus plays no such role. The glorification of the Buddha in 
the Lotus is done with an altogether different intention. Indeed, it creates 
a sense of the wondrous and the marvelous (ascarya, adbhuta) far 
beyond what one can find in the earlier Buddhist tradition. But when this 
is combined with the description of the suffering of ordinary human 
beings moving through the repeated cycle of births and deaths, it is 
intended to generate an excitement (samuttejana) eventually culminating 
in appeasement (sampahamsana), as a result of the realization that all 
beings are on their way to that ultimate buddhahood. It is in this sense 
that the Lotus is looked upon as a dharani not only to be recited daily but 
also to be copied and passed around for use by the multitude.
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discrimination of the factors, energy, joy, tranquillity, concentration
and equanimity.

19.(E34-42 The eightfold path.
2O.(E42-45) Sixteen kinds of mindfulness about breathing.
21.(E45-47) Four constituents of attaining the stream.
22.(E48-49) Ten powers of the Tathägata.
23,(E49-51) Four grounds of confidence (or of fearlessness) of a

Buddha.
24.(E51-52) Four discriminations of the Tathägata-of things, of

dharma, of usage, and of perspicuity.
25.(E52-53) Eighteen special characteristics of the Buddha.
26.(E53-62) Thirty-two marks of a great person.
27.(E63-68) Eighty minor marks of a Buddha.

136. AUTHOR UNKNOWN, Samdhinirmocanasutra

"T" references are to the French translation by Etienne Lamotte
(Louvain 1935, 1962).357 An English translation and extensive
discussion of sizable sections of the work are found in John Powers,
Hermeneutics and Tradition in the Samdhinirmocana-Sütra (Leiden,
1993)« "P" references are to the pages of Powers' book.

One passage (T206-207) in Chapter Seven of this work is of such
importance that we have ventured to provide a complete translation
of it. It explicitly addresses the relationship between Abhidharma,
Madhyamaka and Yogäcära in a remarkable fashion.

This work is "wholly incorporated in the Viniscayasamgrahanï
section of 166Yogäcärahhümi"3SS

CHAPTER ONE

1-6.(T169-172; P42-45) "Conditioned" and "unconditioned" are
explained as metaphorical terms whose meaning is a conventional
or nominal designation. The noble ones understand it b u t it is
actually ineffable. Why then are these terms "conditioned" and
"unconditioned" invented? It is as when a magician explains his trick
to a pupil: likewise, the noble ones have invented these terms
"conditioned" and "unconditioned" to describe the indescribable
nature of things.
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CHAPTER TWO

1~4.(T172-174; P47-53) The ultimate truth (paramärthä) is
intuitively known to the nobles, but is a matter of speculative
tradition for (some?) ordinary folk, who fall to quarrelling over it.
The ultimate belongs to the signless realm beyond argumentation;
it is ineffable and free from conventions of language.

CHAPTER THREE

1~7.(T175~178; P54-60) Question: Some say that the
conventional and the ultimate (truths) are the same, others that
they are different. Which is right? If they're the same ordinary folk
would see the truth and be liberated. If they are different, even
seers of truth would not attain liberation.

Answer: The conventional and the ultimate are neither the same
nor different in nature. But the obstacles of images and impotence
can be overcome by attaining insight (vipasyana) and achieving
peace {samathd).

CHAPTER FOUR

1-12.(T178-182;- P61-64) Subhüti reviews a number of
Abhidharma notions-aggregates, signs, origination, destruction,
cessation, dependent origination, four truths, eighteen elements,
four establishments of mindfulness, four supernatural powers, five
faculties, five powers, seven or eight limbs of enlightenment. The
ones who teach the differences among these ignore the highest
truth, he says.

Buddha: You are right The highest, the pure object, is not
heterogeneous in character; it is understood by mystics. It cannot be
caused or conditioned. If it were, one would have to seek something
even more basic. But whether Tathâgatas arise or not, the element
of factors (dharmadhatu) is necessarily established.

CHAPTER FIVE

1»3.(T183-185) In the material world there are six courses. But
at the beginning of each life in any of these courses two things are
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furnished from the seeds (bïjd) which appropriate (ädänd) two
things: the material organs for the body and the traces (yäsanä) of
signs, words and conceptual constructions. The consciousness that
results is called the "appropriating consciousness11 (ädanavijnänd);
it is also called the "storehouse consciousness" (ätayavijnäna),
because in it the seeds are stored.

4.(T185) With this appropriating consciousness as base six groups
of awarenesses are born: visual, auditory, olfactory, linguistic, bodily
and mental. Visual awareness has as its base the eye together with
consciousness and shape. Simultaneously with it functions a mental
awareness (manovijnänd) which has the same base. Even if several
kinds of awareness function at the same time, only one mental
awareness, having a single content, occurs.

CHAPTER SIX

1-7.(T188-189) Things are of three natures: constructed
(parikalpita), dependent (paratantrd) and perfected (parinispannd).
The constructed nature involves specification of the things known
by conventional names, couched in current language. The dependent
nature is things involved in dependent origination, following the
causal principle derived from traces conditioned by ignorance and
causing the arising of frustrations. The perfected nature is the true
nature of things known to Bodhisattvas through their energy and
attention derived from spiritual practice; it arises based on superior
enlightenment.

The constructed is the illusion of one affected with a diseased eye
(timira); the dependent is the signs-hair , color, jewel-condi t ioning
the one with the disease; and the perfected is the actual object, the
proper domain of clear vision.

8-12.(189-191) A transparent crystal will be seen as having
fantasized properties born from linguistic associations (the
constructed); the colors with which these properties are associated
is the dependent; the perpetual nonexistence of any such properties
or color is the perfected«

The constructed is cognized as a qualitative form dependent on
names attached to signs. The dependent is cognized depending on
the insistence on the constructed nature as belonging to the
perfected nature. The perfected is cognized depending on the
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insistence on the constructed nature as not belonging to the
dependent . Bodhisattvas understand precisely the imaginary
character attributed to the dependent: they know accurately that
things are without characteristics, are "stainless". And thus they
know their purity.

CHAPTER SEVEN

1-9.CÏ192-195; P85-122) Question: Since the Buddha spoke of
five aggregates, four truths, eighteen bases, etc. and also has
affirmed that everything is without a specific characteristic, is
unborn, undestroyed, calm from the outset, l iberat ion-why do you
lay all this (above) on us?

Answer: Good question! Listen, There are three ways of being
unreal, without a specific characteristic (nihsvabhäva): relating to
character, to birth and to the highest. The unreality of character is
the constructed nature; things arise from language and not by
themselves. The unreality of birth is the dependent nature; things
are bora from conditions, not by or from themselves. The highest
unreality is the perfected nature, the pure supporting object devoid
of character like a sky-flower or like space. This triple unreality
shows that everything is without an essential nature, that nothing
is b o m or destroyed; all is calm, essentially liberated, cannot be
born or die.

10-13.(T196-198) To those who have not planted good roots o r
purified the obstacles etc. this dharma of unreality is preached. To
understand this is to undertand that the traces are causally
conditioned, impermanent, unstable, changing; thus one will grow
to detest these traces.

But even those who plant good roots and accumulate merit do
not cognize exactly in the unreality of birth either the unreality of
character or the double unreality of the highest unreality. It is to
them that the Buddha teaches the dharma of these two sorts of
unreality. Following that dharma they will no longer cling to the
characteristics of the dependent nature, will examine and penetrate
them exactly.

14-16. (T198-199) It is by this single vehicle (ekaydna) that
disciples, self-enlightened ones and Bodhisattvas attain to liberation.
There is no other path, though not every one is astute enough to
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appreciate t h a t E.g., a disciple whose compassion is mediocre and
whose fear of frustration is extreme will not thus achieve liberation!
but when he turns toward illumination Ï deem him a Bodhisattva*
though given his nature at the outset he is still referred to as
"disciple".

18-23.(1199-202) Some who have planted good roots, purified
the obstacles, ripened their series* etc., honest by nature, because
they are nonintellectual, do not precisely comprehend my teaching,
though they adhere to it, speak the Buddha's word and praise him.
Incapable of meditation they still by their store of merit and
understanding grow to fullness and arrive at the goal.

Others who lack some of these features will fail. Some of these
remain complacent in their error. Others, not complacent, explicitly
reject the correct interpretation and fall into great misery, attaining
covering by karma (kannävarand). These include intellectual types
who deny that the correct teaching is that of the Buddha; while this
is easy to say it will take millions of eons for the karma it produces
to disappear.

(T206-207)359 'The bodhisattva .Paramärthasamudgata said to
the Buddha: I n Benares, at Rsipatana in the Deer Park, the Blessed
One first turned the wheel of doctrine, demonstrating the four noble
truths for the followers of the hearers' vehicle. This turning of the
wheel was marvellous and wonderful; it was such as nobody in the
world, neither gods nor men, has turned before. Nevertheless there
were superior doctrines. This [first turning] gave rise to criticism,
needed interpretation, and became an object of controversy. So then
the Blessed One, with an implicit1 intention, turned the wheel for the
second time for the sake of the followers of the great vehicle, -
explaining that all things are without essence, do not arise, are not
destroyed, are quiescent from the beginning, and are originally in
cessation. Nevertheless, there were teachings superior to this, for
this also gave rise to criticism, needed interpretation, and became
an object of controversy. So the Blessed One, with an explicit
intention, turned the wheel a third time for the sake of the followers
of all vehicles, explaining that all things are without essence, do not
arise, are not destroyed, are quiescent from the beginning, and are
originally in cessation. This turning of the wheel is absolutely
marvellous and wonderful It is unsurpassed, and does not give rise
to criticism: it is explicit and does not become an object of
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controversy."

CHAPTER EIGHT

l-8.(T209-213) The Buddha speaks of peace and insight A series
of questions exploring these two notions receive appropriate
answers. Peace has construction not involving (conceptual)
reflecting, whereas insight deals with constructions involving
reflection.

Question: Are peace and insight distinct paths? Answer: Yes and
no. Peace involves thoughts understood through insight, bu t minus
the images that are found in insight.

Question: Are these images different from those of ordinary
thought. Answer: No, they are only ideas. Indeed, I have said that
every object is ideation-only (vijnaptimätratä).

Question: Can one have an idea of an idea. Answer: Sure, an idea
can be of anything, but not be different from its content. E.g., a
reflection in a mirror isn't really different from the awareness of i t -
it's not really "out there".

9-39.(T213-235) Peaceful awareness grasps fetterless contents,
while insight grasps ideas of objects. In one-pointed concentration
one practises peace and insight at the same time, recognizing its
content to be only an idea.

Varieties of peace and insight are compared. They can be mixed,
when one collects factors into a group and thinks of them as truth,
illuminating, liberation, revolution at the basis (äsrayaparävrtti),
good factors, etc. Such a meditation is analyzed as (1) demolishing
the depravity (dausthulyä) in each factor contemplated, (2)
suppressing their differences and enjoying the happiness of dharma,
(3) perfectly understanding their brilliance, (4) producing
appropriate notions reflecting one's accomplishment of duty,
purification and nonreflection, (5) attaining perfection and realizing
the dharmakäya.

This procedure is re-analyzed by other methods. For example,
knowing the dharma by knowing names, phrases, phonemes,
knowing them separately and in tandem. Or again, knowing them
under ten aspects of extension, essence, grasper, grasped, residence,
enjoyment, error, nonerror, pollution and purification. (These are
only two of a number of such methods.) The discussion covers a
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whole series of relations to other Buddhist notions such as thusness,
calculation, emptiness, distractions, obstructions, antidotes, etc.
assigned to ten stages (dasabhümi)^ concluding with an explanation
that in liberation all feelings are destroyed and a classification of
feelings.

CHAPTER NINE

l-5.(T236-242) The ten stages. Four purifications, eleven aspects,
twenty-two delusions and eleven depravities are assigned to
appropriate stages among the ten.

6-8.(T242-243) Eight purifications (visuddhi): of intention,
awareness, compassion, virtue, of the view of and service to the
Buddha, of maturation, birth and ability. The Bodhisattva is extolled
for his pure roots, clairvoyance, compassion for all beings, and
unsulliedness*

• 9.-31. (T243-255) Ten perfections: the usual six-giving, morality,
patience, energy, ecstasy and wisdom-plus four more: helping
others, energetic helping, attention, and ecstatic practices« Their
features, applications, good and bad ways of assisting, karmic
results, source, causes and defilements.

32-34.(T255-256) Reversion to the single-path theme.

CHAPTER TEN

l-4.(T257-258) The three bodies of the Buddha. The dharmakaya
is the revolution at the basis, inconceivable, indescribable, and alike
for disciple and those self-enlightened,

5-8.(T258-267) Sütm, vinaya, mätrkä and dharanï explained.
9.(T267-268) The effortless awareness of the Tathägata.
12.(T269-270) The easy and the difficult path distinguished.

137. PINGALA, Akutobhayä on Nägärjuna's
Madhyamakakärikäs360

Remarks by C. W. Huntington, J n

The Akutobhayä survives only in a Tibetan translation done some
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Translation of Asanga's 
Explanation of the Superior StUra 

Explaining the Thought 
(Arya-sa1Jldhinirmocana-siitra-bhii~ya) 

Homage to the Prince Mafijum. 

Introduction to the Mahayana Stitra Explaining the Thought 

With respect to [the passage,] "Thus have I heard ... all sentient beings":l The Bha

gavan indicates that the ultimate character has five [aspects). The five [aspects] of 

the ultimate character are: (1) it is an inexpressible character; (2) it is a non-dual 

character; (3) it is a character that completely transcends the sphere of argumenta

tion; (4) it is a character that completely transcends difference and non-difference; 

and (5) it is a character that is everywhere of one taste. With respectto those [five 

aspects]: viewing it as an inexpressible character and as a non-dual character is [de- . 

scribed in the passage] in the Satra Explaining the Thought, "Bodhisattva Vidhivat

pariprcchaka asked .... " To expand on this: you should know that the question is 

[discussed] elsewhere.2 

lThis passage has been abridged. Most of the first three pages contain a lengthy quote from the 

introduction to the sutra, which is unusual in that it is the only lengthy quotation iIi the text. 

Other quotations only contain short phrases or si~gle words. Since the following discussion does 

not discuss specillcs of the passage, it seemed appropriate to omit it. 

2It is unclear what the author's meaning is in this sentence, since the text does not specillcally 

discuss the question. He may be referring to another text, since is unlikely that he could mean that 

this text discusses the question. 

The placement of this passage is odd: he quotes the introduction at length and for the next 

several pages will discuss it at some length, but the question he mentions comes after the 
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30 Two Commentaries on the Sarrulhinirmocana-sutra 

You should know that the praise of the inestimable palace in the Sutra Explain

ing the Thought is in eighteen parts: the two sentences [indicate] that it is (1) perfect 

in terms of color; (2) perfect in terms of shape; (3) perfect in terms of measurement; 

(4) perfect in terms of area; (5) perfect in terns of causes; (6) perfect in terms of 

nature; (7) perfect in terms of its master; (8) perfect in terms of servants; (9) perfect 

in terms of direction; (10) perfect in terms of resources; (11) perfect in terms of ac

complishing activities; (12) perfect in terms of non-hilrmfulness; (13) perfect in 

terms of being free of opponents; (14) a perfect abode; (15) perfect in terms of the 

particulars of the master's abode; (16) perfect in terms of vehicle; (17) perfect in 

terms of entrance; and (18) perfect in terms of basis. 

The praise of the Buddha [6] is indicated by way of four parts: the accom

plishment of one's own welfare due to the unsurpassed abandonments and exalted 

wisdom of a Buddha; and the accomplishment of others' welfare due to the two, 

exertion for oneself and others. 

With respect to [the phrase, "The Bhagavan] - endowed with a mind of good 

understanding ... ":! There is one part, because [Buddhas] understand with their 

minds all of the varieties of existent things. 

Alternatively, there are four parts, because: (1) a mind of good understanding is 

not habituated to the signs of the internal and external sense spheres (skye mched, 

ayatana); (2) a mind of good understanding with respect to profound meanings is 

inclined toward the selflessness of phenomena; (3) a stainless mind of good under

standing completely transcends the state of a Bodhisattva; and (4) an unsurpassed 

mind of good understanding is undifferentiated among all Buddhas.2 This is the ac

complishment of one's own welfare due to unsurpassed exalted wisdom. 

With respect to "understanding that is unobstructed realization'? there are two 

parts, because [Buddhas] know the varieties of existents that are objects of 

knowledge. 

introduction and begins a new topic in the siitra, and so it is unclear why the author mentions it 

now. 

!D p. 3.4; Stog p. 5.4. 

2In other words, all Buddhas are equally enlightened, and there are no differences in terms of depth 

of understanding among them. 

3D p. 3.5, A p. 6.4 read: sgrib pa med pa'i rtogs pa thugs su chud pa; Stog p. 5.6 reads: "having 

full realization due to not possessing obstructions" (sgrib pa mi mnga' bas rtogs par thugs su 

chudpa). 
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Alternatively, there are three kinds, because: (1) with respect to a realization 

that does not have afflictive obstructions, that abandonment is also not diminshed in 

the future, and so afflictions do notarise; (2) a realization that does not have ob

structions, which is matured with respect to those [Le., afflictions] is posited as 

being inconceivable; and (3) a realization that does not have the obstructions to 

omniscience penetrates the sameness of exalted wisdom that is also unattached and 

unobstructed.in the three times. 1 This is accomplishment of one's own welfare due 

to unsurpassed abandonment. 

With respect to [the phrase,] "endowed with bodies that enter into all worldly 

realms'? there are three parts, because [Buddhas] work for the benefit of countless 

sentient beings. Those bodies that enter [into all worldly realms] are indicated by 

way of: (1) thought, (2) method, (3) non-affliction, and (4) entity. 

With respect to that, thought is the eliminator of all doubts. Method [refers to] 

activities that are indicated [in scripture], such as rebirth in the realm of Tu~ita and 

so forth. [7] Non-affliction is just absence of affliction due to individually, unob

structedly knowing mundane phenomena. Entity is just what does not arise from all 

afflicted conceptions. This is accomplishment of others' welfare through applying 

oneself to [helping] them. 

With respect to [the phrase,] "having given rise to the wisdom of all Bodhi

sattvas",3 there are four parts, because exalted wisdoms of Bodhisattvas give rise to 

their own exalted wisdoms. The arising of exalted wisdom is indicated by way of 

three aspects: (1) assertion; (2) establishment; and (3) realization. 

What is [the first] like an assertion? Because it is asserted that Bodhisattvas are 

one with the truth body of Buddhification. 

Why is [the second] like establishment? Because the non-difference between 

exalted wisdoms of Tathagatas and abandonments is established. 

Why is [the third] like realization? Because the state of those two is [character

ized by] realization of suchness, the realm of truth (eMS kyi dbyings, dhanna-dha

tu). That realization of the realm of truth is also superior to [realizations of] Hearers 

lThese are: past, future, and present. 

2D p. 3.6, A p. 6.6 read: 'jig rten gyi khams thams cad du zhugs pa'i sku dang loon pa; SlOg p. 

6.1 reads: "endowed with bodies that pervade all worldly realms" ('jig rten gyi khams thams cad 

du khYab pa' i sku dang Idan pa). . 

3D p. 4.1; Stog p. 6.3. 
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(nyan thos, sriivaka), because it surpasses [other realizations] due to [understand

ing] the realm of truth. Hearers attain nirvliI.la, but that surpassing due [under

standing] the realm of truth is said to extend to the limit of the realm of space. 

For instance, even at the time of disintegration or at the time of formation [of 

the universe,] space is not destroyed. Sirnilary, at the time of manifest, perfect en

lightenment or at the time of completely attaining nirvliI.la, Buddha Bhagavans also 

do not abide in cyclic existence or nirvliI.la. 

From the point of view of collections of phenomena, there are also other divi

sions. The perfections of Tathagatas are said to be of twenty-one kinds: (1) perfec

tion of mind; (2) perfection of speech; (3) perfection of body; (4) perfection of 

nirvliI.la without characteristics and of residence; (5) perfection with respect to ac

quiring [good] qualities; (6) perfection with respect to questions that are taught in 

scripture; (7) perfection in surpassing opponents; (8) perfection in purifying a 

[Buddha] land, (9) perfection [8] of abode; (10) perfection of activities; (11) perfec

tion in terms of emanations; (12) perfection in terms of teaching; (13) perfection in 

terms of pursuing activities for [the sake of] sentient beings; (14) perfection in 

terms of advice concerning omnipresent paths; (15) perfection in terms of non-af

fliction with respect to helping and harming; (16) perfection in terms of basis; (17) 

perfection in terms of non-discordance; (18) perfection in terms of sport by way of 

miraculous displays; (19) perfection in terms of inexhaustible qualities; (20) perfec

tion in terms of personal existence (bdag gi dngos po, iitma-bhiiva); and (21) per

fection in terms of nirvliI.la. 

With respect to those, perfection of residence has two aspects. As it is said: "In 

this life, with respect to residing within emptiness, at that time [i.e., in the past] and 

also now Ananda remains often in emptiness." This is because [such] residing in 

individual investigation [involves] observing the world six times, day and night. 

The praise of Hearers is due to [their] wisdom. That wisdom is also indicated 

by way of thirteen kinds of perfections: (1) perfection in terms of non-duality; (2) 

perfection in terms of thorough disciplining; (3) perfection in terms of praisewor

thiness; (4) perfection in terms of height; (5) perfection in terms of size; (6) perfec

tion in terms of following suitable paths; (7) perfection in terms of quickness; (8) 

perfection in terms of going afar; (9) perfection in terms of going well; (10) perfec

tion in terms of practice; (11) perfection in terms of pacification; (12) perfection in 

terms of happiness when meeting [people]; (13) perfection in terms of empower

ment; and the praise of Bodhisattvas is due to their abiding in a great state. 
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That abiding in a great state is said to be complete abandonment of nine kinds 

of path-transgressions. The nine kinds of path-transgressions are: (1) paths that are 

discordant with perfect enlightenment; (2) becoming soiled; (3) becoming [9] im

peded; (4) wasting; (5) unhappiness; (6) fearfulness; (7) sectarianism; (8) non-reli

giosity; (9) non~partisanship. 

The teaching of the five signs of the ultimate is as follows: The Perfection of 

Wisdom Chapter says that [the ultimate] is a quality that is respectively: (1) incon

ceivable; (2) incomparable; (3) immeasurable; (4) incalculable; and (5) equal to the 

unequalled. Non-duality and inexpressibility are said to be the antidotes to obscura

tion with respect to scriptures and realizations that lack superimposition and 

deprecation. 

Because prior to naming awareness [of that name] does not exist; [and] because 

[names] are manifold and are not definite,! non-duality is established. They are 

simply terms imputed by the Teacher [i.e., Buddha] and are conventions of various 

conceptual consciousnesses. Because [Buddha] designated the three natures by way 

of: (1) a conventional consciousness that is not thoroughly established and is pre

sent in the continuums of Superiors; (2) an ultimate consciousness; and (3) a per

ception, you should know that the inexpressible character is the main [character]. 

[The phrase,] "a term that is designated by the Teacher'? [refers to Buddha's] 

designating the imputational nature (kun brtags pa'i ngo bo nyid, parikalpa

svabhliva). [The phrase,] "an expression is also not something that is without 

thingness",3 designates the other-dependent [nature] (gzhan gyi dbang [gi ngo bo 

nyid],paratantra[-svabhliva]). [The phrase, "Superiors] perfectly realize the inex

pressible",4 designates the thoroughly established [nature] (yongs su grub [pa'i ngo 

bo nyid], parini~panna[ -svabhava]). [The phrase,] "emphatically apprehend'',5 

[indicates that] they become entrenched after having emphatically apprehended their 

!In other words,there are many different names for the same thing in different languages, and the 

designation of a particular thing by a certain sound is merely adventitious, since the name is just a 
conventional designation for the thing and is not necessitated by the nature of the thing 
designated. 
2D p. 5.6; Stog p. 8.7. 
3D p. 6.1; Stog p. 9.3. 
4D p. 6.2; Stog p. 9.4. 
sD p. 7.5; Stog p. 11.5. 
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own view. [The phrase,] "emphatically conceive",1 [refers to] people other than 

them who apprehend [illusions as real] and do not give up [such ideas. The phrase 

- "They subsequently impute conventional designations] due to understanding the 

ultimate ... "2 - [refers to] the names [affixed] to whatever is an object. The first 

[chapter] has been explained. 

Chapter Two 

In the second [chapter], in dependence upon [a discussion of] argumentation, the 

ultimate is analyzed.3 Also, there are five faults of those Forders (mu stegs can, 

nrthika) who do not understand the ultimate: (1) the fault of searching; (2) the fault 

of exaggerated pride; (3) the fault of exaggerated adherence [to one's own view]; 

(4) the fault of imputation; and (5) the fault of disputation. 

(1) They hope to understand the ultimate through merely being taught by 

others. (2) When they attain mere calming (zhi gnas, samatOO), [10] they have ex

aggerated pride thinking, "[1] understand the ultimate" due to merely apprehending 

signs. (3) Under the power of designations, they exaggeratedly adhere [to their 

views] in accordance with how [the ultimate] is described. (4) In dependence upon 

conventionalities of perception and so forth, they posit the existence of a soul and 

so forth and subsequently become attached to the positions of themselves and 

others, which are mutually contradictory designations. (5) When they become an

gry, they dispute [with each other], and eventually they quarrel. These five aspects 

should be understood as being modes of progressively manifestly establishing the 

ultimate and as being successive [stages]. You should know that the five examples 

are respectively affixed to the five aspects of the ultimate. 

It is like this: beginning with the five types of interest, there is: (1) interest in 

eliminating existence; (2) interest in [eliminating] desire; (3) interest in [eliminating] 

ID p. 7.5; SlOg p. 11.5. 

2D p. 8.3; Stog p. 12.5: "[They subsequently impute conventional designations] due to 

understanding in accordance with objects" (' di Itar don ji Ita ba bzhin du I rnam par rig par bya 

ba'i phyir). 

3Text correction: the Sde dgl~ edition of A reads: don rnam par dpyod pa; changed to: don dam 

pa rnam par dpyod pa in accordance with Lamotte's citation of this passage (Lamotte p. 53) and 

Peking A (peking edition of Asruiga's Bh~a), vol. 104, p. 4d.5. 
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conceptuality; (4) interest in [eliminating] conventionalities; and (5) interest in 

[eliminating] self-grasping. 

"The early periods"l are those [periods] in which the Bhagavan became mani

festly, perfectly enlightened. [The phrase,] "a [time] that was much earlier'',2 [refers 

to a time] in which Buddha manifestly, perfectly enlightened others. [The word] 

"were"3 [means that] those [Forders] previously gathered in order to ascertain ex

actly how phenomena exist. The word "assembled"4 [refers to] those who, having 

seen them, assembled [with them]. "Considering"s [refers to] teaching. 

Moreover, they thought that their own textual systems were free from superim

position and deprecation; therefore, they were "weighing"6 [the ultimate character of 

phenomena]. They were "closely thinking about"7 [the ultimate character ofphe

nomena] in dependence upon reasoning. Due to these two, [Le., weighing and 

closely thinking about the ultimate character of phenomena,] they taught in accor

dance with how they thought and whatever they thought 

[The phrase] - "they were seeking in that way, but not having realized it, 

those whose minds had become different"8 - [means that] their minds had become 

separated. [The phrase] - "had two-pointed minds"9 - [refers to] those with 

doubts. [The phrase] - "those with bad minds"lo [refers to] others who mistakenly 

ascertain [the character of the ultimate]. "Debating"ll [means that 1 they [debated] 

with their minds. "Quarreling"12 [means that] they were [quarreling] with words. 

"Harmed"13 [refers to] teaching. [11] 

In p. 9.6: sngon gyi dus rnams; Stog p. 15.1: sngon gyi gdugs rnams. 

20 p. 9.6; Stog p. 15.I. 

30 p. 9.6; Stog p. 15.I. 

40 p. 9.6; Stog p. 15.I. 

50 p. 10.1; Stog p. 15.2. 

60 p. 10.1; Stog p. 15.3. 

70 p. 10.1; Stog p. 15.3. 

80 p. 10.1; Stog p. 15.3. 

90 p. 10.1; Stog p. 15.3. 

Ian p. 10.1: blo gros ngan pa; Stog p. 15.3: "who had minds that were not in accord" (blo gros 

l1li mthun pa). 

110 p. 10.2; Stog p. 15.4. 
120 p. 10.2; Stog p. 15.4. 
130 p. 10.2; Stog p. 15.4. 
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Moreover, when they propound uIireasonable [doctrines], because they spew 

forth harsh speech they strike [each other]. When they propound reasonable 

[doctrines], because they have to hide due to rejection and so forth, they are op

pressed. They are "malevolent"! because of just those two things. ' 

"Realization''2 is due to the path of seeing (mthong ba'i lam, darsanil-miirga). 

"Actualization"3 is due to the path of meditation (bsgom pa' i lam, bhavanii-miirga). 

"Relate"4 [refers to] teaching. Moreover, [Buddha] clarifies and opens up [the 

meaning of the ultimate]. With respect to that, [Buddha] "clarifies"s by way of 

clarifying well [the meaning of the ultimate] due to presenting designations of 

doctrines. He "opens Up"6 [the meaning of the ultimate] by way of teaching the 

meaning. [Beings who are only acquainted with hot and bitter tastes] "are unable to 

investigate, infer, or imagine" [the taste of honey or the taste of sugarF due to the 

power of argumentation, the power of inference, and the power of belief. 

Chapter Three 

In the third [chapter], Bodhisattvas who abide in the level of engagement through 

belief (mos pas spyod pa' i sa, adhimukticarya-bhumi) improperly mentally con

sider the ultimate after having become obscured by the two obscurations: (1) obscu

ration with respect to imputations; and (2) obscuration with respect to reasonings. 

Obscuration with respect to imputations is due to being estranged from si.itras of 

defmitive meaning. Obscuration with respect to reasonings is due to not directly 

understanding the branches of reasons (gtan tshigs, hetu) and so forth. 

With respect to understanding what is unimportant but not understanding what 

is important,they reason by way offaulty reasons that lack [correct] consequences. 

[Buddha] teaches and establishes the ultimate by way of the extensive passage 

!D p. 10.2; Slog p. 15.4. 

2D p. 10.3; Slog p. 15.6. 

3D p. 10.3; Slog p. 15'.6. 

4D p. 10.5: bsnyad; Stog p. 16.1: "explain" (bshad). 

sD p. 10.5; Slog p. 16.1. 

6D p. 10.5; Slog p. 16.1. 

7D p. 11.4; Slog p. 17.4. 
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ranging from, "Why is this? .. " to " .. .it is not suitable to say, 'The character of the 

compounded and the character of the ultimate are not different"'l 

By way of distinguishing the subtle, [Buddha] says, "profound".2 Similarly, 

you should know that the meanings of those former expressions [12] are concor

dant. Indicating the supremely subtle is done by way of differentiating between the 

vehicles of Hearers and so forth. 

Chapter Four 

The fourth [chapter] indicates that the character that is everywhere of one taste3 is an 

antidote to the three kinds of boastful pride. The three kinds of boastful pride are: 

(1) boastful pride of apprehended objects; (2) boastful pride of apprehending sub

jects; and (3) boastful pride of different characters. 

With respect to those, the indication of the antidote to boastful pride of appre

hended objects is treated in detail [in the passage,] "Why is this ... purification of the 

aggregates."4 The indication of the antidote to boastful pride of apprehending sub

jects is treated in detail [in the passage,] "Moreover, SubhUti, monks who practice 

yoga .. .. "S The indication of the antidote to boastful pride of different characters 'is 

treated in detail [in the passage,] "Moreover, Subhuti, just as these aggregates 
and. ... "6 

Chapter Five 

In the fifth [chapter], there are three kinds of obscuration with respect to secrets of 

mind: (1) obscuration with respect to nature; (2) obscuration with respect to divi

sions; and (3) obscuration with respect to answering objections. 

10 pp. 13.6-14.5 Stag pp. 20.5-22.4. 
20 p. 17.6; Stag p. 26.4. 

3This refers ta the statements in the siitta that the ultimate is "a character that is everywhere of one 
taste", which "means that it is a quality which characterizes all phenomena and that is 

undifferentiated. It is compared ta space (nam mkha'. iikiisa), which is also omnipresent and 
undifferentiated. 

40 p. 21.1; Stag p. 30.7. 
sD p. 21.5; Stag p. 31.5. 
6D p. 22.1; Stag p. 32.3. 
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With respect to those, the indication of the antidote to obscuration with respect 

to nature ranges from [the passage,] "Visalamati..." to " .. .in the Formless 

Realm. .. ."1 

With respect to divisions, there are five kinds: (1) the division of characteristics 

(mtshan nyid, lak:ja/)a) [is referred to in the expressions,] "appropriating conscious

ness" (len pa' i room par shes pa, iidiina-vijfiiioo), "basis-consciousness" (kun gzhi 

rnam par shes pa, iilaya-vijfiiina), and "mind" (sems, citta);2 (2) the division of 

activities (las, karma) [is indicated by the passage,] "Because that [consciousness] 

apprehends and appropriates that body ... ";3 (3) the division of functions ('jug pa, 

nisritya) [refers to] eye consciousness, etc. and simultaneous and non-simultaneous 

functioning;4 (4) the division of conventionalities (kun rdzob, saf!lvrti) [refers to] 

secrets that are the sphere of activity of knowledge of the system of doctrine; and 

(5) the division of the ultimate [is indicated by the passage] ranging from, ..... do not 

see ... appropriating ... " to ..... do not see the mental consciousness."s [13] This is 

because they have the power of non-conceptual exalted wisdom. You should know 

that those mysteries that are the objects of activity of non-conceptual exalted wis

dom are mysteries that are ultimate objects of activity. 

With respect to the division of answering objections:6 Since seeds (sa bon, 

bija) are included [within the continuum of mind] and are also included within two 

other [categories], you should know that because they are included among secret 

things, the other two - mentality (yid, manas) and consciousness (rnam par shes 

pa, vijfiiina) - are also included among secret things.? Because it is [comprised] of 

all seeds, [the basis-consciousness] is a mysterious basis. 

ID pp. 23.7-24.2; Stag pp. 34:7-35.4. 

2D p. 24.3-4; Stag p. 35.5-7. 

3D p. 24.3; Stag p. 35.5. 

4This appears to refer to the passage ranging from D p. 24.4-6 (Stog p. 36.1-3). The siitra lists 

five consciousnesses: eye consciousness, ear consciousness, nose consciousness, tongue 

consciousness, bodily consciousness, and mental consciousness. The last part of the passage in A 

differs from the passage in D and Stog: loon cig tu cig car dang cig car rna yin par 'jug pa. D and 

Stog read: "functions simultaneously" (loon dg rjes su 'jug pa). 

sD p. 26.1-4; Stag p. 38.2-6. 

6Tbis is apparently another division in addition ta the previously mentioned five divisions. 

7The implication of this passage is that seeds, mentality, and consciousness are all secret or 

hidden things because they are not accessible to sense direct perception and are known instead 

through meditative perception. 
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From among these: Because it is not suitable to be taught [to fools]; .because it 

is a basis in the sense of having the characteristics of the seeds of functioning con
I 

sciousnesses; and because it does not a basis by way of its own character, it is diffi-

cult to knoW.1 

Chapter Six 

The sixth [chapter] teaches the characteristics of phenomena having six purposes: 

(1) antidotal purpose; (2) instructional purpose; (3) purpose of actualization; (4) 

pmpose of method; (5) realizational purpose; and (6) beneficial purpose. 

With respect to [the first], the antidotal pmpose is an antidote to the four kinds 

of obscuration: (a) obscuration with respect to objects that lack causes. of superim

position; (b) obscuration with respect to objects that have causes of superimposi

tion; (c) obscuration with respect to afflictions that cause disintegration of that; and 

Cd) obscuration with respect to purification. 

With respect to [the second], the instructional purpose is of four kinds: (a) 

teaching the meaning; (b) teaching the external; (c) teaching the internal; and (d) 

teaching the levels of meditative equipoise. 

With respect to [the third], the purpose of actualization actualizes the three 

doors of liberation [i.e., emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness]. 

With respect to [the fourth], the purpose of method is knowing the three na

tures in dependence upon some [phenomenon]. 

lit is not a basis by way of its own character because it is simply made up of its seeds, and there 

is no substance or permanent subslIatum of basis-consciousness apart from the seeds that compose 
it This is an important point, because YogiiCiira thinkers were often accused of positing a basis

consciousness that is the functional equivalent of the Hindu litman, that is, a permanent, 
unchanging essence that is pure consciousness. The concluding verses of this chapter of the 

Sa1fldhinirmocana indicate that Buddha did not teach the basis-consciousness to "fools" because 
they might consider it to be an iitman, and the commentary is mdicating why it is different from 

the iitman. The argument holds that there is no essence or substance of basis-consciousness and 
that the seeds created by functioning consciousnesses constitute its character at any given moment 

The statement that it is not a basis by way of its own character indicates that it is merely a 
COntinuum that changes in accordance with these seeds and has no existence as a separate entity or 
Substance apart from them. 
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With respect to [the fifth], the realizationalpurpose is knowing objects that are 

phenomena which are objects of knowledge and positing their effects due to having 

[knowledge of] all aspects of objects of knowledge. 

With respect to [the sixth], the beneficial purpose is attaining "[the state of] an 

exalted knower of all aspects (rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa, sarvakiira-jfllina) 

[14] because that is said to be manifest, perfect [realization] with respect to every

thing. You should know that due to knowing that, things (dngos po, bhava) are 

said "to be ''phenomena'' (chos. dharma). Since designations with respect to those 

[phenomena] are like that, [Buddha] thereby designates "Bodhisattvas who are wise 

with respect to the character of phenomena."l 

Chapter Seven 

In the seventh [chapter] - before stating the teaching of the three non-entitynesses 

(ngo bo nyid med pa, nilJ,svabhiiva) that are antidotes to four kinds of mistaken 

conceptions with respect to objects - in teaching his indirect thought concerning 

the non-entitynesses, [Buddha] indicates that this is an antidote to degeneration due 

to the four kinds of mistaken conceptions with respect to objects. 

With respect to that, the four kinds of mistaken conceptions with respect to ob

jects are: (1) [wrongly thinking that] a basis [in Buddha's thought] does not exist 

due to not relying on the three non-entitynesses;2 (2) [wrongly thinking that] there is 

no thought [behind Buddha's "te"achings] due to abandoning [Buddha:'s] thought 

with respect to the three types of non-entityness; (3) [wrongly thinking that] there is 

no meaning due to abandoning the meiuring which does not have superimposition 

and does not have deprecation; and (4) [mistakenly] not relying [on Buddha's 

IThis refers to the main question of the chapter, in which the Bodhisattva GuI]iikara asks Buddha 

why he designates some Bodhisattvas as being "wise with respect to the character of phenomena". 
The commentary indicates that this refers to those Bodhisattvas whose understanding of 

phenomena approaches that of an exalted knower of all aspects, who understands both the 
appearances and conventional designations of phenomena, as well as their emptiness. 

2This refers to the idea found "in the seventh chapter of the Sarrulhinir7TllJcana that Buddha taught 
conflicting doctrines but that there was a reason behind his teachings, and this serves as a basis for 
understanding why he appeared to contradict himself in his teachings. The key to understanding 
the basis in Buddha's thought, according to the seventh chapter, lies in properly comprehending 

his teachings concerning the three non-entitynesses and the three characters (mtshan nyid, laJqa1;Ul). 
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teachings] due to not relying on fonner and later [teachings,] such as [the state

ment], "Whatever does not exist by way of its own character does not arise" and so 

forth. 

Before stating the antidotes to desiring teachings, you should know the differ

entiations of establishment and the differentiations of belief by way of the differen

tiations of persons. With respect to that, the differentiations of establishment are as 

follows: (1) That which, having the three types of basis, is based on [Buddha's] 

teaching [is expressed by the passage,] "regarding that ... those beings who have not 

previously generated roots of virtue ... ".1 (2) That which is based on lineage [is ex

pressed by the passage,] "Paramartliasamudgata ... a person who has the lineage of a 

Hearer who proceeds soley to peacefulness ... ".2 (3) That which is based on condi

tions [is expressed by the passage,] "I describe those Hearers who change with re

spect to the enlightenment [that they are seeking] as being a type of Bodhi

sattva. .. .''3 

With respect to the differentiations of belief, there are five kinds: (1) those who 

come to perfect lineage, those who come to perfect belief, and those who come to 

perfect wisdom are the first [type: Buddha says,] "With respect to that, sentient 

beings who have generated great roots of virtue ... ";4 (2) with respect to coming to 

perfect lineage and belief, [15] those who are separated from wisdom are the second 

[type: Buddha says,] "With respect to that, sentient beings who have generated 

roots of virtue .. .";5 (3) those who come to lineage and belief and who come to a 

little wisdom are the third [type: Buddha says,] "The doctrine that is taught by the 

Tathagata works on sentient beings by way of their various beliefs ... ";6 (4) those 

with faulty wisdom, who come to perfect lineage and perfect belief, are the fourth 

[type: Buddha says,] "Whatever sentient beings ~ other than these sentient beings 

- who have not achieved [the levels of the path] ... up to the collections of merit 

and wisdom ... ";7 and (5) those who come to perfection in everything and who 

'0 p. 36.3; Slog p. 51.7. 

20 p. 38.4; Slog p. 54.7. 
30 3 p. 8.7; Slog p. 55.5. 
40 p. 39.4; Slog p. 56.4. 

50 p. 40.3; Slog p. 57.2. 
60 p. 40.4; Slog p. 57.6. 
70 p. 40.7; Slog p. 58.3. 
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come to understand by way of instruction! are the flith [type: for instance,] 

Paramarthasamudgata, who teaches the examples of "adding butter" [to cooked 

meat], "dried ginger", "the basis for the drawing of a picture", and "space".2 You 

should similarly associate [these examples] with: [Buddha's] discourses on ethics 

and meditative stabilizations, on wisdom, on conventional [truths], and on ultimate 

[truths], respectively. 

Chapter Eight 

In the eighth [chapter, Buddha] teaches the path of yoga by way of six aspects. He 

indicates these by way of delineating designations due to [teaching]: (1) knowing; 

(2) not knowing; (3) nature; (4) causes of practice; (5) attainment and methods of 

attainment; and (6) not degenerating. 

With respect to those, the grouping of calming and insight is nature. Causes of 

practice are: (1) perceiving presentations of designations of doctrines; (2) not giving 

up aspirations; and (3) the four phenomena that are objects of attainment. Attain

ment [is described in the passage,] "Maitreya, designations of doctrines that I have 

stated .... "3 Methods of attainment [lire described in the passage,j "Bhagavan, at 

what point do Bodhisattvas .... "4 

You should know that the rest are designations that are delineated. by way of 

[the topic of] not degenerating. With respect to that, you should know that designa

tions that are delineated by way of [the topic of] not degenerating are of many 

kinds. With respect to not degenerating in terms of meditative stabilizations (ting 
nge ' dzin, samadhi) that are based on non-conceptual exalted wisdom, [Maitreya 

says,] "Bhagavan, [16] are the path of calming and the path of insight different or 

the same .... "s With respect to not degenerating with respect to realizing non-con

ceptual exalted wisdom, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, is that image that is the object 

!This passage has been translated in accordance with an oral explanation by Geshe Yeshe Thablche, 
who equates mgo glengs with bstan pa, "instruction". This refers ta advanced practitioners who 
have heard Buddha's teachings and fully understood their meaning. 
2D pp. 47.448.3; Stag pp. 67.6-68.7. 
3D p. 51.6; Stag p. 73.6. 
4D p. 54.2; Stag p. 77.1. 
sD p. 53.1; Stag p. 75.5. 
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of activity of meditative stabilization which is a viewing consciousness .... "1 With 

respect to not degenerating due to not thinking about time in meditating on the three 

signs, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, at what point. .. soley cultivate insight. ... ''2 

With respect to eliminating satisfaction with mere inferior [attainments, 

Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, how many kinds of insight are there .... ''3 This is due to 

not being satisfied with [insight] arisen from signs and so forth. With respect to 

eliminating degenerated faculties, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, when you say, 

'calming and insight that dwell on doctrines .... "'4 With respect to not degenerating 

in terms of increasing virtue, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, through calming and in

sight observing doctrines that are unmixed .... "5 This is because the extent to which 

mind subsumes objects of observation is the extent of increase of the root virtues. 

With respect to not degenerating in the sense of having antidotes to conceptual

ity and mental fluctuation, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, at what point do calming 

and insight become meditative stabilizations that are conceptual and analytical .... "6 

With respect to not degenerating and knowing causes with regard to meditation, 

[Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, what is the cause of calming ... .''7 

With respect to eliminating boastful pride, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, [ when] 

Bodhisattvas cultivating calming and insight know doctrine and .... "8 This is by way 

of indicating the characteristics of thorough individual knowledge of doctrines and 

meanings [that arises] due to absence of boastful pride. This is due to [knowing]: 

(1) the set of all meanings; (2) the set of all meanings [known] by way of in

Structions; (3) the set of mental analyses; (4) extensive bases and supports; [17] and 

(5) all profound meanings. 

The set of all phenomena that are objects of knowledge is said to [include] ap

prehended objects and apprehending subjects: the varieties of existents and the 

ways that they exist.9 Objects that are apprehended are divided into objects that are 

10 p. 54.7; Stog p. 75.7. 
20 p. 54.2; Stog p. 77.1. 

30 p. 54.6; Stog p. 77.7. 

40 p. 55.4; Stog p. 78.7. 

So p. 56.1; Stog p. 79.6. 
60 p. 57.6; Stog p. 82.5. 
70 p. 58.5; Stog p. 83.4. 
So p. 59.1; Stog p. 84.2. 
91his refers to a passage beginning on D p. 59.6 (Stog p. 85.2). 
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states and objects that are resources. InitiiU mistakenness with respect to these ap

prehending subjects and so forth is thorough affliction. Initial non-mistakenness is 

purification. 

Indicating village boundaries - or one hundred of those, etc. ~ is the cause of 

expressly denoting innumerable worldly realms.! The set of all meanings [known] 

by way of instructions [refers to] doctrinal teachings of Buddhas that are based on 

the two truths [Le., conventional truths and ultimate truths]. Afflictive faults are ex

pressed in those. Qualities of purification are expressed. These qualities of affliction 

and purification are produced from conditions, but are not produced from God 

(dbang phyug, ISvara) and so forth. These are also included together; they are di

vided according to the characteristics of compounded phenomena 

Similarly, one knows suffering by way of impermanence, sickness and so 

forth. In the Hearer Vehicle, one knows suffering and so forth. In the Great Vehi

cle, one knows [reality] by way of suchness and so forth. These are indicated by 

way of the two, grouping and dividing. Also, when answering, [Buddha] answers 

by way of partial answers and so forth. 

With respect to the fourth [part], the set of all meanings, the basis is letters. The 

support is meanings. You should know that these two are the profound teaching 

and profound meaning. [These] are extensive due to [the extensiveness of] objects 

that are realms, because these are incalculable [in number. 

Not degenerating due to merely attaining calming is a result of dilligently seek

ing knowledge and insight.2 With respect to not degenerating in terms of through 

knowledge with respect to origination of the subtle, [Maitreya says,] "Bhagavan, 

how and through what mental contemplation cultivating calming and insight do 

Bodhisattvas remove what signs .... "3 

With respect to eliminating fear with respect to emptiness, [the sutra says,] 

"Bhagavan, in the Great Vehicle ... the full character of emptiness .... "4 [18] 

!This refers to a passage beginning on D p. 61.2 (Stog p. 87.3). 

2'fhe implication of this is that some might be content with just attaining calming, and this 

contentment could keep them from seeking more advanced states of understanding. Calming and 

insight are merely preliminaries to attainment of knowledge and insight, and should not be 

thought of as ends in themselves. 

3D p. 65.3; Stog p. 93.3. 
4D p. 67.7;" SlOg p. 97.2. 
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With respect to cultivating calming and insight - beginning with nature, 

causes, effects, actions, application, objects of engagement - not wasting instruc

tions given [by Buddha is described in the passage,] "Bhagavan, how many kinds 

of meditative stabilization of cahning and insight are included. ... "1 

With respect to eliminating non-serious aspiration with respect to meditation: 

The meanings of the four sources of subtle signs are to be known through pursuing 

[cultivation of] the [four] mindful establishments. The remainder are to be known 

through pursuing [understanding of] the sixteen emptinesses. 2 You should connect 

the emptiness of the indestructible with collections of two terms.3 Emptiness of 

character [should be connected with] two signs.4 You should know that the remain

ing [emptinesses] are to be connected with each of these. 

Chapter Nine 

In the ninth [chapter], questions and answers - beginning with what should be 

known with respect to completing the [ten] perfections (pha rol tu phyin pa, 

pliramita) - are expressed, because the perfections are included within the Great 

Vehicle. With respect to how they are completed: It is by way of the division of the 

[ten] levels (sa, bhumi); [Avalokitesvara says,] "Bhagavan, if the ten Bodhisattva 

levels are ... .''5 

With respect to completing the perfection of giving and SO forth, [Avalokites

vara says,] "Bhagavan, how many bases of training of Bodhisattvas are there .... "6 

With respect to that, beginning with wisd~m regarding effects, wisdom regarding 

10 p. 68.4; Stog p. 98.l. 

2These are listed on 0 pp. 66.4-67.4 (Stog pp. 94.7-96.5). 
3The meaning of this is unclear, but appears to refer to the passage in the sutra (D p. 67.3; Stog p. 

96.3) in which Buddha says, "when one thoroughly knows the objects of pure suchness, then the 

signs of the uncompounded and the signs of the indestructible are eliminated by the emptiness of 
uncompounded phenomena and the emptiness of the indestructible". 

4This appears to refer to the passage in the sutra (D p. 66.4; Stog p. 95.1) in which Buddha says, 

"When one thoroughly knows the meaning of the suchness of abiding, then the signs that are a 

continuation of production, cessation, abiding, and transformation are eliminated by the emptiness 

of character and the emptiness of what is beginningless and endless". 
So p. 77.1; Stog p. 111.3. 

60 p. 83.5; Stog p. 120.5. 
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discordant classes and antidotes, and wisdom regarding names, there are three 

questions. 

With respect to wisdom regarding divisions of the classes that are discordant 

with the levels, there is: (1) the class that is discordant with liberative wisdoms and 

(2) the class that is discordant with liberative minds; [AvalokiteSvara says,] "Bhaga

van, with respect to those, how many obscurations are there? How many discord

ances of assumptions of bad states are there .... "1 

Wisdom regarding divisions of antidotes is due to accumulating the virtues 

[resUlting from] entering into the levels. With respect to wisdom regarding the basis 

of ripening the continuums of oneself and others, [Avalokitesvara says,] "Bhaga

van, why is it that, among all births in cyclic existence, a Bodhisattva's birth is 

called 'the most excellent' .... '~ [19] 

With respect to wisdom regarding methods of perfecting thought, [Avalo

kiteSvara says,] "Bhagavan, why is it that Bodhisattvas proceed by way of exten

sive aspirations .... "3 Wisdom regarding methods of ripening oneself and [other] 

sentient beings [is explained] in terms of the six bases of training.4 Wisdom 

regarding bases and those who base [themselves on them] is due to [understanding] 

the bases [described] in the earlier and later parts of the three trainings. Wisdom re

garding good methods of elevating and actualizing is the cause of the two, merit and 

exalted wisdom 

With respect to wisdom regarding training well, [Avalokitesvara says,] "Bha

gavan, how do Bodhisattvas train in these six bases of training .... "5 

Good wisdom should be known [to arise] from: (1) developed constituents; (2) 

correctly actualized collections; (3) non-degeneration with respect to vehicle;6 (4) no 

uncertainty; and (5) situation. With respect to wisdom regarding perfected col

lections, [Avalokitesvara says,] "Bhagavan, why are these six bases of training 

known to be designated as being six-fold .... "7 

1D p. 80.6; Stog p. 116.4. 

2D p. 82.7; Stog p. 119.6. 

3D p. 83.2; Stog p. 120.2. 

4This begins on D p. 83.5 (Stog p. 120.5). 
5D p. 84.2; Stog p. 121.5. 

6'fhis is probably an admonition against moving from the Mahayana path to a Hlnayana path. 
7D p. 84.4; Stag p. 122.1. 
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With respect to wisdom regarding the additional [perfections, A valokitesvara 

says,] "Bhagavan, why are the other perfections known to be designated as being 

four-fold .... "l With respect to wisdom regarding arising, [Avalokitesvara says,] , 

"Bhagavan, how should one understand this indication of the order of these six per

fections .... "2 With respect to wisdom regarding divisions of differences, [Avalokit

esvara says,] ''Bhagavan, into how many aspects are these perfections divided .... ''3 

With respect to wisdom regarding completion, [AvalokiteSvara says,] 

"Bhagavan, why are these perfections [called] 'perfections' .... "4 

With respect to wisdom regarding groups of designations, [Avalokitesvara 

says,] "Bhagavan, what are the individual functions of those five aspects .... "5 

With respect to wisdom regarding distinctiveness of qualities, [Avalokitesvara 

says,] "Bhagavan, [20] what are the vastnesses of these perfections .... "6 

With respect to wisdom regarding continuity, [Avalokitesvara says,] "Bhaga

van, in what way do Bodhisattvas search for the pleasing fruitional results of endur

ing perfections and .... "7 

With respect to wisdom regarding methods of abiding in the cause, [Avalo

kitesvarasays,] "Bhagavan, why is it that, just as Bodhisattvas [engage in] the per

fections, they do not abide in them due to faith in the pleasing fruitional results of 

the perfections ... .''11 

With respect to wisdom regarding actualization of activities, [Avalokitesvara 

says,] "Bhagavan, what are the individual powers of these perfections .... ''9 

With respect to wisdom regarding correctly actualized benefits that are grouped 

[together, Avalokitesvara says,] "Bhagavan, from what cause do the perfections 

lD p. 85.1; Stog p. 122.7. 

2D p. 86.2; Stog p. 124.4. This sentence in the commentary is omitted in the Peking edition, p. 
7.1. 

3D p. 86.4; Stog p. 124.7. 

4D p. 87.1; Stog p. 125.7. 

sD p. 91.3; Stog p. 131.6. 

6D p. 91.6; Steig p. 132.3. 

7D p. 92.1; Stog p. 132.6. 

8D p. 92.2; Stog p. 133.1 reads: "Bhagavan, why is it that, just as Bodhisattvas engage in the 

perfections through faith, they are not similarly intent on the pleasing fruitional results of the 
perfections?" 

9D p. 92.4; Stog p. 133.4. 
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arise; what are their results; and what are therr functions .... "1 You should know that 

the results are the objectives of oneself and others. 

With respect to wisdom regarding hindrances to benefitting sentient beings, 

[Avalokitesvara says,] "Bhagavan, if ... why are there poor people in the world ... .''2 

With respect to wisdom regarding not degenerating in terms of engaging in 

method, [AvalokiteSvara says,] "Bhagavan, through which perfection do Bodhisat

tvas apprehend the non-entityness ofphenomena .... "3 

With respect to wisdom regarding decrease and increase, [Avalokitesvara 

says,] "Bhagavan, [when you say,] 'perfection' ... ."4 

With respect to wisdom that eliminates grasping at the continuum of thorough 

affliction, [AvalokiteSvara says,] "Bhagavan, how many kinds of latencies of afflic

tions are there [on] these [levels] ... .''5 

With respect to wisdom regarding divisions that are differentiations of deliver

ances (nges par 'byin pa, nairyaT}ika), [AvalokiteSvara says,] ..... the Bhagavan's 

[statement], 'Both the Hearer Vehicle and the Great Vehicle [are one vehicle]' .... "6 

With respect to that, for those who imagine the meaning to be only what is literally 

. spoken, "superimposition" (sgro 'dogs pa, samliropa) is [imputing] form and so 

forth in terms of the imputational character. For others, "deprecation" (skur pa 

'debs pa, apaviida) is depreciating the character of all phenomena due to [thinking], 

"The entities of all phenomena do not exist." 

Chapter Ten 

In the tenth [chapter, Buddha] teaches (1) by indicating that the antidote to obstruc

tions with respect to the bodies of a Tathagata is the truth body, which is the anti

dote to [imagining] the impermanent to be permanent, and (2) by indicating that the 

arising of their births is the antidote to imagining them to be illusory. The [three] 

baskets of designations of doctrines are non-mistakenly taught to be the antidotes to 

obscurations. 

1D p. 92.6; Stog p. 134.1. 

2D p .. 93.1; Stog p. 134.3. 

3D p. 93.4; Stog p. 134.7. 

4D p. 93.6; Stog p. 135.4. 

sD p. 94.4; Stog p. 136.3. 

6D p. 95.7; Stog p. 138.3. 
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The eleven characteristics of schematic outlines (ma nw, miitrkli) can be [con

densed into] five types of characteristics: (1) two are characteristics of teachings; (2) 

three are characteristics of thorough investigation; (3) two are characteristics of 

results; (4) two are characteristics of hindrances and aids to these; (5) two are char

acteristics of faults and [good] qualities of those. The rem~nder are antidotes to ob

scurations with respect to the objects of activity of Buddhas. You should know that 

all of these teachings are also of the mode of teaching of Tathagatas' births.! This 

completes [the explanation of] the tenth [chapter]. 

QUESTION: How should one know imputation of what is not real (yang dag pa 

rna yin pa kun tu rtogs pa, abhata-parikalpa)? 

[RESPONSE]: It should be known by way of: (1) basis; (2) characteristic; (3) 

method; (4) result; (5) cause; (6) final transformation; (7) support; and (8) 

divisions. 

With respect to that, basis [refers to] Bodhisattvas. Characteristic simply [refers 

to] causes of error. Method [refers to] wisdom arisen from hearing, thinking, and 

meditating. Result [refers to] attainment of unsurpassed, complete, perfect enlight

enment which abandons that and to [fulfilment of] the welfare of sentient beings. 

Cause [refers to] reasoning, delighting in the arising of Buddhas, hearing excellent 

doctrines, taking to mind what is proper, and doctrinal commitments that are con

cordant with doctrine. Final transformation [refers to] realization of suchness. Who

ever understands [this] knows the imputation of what is unreal. Support [refers to] 

the level of engagement through belief, the frrst [Bodhisattva] level, and the Buddha 

level. 

Division [refers to] seventeen kinds: [22] (1) the division of arising; (2) the 

division of non-arising; (3) the division of apprehending subjects; (4) the division 

of apprehended objects; (5) the division of viewing [something] as external; (6) the 

division of viewing [something] as internal; (7) the division of having afflictions; 

(8) the division of not having afflictions; (9) the division of what is experienced 

after birth; (10) the division of what is experienced at other times;2 (11) the division 

!In other words, these are the types of teachings that the emanations of Tathagatas give to sentient 
beings. 

2The term "other times" (Ian grangs gzhan) is tr~sIated in accordance with an oral explanation by 

Geshe Yeshe Thabkhe, who equates Ian grangs with stengs or gnas skabs. 
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of non-existence; (12) the division of existence and non-existence; (13) the division 

of what is real; (14) the division of what is real and what is unreal; (15) the division 

of the concordant causes of what is real; (16) the division of indicating what is 

here;! and (17) the division of what arises in the past and present and so forth. 

These aspects should be understood in accordance with four [statements]: (1) 

"The unreal is unreal imputation; (2) the not unreal is simply non-imputation; (3) 

non-imputation is not non-imputation; (4) everything is said to be knowable" 

This completes the Explanation of the Superior Sutra Explaining the Thought by 

the Master Asruiga. 

This is translated by the Indian masters Jinamitra and Silendrabodhi and the great 

revising translator (zhu chen gyi 10 tsa ba) Bande Ye shes sde and prepared [in re

sponse to] a request. 

! According to Geshe Thabkhe, this can also mean "indicating what something is" or "indicating 

what something is called". 
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